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We explore the use of logarithmic based optical delay in time-resolved data 
collection.  We show that logarithmic spacing of data points provides an economical way 
to collect data over many decades of time which speeds data collection.  We present a 
simple algorithm to generate time delay points for application in time-resolved data 
collection.  We test the use of logarithmic vs. linear data collection over six orders of 
magnitude by measuring broadband femtosecond transient absorption (BFTA) spectra 
of HPTS in pH-7 water from femtoseconds to nanoseconds.  Statistical analysis of 
logarithmic and linear data collection show that linear data collection shows a clear 
advantage by requiring a fewer number of time-delay points to achieve a given precision 
in subsequent data analysis. 
We investigate solvation dynamics (SD) via coumarin 343 (C343) in Aerosol OT 
(sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate, AOT) reverse micelles with varying water 
content through broadband femtosecond transient absorption experiments.  These 
studies build upon our previous studies of SD in the AOT reverse micelles through time-
resolved fluorescence Stokes shift (TRFSS) experiments (J. Phys. Chem. B, 1998, 102, 
iii 
 
2705) which limited data collection to approximately 100 ps.  We extend the 
experimental time window to 2 nanoseconds and recover the entire solvation response. 
These results combined with steady-state spectra and reorientation dynamics indicate 
that C343 exists in two distinct populations within the reverse micelles which correlate 
with interfacial and core water.  Our results suggest that translational motion of C343 
may contribute to the total observed solvation response. 
We study excited state proton transfer (ESPT) of HPTS 
(8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid trisodium salt) in cationic 
(cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, CTAB) , anionic (AOT), and nonionic 
(polyoxyethylene (5) isooctylphenyl ether, IGE) reverse micelles by BFTA.  For larger AOT 
RM, ESPT dynamics are found to be approximately equal to the dynamics found in bulk 
water. As the size of the AOT RM approaches the size of the probe molecule, ESPT 
becomes increasingly quenched. For all sizes of CTAB RM, HPTS ESPT is found to be 10-
20 times slower than HPTS ESPT in bulk water. This result combined with reorientation 
measurements suggest that HPTS resides at the interfacial region in CTAB RM and thus 
remains immobilized. In IGE RM, ESPT is 4-10 times slower than bulk water behavior 
which we contribute to immobilization of HPTS in the micelle interface. HPTS 
reorientational motion is hindered with respect to bulk HPTS motion.  We measure the 
kinetic isotope effect (KIE) on HPTS ESPT dynamics and results suggest that the solvent 
plays a significant role in the observed dynamics only in the largest IGE reverse micelles.  
Steady-state absorption measurements show that HPTS exists in a unique environment 
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1.1 Motivation   
Water is life as we know it, and to understand water behavior is to unlock one of 
nature’s most fundamental elements.  No other solvent exhibits such unique 
macroscopic and microscopic properties which facilitate such a wide variety of natural 
and synthetic processes.1  For a host of these processes, water finds itself geometrically 
confined within nanometer (10-9 meters) volumes which can alter its already unique 
behavior.  It has been well established in the literature that water behavior under 
nanoscopic confinement can deviate strongly from bulk water behavior due to the close 
proximity of interfaces both natural and synthetic.2-5  In particular, these confinement-
induced deviations from bulk behavior can have dramatic effects on physical, chemical, 
and biological processes such as electron transfer6,7, proton transfer8,9, and mass 
transport.10,11 Thus, understanding behavior of nanoscopically confined water is a first 
step towards unraveling and potentially controlling physical, chemical and biological 
phenomena.  Results from studies of solvent behavior in nanoscopic confinement have 
direct impact on future science and engineering endeavors from biology to material 
synthesis.   
The broad aim of the work in this dissertation is focused on understanding how 
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polar solvents, namely water, behave differently in confinement and, in turn, how they 
can affect chemical and biological processes.  In an effort to generate fundamental 
information on confinement effects on polar solvents, we have chosen the model class 
of systems known as reverse micelles (RM) which contain nanoscopic pools of polar 
solvents.  RM have found use in range of fields from biology as simplified mimics of lipid 
bilayers10-12 to material science applications in semiconductor and metal nanoparticle 
synthesis 11,13-16 to chemistry as “nanobeakers”.17 
The studies presented hereafter utilize time-resolved spectroscopy to probe 
solvent and proton transfer dynamics in nanoscopic confined water.  We use broadband 
femtosecond transient absorption (BFTA) spectroscopy in combination with the 
spectroscopic probes coumarin 343 (C343) and 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid 
trisodium salt (HPTS) to probe solvation and proton transfer dynamics within RM 
systems.  Further details about these probes will be outlined in the following section, 
but both of these probes have been used extensively to probe ultrafast water dynamics 
in a variety of systems.18-31  Studies using C34318-23 and HPTS21,24-31 have yielded great 
insight into environmental impacts on fundamental processes of solvation and proton 
transfer dynamics which makes them excellent candidates for RM confinement studies. 
BFTA spectroscopy supplements and complements previous time-resolved 
fluorescence Stokes shift (TRFSS) spectroscopic studies of water dynamics in RM 
confinement conducted in the Levinger laboratory.23,32-35  These TRFSS studies have 
focused on femtosecond dynamics while the BFTA studies expand our dynamical 
analysis over a two nanosecond window e.g. from femtoseconds to nanoseconds.  
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Exploring dynamics over this longer timescale has given a more complete and 
comprehensive picture of RM confinement dynamics.  
   
1.2 Systems and Spectroscopic Probes 
 1.2.a Reverse Micelles (RM) 
RM are a model class of systems that generate nanoscopic volumes of polar 
solvents.  RM consist of a nanoscopic pool of polar solvent that is sequestered by 
surfactant molecules surrounded by a bulk non-polar solvent as illustrated in Figure 1.1. 
RM can be considered to be a simplified mimic of biological systems as the interior is 
analogous to a lipid/water interface found in cells.  The size of the RM polar solvent 
pool, or more importantly the degree of confinement, is controlled by adjusting the 





w = .                                                           (1.1) 
For spherical RM, w0 is proportional to the micelle diameter.     
The effective 0w  range generating stable RM microemulsions is determined by 
the supporting non-polar solvent, polar solvent, and the surfactants and/or co-
surfactants employed.  Common non-polar solvents used to prepare RM include 
cyclohexane, n-heptanes, n-hexanes, iso-octane, carbon tetrachloride, and benzene.   
The polar head groups of surfactants are classified as anionic, cationic, and nonionic. We 
have chosen a surfactant from each of these groups to explore RM system differences 




Figure 1.1 Reverse micelle (RM) and lipid bilayer structures.  The interior of the RM is 
similar to a lipid/water interface found in biological systems.   
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ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate (AOT), cetyl trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), and 
polyoxyethylene (5) nonylphenylether (IGE) which are classified as anionic, cationic, and 
non-ionic respectively.  The structures for these surfactants are shown in Figure 1.2.  It is 
important to note that some surfactants require the addition of a co-surfactant to 
stabilize RM formation; this is the case for CTAB which requires the addition of a co-
surfactant, usually a long-chain alcohol, in the ratio of approximately 5:1 (alcohol:CTAB).  
Typical alcohols are used as CTAB co-surfactants are straight chain 1-decanol, 1-octanol, 
1-heptanol, and 1-hexanol.36    
Two important values that characterize RM systems are the diameter of the 
water pool ( d ) and the surfactant aggregation number ( agN ).  Reports in the literature 
have established linear relationships between  w0 and water pool diameters over 
various 0ω  ranges for AOT,
37 and IGE38 RM systems through viscosity, dynamics light 
scattering and small angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements.  These linear 
relationships and limits are39,40,   
 0 00.29 1.1           2 20AOTd ω ω= + ≤ ≤  (1.2)  
 0 00.38 1.40          10 40IGEd ω ω= + ≤ ≤ . (1.3) 
In addition to these measured relationships, mean surfactant aggregation numbers ( N , 
surfactant molecules per RM) have been reported for AOT RM41,  CTAB RM, and IGE 
RM42-44 for a variety of w0 values.  In general, agN  increases with w0 as the surface area 
of the micelle increases.  We use agN  to estimate the number of probe molecules per 























maximize signal intensities and minimize probe-probe molecule interactions.  For the 
studies reported within chapters 4 and 5, we use these established literature values for 
d  and agN  to describe RM microemulsions that were prepared unless otherwise noted.  
1.2.b Spectroscopic Probe Molecules 
Pump-probe experiments such as the ones later outlined in this work rely on the 
presence of time-dependent signals following excitation.  Time-dependent signals of this 
type are governed by excited-state processes such as solvation dynamics (SD), excited-
state proton transfer (ESPT) dynamics, and inter/intramolecular electron transfer  
dynamics.  The net effect of such processes alters the spectrum of the probe molecule 
and subsequent analysis of these spectral changes reveals the underlying dynamics of 
the process itself.  The following sections outline the fundamental principles of SD and 
ESPT and our selection of C343 and HPTS (structures shown in Figure 1.3) to probe these 
processes in RM systems.          
1.2.b.i C343 as a probe of solvation dynamics (SD) 
Solvation dynamics (SD) is the response of a solvent to an instantaneous change 
in the charge distribution on a solvated chromophore upon excitation from the ground 
electronic state (S0) to a higher electronic state (Sn). The dynamics represent the 
relaxation of the solvent to the new charge distribution that lowers the free energy of 
the excited chromophore.  Figure 1.4 gives a schematic representation of the SD 
process.  For chromophores solvated in bulk polar solvents, two types of motion are 
inherent in SD relaxation: a faster inertial and a slower diffusive motion.  The inertial 

















Figure 1.4 Schematic description of solvation dynamics (SD).  After excitation of the 
chromophore, the solvent reorients to lower the free energy of the system in response 
to the new excited-state charge distribution on the chromophore.  This motion on the S1 
surface is reflected in a red shift in the emission (or stimulated emission) spectrum of 
the chromophore as a function of time.   
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diffusive response corresponds to collective solvent motion.  Intramolecular vibrational 
relaxation or redistribution (IVR) of the chromophore can also contribute to lowering 
and modulating the energy of the excited chromophore.45 Usually, a chromophore is 
chosen that has very little structural changes between the S0 and the S1 electronic states 
and thus strong contributions from IVR are typically negligible.  The normalized free 
energy change due to SD is calculated as, 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
(0) ( ) (0) ( )




∆ − ∆ ∞ − ∞
= ≅
∆ − ∆ ∞ − ∞
 (1.4) 
where the average free energy change ( E∆ ) is assumed to be proportional to a 
spectroscopic observable (ν ) such as the frequency of the maximum of the time-
dependent chromophore emission spectrum. 
 Coumarin molecules, such as C343, are ideal probes for SD experiments as they 
exhibit large dipole changes between the ground (S0) and first excited (S1) electronic 
states and they are rigid molecules.46  The magnitude of the dipole change between the 
S0 and S1 states effectively governs the magnitude of the SD response and for C343, the 
estimated 2.5 Debye change gives a strong, measurable SD signal.47  As previously 
mentioned, IVR contributions to SD are minimized with rigid molecules but 
conformational motion of the probe molecule is minimized in the SD response as well.  
For the goals of our SD experiments, we aim to measure just the SD response from 
solvent motion and the measurement of probe molecule conformational changes due to 
its inherent physical flexibility (non-rigidity) are unwanted. Thus C343 is a prime 
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candidate for SD studies of water in RM systems due to its large dipole change upon 
excitation and its structural rigidity.   
1.2.b.ii HPTS as a probe of excited-state proton transfer (ESPT) 
Excited-state proton transfer (ESPT) describes proton transfer to, from, or within 
a molecule that is initiated by the transition to an excited electronic state.48  Our 
discussion focuses on intermolecular ESPT where excitation is photoinitiated.  
Intermolecular ESPT is a solvent assisted process it is primarily observed only in aqueous 
systems.  Electronic excitation of molecules exhibiting ESPT phenomena are driven by a 
pKa jump from the ground state to the excited state.  In this case, a particular ESPT 
molecule becomes a stronger acid upon photoexcitation and the molecule is described 
as a photo-acid.  Thus an ESPT molecule at neutral pH may be protonated in the ground 
state ( ROH ) but become deprotonated in the excited state ( *RO− ) due to the photo 
initiated pKa jump, ∆pKa.  Figure 1.5 shows a schematic representation of the 
intermolecular ESPT process.  It is important to note that deprotonation rates are 
reversible and pH dependent; the steady-state pH of the solvent affects the forward 
dissociation reaction as well as the reverse recombination reaction.   
Time-dependent HPTS spectra display both solvation dynamics and 
deprotonation dynamics.24-26,30  Solvation dynamics manifest as a time-dependent 
spectral shift that relaxes with a time constant of roughly 1 ps for the HPTS/water 
system.  HPTS is an ideal probe of deprotonation dynamics due to the large magnitude 
of ∆pKa which jumps from 7.7 to approximately 149,50 upon excitation of the protonated
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Figure 1.5 Schematic description of intermolecular excited-state proton transfer (ESPT).  
Photo excitation from the ground electronic state initiates excited state transfer of a 
proton to the solvent.  The observed deprotonation rate depends on forward and 
backward rate constants which are pH dependent. 
ROH* 
ROH 
RO-* + H+ 
hν 





state ( ROH ) which initiates the deprotonation reaction.  HPTS deprotonation dynamics 
follow the mechanism,  
 ROH RO H RO H− + − +  + iii  (1.5) 
where the initial step generates a contact ion pair followed by subsequent diffusion of 
the proton away from the excited HPTS molecule ( *ROH ).  Both mechanistic steps 
depend on the bulk proton concentration which lead to pH dependent deprotonation 
dynamics.  In neutral water (pH=7), the first step in the HPTS deprotonation mechanism 
occurs on the 2-4 ps timescale while the proton diffusion step occurs on the ~90 ps 
timescale24-26.   
 
1.3 Time-Resolved Spectroscopic Techniques 
 I.3.a Ultrafast Pulses 
Ultrafast pulses are generally considered pulses that have subnanosecond 
durations (< 10-9 seconds) e.g. picoseconds or shorter.  Ultrafast pulses are described in 
the time-domain as, 
 ( ) [ ]0( ) ( ) exp exp ( )E t A t i t tω ω φ= − −    (1.6) 
where ( )A t is the pulse envelope, 0ω  is the carrier oscillation frequency, and ( )tφ  is the 
temporal phase.   In this description, the pulse envelope is decoupled from the electric-
field oscillations for pulse durations longer than a few optical cycles which is known as 
the slowly varying envelope approximation.51 Conversion between the time- and 
frequency-domains is obtained through the Fourier transform pairs, 
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 [ ]( ) ( )expE E t i t dtω ω
∞
−∞
−∫∼  (1.7) 
 [ ]( ) ( ) expE t E i t dω ω ω
∞
−∞
∫∼  (1.8) 
Table 1.1 gives common pulse shapes for ( )A t and the corresponding spectral shapes 
obtained from Fourier transform to the frequency domain, full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) in both the temporal and spectral domains.  The temporal FWHM and spectral 
FWHM are related through the time-bandwidth product defined as, 
 B p pc ν τ≥ ∆ ⋅  
 where the minimum Bc  value indicates that a pulse is Fourier transform-limited  which 
is the shortest pulse achievable from a given bandwidth.  The pulse shape dictates the 
minimum value of Bc , and the inverse relation between pν∆ and pτ  makes an 
increasing amount of spectral bandwidth a requirement for supporting shorter and 
shorter pulses.  This effect is a result of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle and 
becomes quite dramatic for sub-100 fs pulse durations.  Figure 1.6 plots the required 
bandwidth to support sub-100 fs pulses centered at 800 nm with Gaussian, Lorentzian, 
and hyperbolic secant squared (sech2) pulse profiles. 
I.3.b Spectral Dispersion 
As previously established, ultrafast pulses require increasing bandwidths to 
support decreasing duration pulses and consequently frequency dependent delay 
variations or spectral dispersion will affect ultrafast pulse durations.  Thus it is critical to 
account for spectral dispersion in a given optical system.52  In most time-resolved
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product (cB)A(t) FWHM (τp) A(ω) FWHM (∆ωp) 
Gaussian exp[-2(t/τG)2] 1.177 τG exp[-(ΩτG)2/2] 2.355/τG 0.441 
Lorentzian [1 + (t/τL)2]-2 1.287 τL exp[-2│Ω│τL] 0.693/τL 0.142 





Figure 1.6 Bandwidth in nanometers (∆λp) needed to support 800 nm, sub-100 fs pulses 
for common pulse profiles.  Note that for a given bandwidth the transform-limited pulse 
duration depends on the assumed pulse shape. 
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spectroscopy applications, it is desirable to deliver the shortest achievable pulse to a 
sample and therefore spectral dispersion modeling and compensation thereof are 
essential. 
Spectral dispersion is a manifestation of the frequency-dependent refractive 
index (material dispersion) but it can also be imposed on an ultrafast pulse through 
angular dispersion introduced by a prism or grating (geometric dispersion).  Geometric 
dispersion will be discussed further in section 1.3.iii. In most cases, the material 
dispersion accumulated by a pulse in an optical system is compensated for by geometric 
dispersion of the opposite sign, but in some cases dispersion is added and subtracted 
geometrically as in chirped pulse amplification (CPA).  The amount of material 
dispersion incurred in an optical system depends on propagation distances and types of 
materials that a pulse travels through and is given as,  
 ( ) ( )m n Lc
ωϕ ω ω=  (1.9) 
where ω  is frequency, c  is the speed of light in a vacuum, L is the length of the 
material, and ( )n ω is the frequency-dependent refractive index.  ( )n ω  is usually 
described via the Sellmeier equation,  






−∑  (1.10) 
where iB  and iω  are constants that have been determined experimentally for most 
optical materials.  Spectral dispersion is modeled as a Taylor expansion with respect to 



















determines whether the dispersion is considered positive or negative and relative 
contributions for each term typically decrease by an order of magnitude as n  increases.  
The zero-order and first-order spectral phase have meaning only for the carrier 
frequency 0ω  and thus they can be neglected in most spectral dispersion calculations.  
Second-order dispersion also called group velocity dispersion (GVD) is the dominant 
factor in spectral dispersion with third-order dispersion (TOD) and fourth-order 
dispersion (FOD) considered cubic and quartic errors, respectively.  The sign of GVD has 
a simple interpretation:  positive GVD means that low frequencies (red wavelengths) 
travel faster through a material than high frequencies (blue wavelengths) while negative 
GVD means that high frequencies (blue wavelengths) travel faster through a material 
than low frequencies (red wavelengths).  Normal material GVD is positive with negative 
material GVD rare and considered anomalous.  Table 1.2 compiles GVD, TOD, and FOD 
coefficients for some common optical materials at 800 and 400 nm, the fundamental 
and second harmonic of the Ti:sapphire laser output, wavelengths relevant to the 
studies presented here.     
 I.3.c Dispersion Management 
 A variety of methods using angular dispersion have been developed that allow 
spectral dispersion to be managed.51-53  There are two important applications of 
dispersion management:  (1) material dispersion incurred in ultrafast experiments, and 
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Table 1.2 Calculated spectral dispersion coefficients for common optical materials.  
These values were calculated from the Sellemier equation (Equation 1.10) and the 
resultant spectral phase was calculated from Equation 1.9.  Taylor expansion 








 for GVD, TOD, and FOD 
or /dn dλ , 2 2/d n dλ , 3 3/d n dλ , and 4 4/d n dλ  respectively. 
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(2) temporal stretching/compressing in CPA.  The first application generally uses prism 
based compressors to compensate for GVD while the second generally uses grating 
based stretchers/compressors.  It is important to note that other methods such as 
chirped mirrors54 have been developed that are not angular dispersion based, but the 
following discussions focus on the techniques utilized in the work comprised in this 
dissertation.  Discussion begins with a description of material dispersion compensation 
through the use of prism compressors. 
I.3.c.i prism compressors 
In ultrafast experiments, a pulse will incur material dispersion before interacting 
at the measurement position e.g. sample position.  Aside from select experiments such 
as pulse shaping55 and coherent control experiments,56 it is almost always desirable to 
deliver the shortest duration pulse to a sample. The shortest pulse condition validates 
the necessity of dispersion minimization.  Material dispersion can be minimized but not 
entirely eliminated by careful design of an optical system using reflective optics 
therefore a technique is needed to compensate for material dispersion.  Prism 
compressors accomplish this task.57 
Figure 1.7(a) shows a schematic of a prism compressor which illustrates its 
fundamental principles.  A typical prism compressor consists of three basic components: 
(1) a prism (P1) that introduces angular dispersion, (2) a prism (P2) that collimates the 
spatially dispersed beam, and (3) a retro-reflection mirror that propagates the beam 
back through P2 and P1 to eliminate the spatial chirp.  Both prisms are Brewster prisms, 
the same material, and arranged at minimum deviation for the input beam which
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Figure 1.7 Basic configurations for prism compressors (a), grating compressors (b), and 

















minimizes loss throughout the prism compressor.  The angular dispersion introduced by 
each prism is governed by the prism’s material dispersion and the incidence angle at 
which the beam strikes the prism.   The angular dispersion for P1 and P2 is matched (for 
near-perfect output collimation) by using minimum deviation configuration (matching 
incidence angles) and the same material in each prism.   The fundamental operating 
principle of a prism is governed by the introduction of angular dispersion. 
Angular dispersion separates the wavelength components of a pulse (or beam) 
into different propagation directions with lower frequencies (red components) 
refracting less than higher frequencies (blue components) from the initial propagation 
direction. Ray tracing in Fig 1.7(a) shows that (1) all of the wavelengths (red to blue) 
travel through the same amount of prism material giving positive dispersion, and (2) the 
red wavelengths travel a longer total distance through the prism compressor than the 
blue wavelengths which delays the red wavelengths with respect to the blue 
wavelengths giving negative GVD.  Thus calculation of the total dispersion for any 
dispersion order in a prism compressor can be divided into two terms, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )n n nPC m Lϕ ϕ ϕ= +  (1.12) 
where n  is the dispersion order, m  denotes the prism material dispersion, and L  
denotes the dispersion from the angular dispersion and prism separation distance.   ( )nmϕ  
is calculated following the methodology in section I.3.ii and conversion to the 



























 =     
  
 = − +    
 (1.13) 
 where l  is the mean propagation distance through the prism material (P1 and P2).  
Added to this term is the angular dispersion term under minimum deviation and 
Brewster angle conditions which depends on the apex to apex prism separation distance 



























≈ −      
  
≈      
. (1.14) 
Combining equations 1.14 and 1.15 through equation 1.13 gives the total GVD and TOD 
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     −   ≈ + −            
 (1.15) 
  
For sufficiently large prism separation distances, GVD is negative and TOD is positive. 
Prism compressors are primarily used for material dispersion compensation in 
ultrafast experiments and in ultrafast oscillators because they utilize material dispersion 
to generate and adjust the dispersion they introduce.  Both of these applications will be 
discussed in greater detail in the following chapter.  In general, application of prism 
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compressors involves extending L  to a point around a target GVD value and translating 
either prism P1 or P2 which adds or subtracts material dispersion.  This gives a 
controllable adjustment of dispersion for pulse duration optimization at a sample 
position or for mode locking operation of an ultrafast oscillator.  Prism compressors are 
well suited for these applications because the magnitude of dispersion they introduce is 
small.  Applications such as chirped pulse amplification and optical fiber dispersion 
compensation require grating-based devices which generate much larger magnitudes of 
dispersion.        
 I.3.c.ii grating compressors 
 The basic design of a parallel grating compressor is shown in Figure 1.7(b).  The 
first description of using a pair of parallel gratings for optical pulse compression was 
reported by Treacy in 1969 59 and this design has remained virtually unchanged to date.  
The grating compressor operates on a similar principle as the prism compressor: the first 
grating (G1) introduces angular dispersion; the second grating (G2) collimates the 
spatially chirped beam; and a retroreflection mirror (M1) reflects the beam back onto 
G2 and G1 which removes the spatial chirp imposed on the beam.  Again, ray tracing in 
Fig 1.7(b) shows that the blue wavelengths travel a shorter distance than the red 
wavelengths which generates negative GVD.   
 Analytical expressions have been calculated for the spectral dispersion 
accumulated in a grating compressor from the grating-induced angular dispersion.51,52,59 
The following expressions relate the spectral dispersion coefficients to the distance 
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 (1.16) 
where N is the grating groove density.  ( )θ λ is determined from the grating equation, 
 sin( ) sin( ) m Nθ γ λ= −  (1.17) 
where γ  is the grating incidence angle with respect to the grating surface normal, m is 
the diffraction order, and N is the grating groove density.  The coefficients calculated 
from these equations are multiplied by a factor of 2 for double pass.   In practice, grating 
compressors use reflection gratings, m =-1 diffraction orders, and the Littrow condition 
where γ θ= − . 
I.3.c.iii grating stretchers 
The final device that is used to generate geometric dispersion is the grating 
stretcher.  As discussed in the previous section, parallel grating pairs always generate 
negative GVD, but it was realized by Martinez that if it was possible to create a situation 
where the distance between the gratings ( D ) was negative that the dispersion from the 
grating pair would change sign and become positive rather than negative.58  The basic 
design for the grating stretcher introduced by Martinez is show in Fig 1.7(c).  The key to 
generating negative D  values was to place a 1:1 imaging lens pair (focal length, f ) 
between the gratings.  In this arrangement, the gratings can be symmetrically 
positioned in three positions: (1) inside f  (closer to the lenses); (2) at exactly f ; or (3) 
outside f  (further from the lenses).  When the gratings are positioned at f from the 
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lenses the effective distance between the gratings becomes zero because the image of 
G2 spatially overlaps with G1; translation of the gratings outside or inside the one 
f condition gives either positive or negative D  values respectively.  Translating the 
gratings outside or away from the lens pair give positive D  because the image of G2 
remains between G1 and G2 while translating the gratings towards the lens pair gives 
negative D  values because the image of G2 moves behind G1.  For these three 
arrangements, the spectral dispersion coefficients given in equation 1.17 remain valid 
and only require D  to be replaced with the effective distance between the gratings 
calculated as, 
 4effD G f= −  (1.18) 
where G  is the distance between the gratings and f is the focal length of the lenses.  In 
practice, grating stretchers use reflective focusing mirrors rather than lenses to 
eliminate material dispersion contributions, and they fold the optical layout at one focal 
length between L1 and L2 to conserve space.      
               
I.3.d Ultrafast Pump-Probe Spectroscopy 
 I.3.d.i ultrafast pump-probe experiments 
Pump–probe experiments such as the ones described within this dissertation 
utilize ultrafast pulses to pump a system into an excited state and subsequently probe 
the system with another ultrafast pulse at a delayed time.60  The time resolution of 
ultrafast pump-probe experiments depends on the both the duration of the ultrafast 
pulses used to pump/probe and the resolution of the time delay generated between the 
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pump and probe pulses.  The basic design of all pump-probe experiments follows the 
schematic shown in Figure 1.8 which is a Michelson interferometer.  In this experimental 
arrangement, an input beam is split into a pump and probe pulse with a beam splitter 
(BS).  The two beams travel separate paths before being recombined (spatially 
overlapped) at the sample.  One of the beams travels down a variable delay path which 
generates controllable delay between the pump and probe pulses.  After impinging the 
sample the probe beam is routed to a detector.  By varying the time delay between the 
pump and probe, time-dependent dynamics can be mapped out. 
Many variations on the basic pump-probe scheme have been developed.51,60 In 
the simplest case, ultrafast pump-probe experiments are one color experiments (pump 
and probe at the same wavelength) and they measure intensity changes of the probe 
due to transient absorption changes induced by the pump pulse.  In other cases, such as 
ultrafast fluorescence up-conversion, the probe pulse does not interact with the sample 
but is instead used to time-gate the fluorescence generated by the pump pulse.  In any 
case, these experiments follow the same recipe:  pump…delay…probe.  The subsequent 
discussion focuses on the principles of BFTA spectroscopy, an ultrafast pump-probe 
spectroscopy. 
I.3.d.ii broadband femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy 
Broadband femtosecond transient absorption (BFTA) spectroscopy takes the 
basic one color transient absorption (TA) experiment and expands it to a broadband 





Figure 1.8 Basic pump-probe experimental design, beam-splitter (BS).  A pulse impinging 
BS is split down two different spatial paths.  One of the spatial paths is variably 
controlled to generate time delay between the pump and probe pulses.  The time 
delayed pump and probe pulses are recombined in the sample and the probe beam is 









conditions an ultrafast pulse can be used to generate a white light continuum (WLC) 
pulse61 which generates a broadband, ultrafast probe.  Furthermore, the WLC probe can 
be spectrally resolved giving a great deal more information than the one color 
experiment. 
Spectrally resolved transient absorption signals generated in a broadband pump-
probe experiment is described as, 
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 (1.19) 
where sigI  is the intensity of the probe beam spectrum with the pump beam impinging 
the sample and refI  is the intensity of the probe beam spectrum with the pump beam 
blocked.  ( , )S υ τ  reflects time-dependent processes initiated by the pump pulse and if 
we consider a one state system three fundamental signals give the total observed signal 
(Figure 1.9). These three contributions that comprise ( , )S υ τ  are excited state 
absorption (ESA), stimulated emission (SE), and ground state bleach (BL).  SE and BL 
contributions indicate the sample absorbing less light while ESA displays an increase in 
absorption.  When ( , )S υ τ  is calculated with equation 1.20, ESA signals are negative and 
SE/BL signals are positive.  We follow this convention throughout the work in this 
dissertation. 
 Our BFTA spectrometer uses input ultrafast pulses centered at 800 nm.  This 
input is frequency doubled giving 400 nm pump pulses.  The residual 800 nm beam is 





Figure 1.9 Energy level diagram for a one state (no excited state transfer processes) 
probed by BFTA spectroscopy.  The pump pulse (PUMP) prepares population in the 
excited state.  The probed BFTA signal consists of three fundamental transitions from 
the excited state:  ground state absorption or bleach (BL); excited state absorption (ESA) 













fs in duration due to its large bandwidth.  Further specific details about our BFTA setup 
including optimizations and diagnostics will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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2.1 Laser System 
 The laser system outlined in this section was a combination of a commercially 
purchased system and a number of custom modifications.  The basic laser system 
consists of a titanium doped sapphire (TSap) based chirped pulse amplifier (CPA) 
purchased from Clark MXR Model CPA-1000 (CPA-1000) which generated and amplified 
femtosecond pulses centered at 800 nm.  The CPA-1000 laser system was purchased in 
1995 and consequently there have been a significant number of advancements in CPA 
technology.  The following sections outline the integration of a number of these 
advancements into the CPA-1000 laser system to improve its performance.  The basic 
components of a CPA laser system are shown Figure 2.1 and the following sections 
describe their individual design and operation.            
2.1.a  Kerr-Lens Mode Locked Oscillator 
 The laser used to generate ultrafast pulses was a KM Labs Model TS (KML-TS) 
oscillator pumped with a Lighthouse Photonics Sprout (LP-S) laser (Figure 2.2).  The 
KML-TS laser used Kerr lens mode locking to generate a train of ultrafast pulses.  The 
KLM-TS laser had a high degree of flexibility in both the output spectral characteristics 
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Figure 2.1. Basic components of a chirped pulse amplification (CPA) laser system.  An 
ultrafast pulse is generated (oscillator), temporally stretched (stretcher), amplified 
(amplifier), and temporal compressed (compressor). 
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Figure 2.2 Schematic of the KM Labs TS (KML-TS) laser.  LP-S (Lighthouse Photonics 
Sprout pump laser); P (periscope); PM1-PM2 (pump beam turning mirrors); L (pump 
focusing lens; CM1-CM2 (curved mirrors); TS (TSap crystal); OC (output coupler); FM 
(cavity folding mirror); P1,P2 (Brewster prisms); HR (high reflector).  
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and the temporal duration of the pulses generated.  The configuration of the KML-TS 
laser was optimized only in the spectral domain to give a spectrum centered at 800 nm 
with 50-60 nm of bandwidth.  The repetition rate or pulse frequency of the KML-TS laser 
was approximately 90 MHz and is defined by 2c L  where c  is the speed of light and L  
the pulse propagation distance between the output coupler and the high reflector (OC 
and HR in Figure 2.2 respectively).  Details for alignment and diagnostics of the KML-TS 
laser can be found in its operation manual.1  The pulses from the KML-TS are used to 
seed the CPA-1000 regenerative amplifier.              
2.1.b  Regenerative Amplifier 
Amplification of ultrafast pulses without damage to the amplifier optics generally 
requires a significant reduction in peak pulse intensities to prevent optical damage and 
nonlinear effects during amplification.  This task is accomplished by temporally 
broadening ultrafast pulses (stretching) to hundreds of picoseconds before the 
amplification process and subsequently narrowing the pulses (compressing) back to 
ultrafast durations after amplification.  The Clark CPA-1000 operated using a grating 
based stretcher and compressor and amplification occurs in a TSap laser cavity which is 
pumped by a CW Q-switched Nd:YLF laser Quantronix Model 527 (Q-527) laser running 
at a 1 kHz repetition rate.  The following sections outline the details of the stretcher, 
amplifier, and compressor. 
2.1.b.i stretcher 
The CPA-1000 stretcher followed the basic Martinez design2 although utilizing all 
reflective optics.  Using reflective optics minimizes material dispersion in the setup.  A  
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of the Clark MXR CPA-1000 (CPA-1000) laser stretcher.  BS (95% 
reflection beam splitter); PDM (photodiode mirror); POL (linear polarizer); PD 
(photodiode); TM (turning mirror); G (diffraction grating); CM (curved mirror); FM 
(folding mirror); RM (retro-reflection mirror); PO (pick-off mirror).  
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schematic of the CPA-1000 stretcher optical layout is shown in Figure 2.3.  The original 
Martinez design was further simplified by folding with a mirror (FM) at the focus 
between the two lenses.  This optical scheme required only one focusing optic (spherical 
mirror, CM) and one diffraction grating (G) rather than two of each which saves both 
space and the total number of optical components required.  The incoming beam 
initially impinged a 95% reflective beamsplitter; the transmitted 5% of the incoming 
beam was attenuated and strikes a photodiode which serves to synchronize the 
amplifier to the TSap oscillator.  The incoming beam was then routed with TM toward 
the diffraction grating (G).  The diffraction grating spectrally dispersed the beam toward 
CM which reflected the beam to a folding mirror (FM).  TM retro-reflected the dispersed 
beam back on the same path (CM to G toward TM) albeit slightly higher missing TM and 
striking the retro-reflection mirror (RR) which routed the beam back through the entire 
system.  The output beam emerged vertically displaced from the input beam on TM and 
struck a pick-off mirror (PO) which reflected the temporally stretched pulses toward the 
amplification cavity.       
The original CPA-1000 stretcher and compressor used 1400 groove/mm gratings 
which, combined with the finite size (horizontal widths of reflective surfaces) of the 
optics, limited the throughput bandwidth of the stretcher and compressors to 
approximately 15 nm at 800 nm.   To improve the bandwidth throughput, we replaced 
the 1400 groove/mm gratings with 600 groove/mm gratings which increased the 
throughput bandwidth to approximately 80 nm at 800 nm.  The beam incidence angle 
aligned (γ ) was nominally adjusted to align the m=1 diffraction order at 800 nm along 
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the stretcher optical axis.  This angle was subsequently tweaked in conjunction with the 
grating separation distance in the compressor to minimize third-order dispersion in the 
compressed pulses.  The optimized angle (γ ) was approximately 7.3 degrees.     
To yield positive GVD, the diffraction grating (G) was positioned less than one 
focal length ( d  = 374 mm) from spherical mirror ( lf  = 914 mm) which gave an effective 
grating separation distance of -540 mm.  Using the dispersion equations for grating 
compressors/stretchers (Chapter 1 Section 3.iii.c) this stretcher configuration gave 
dispersion coefficient of 205,000 fs2 for GVD.  Assuming a transform-limited Gaussian 
pulse at 800 nm with 60 nm of bandwidth from the KML-TS oscillator, the dispersion 
added to the pulses lengthens them from 16 fs to 58 ps.   This stretching factor reduced 
the pulse intensity sufficiently for safe amplification. 
2.1.b.ii regenerative amplifier 
The CPA-1000 amplification cavity is shown in Figure 2.4.  Amplification of 
stretched pulses takes place in a basic folded TSap laser cavity with an intracavity 
polarizer (POL2) and Pockels cell (POL2 and PC in Figure 2.4 respectively).  The POL2/PC 
serves to Q-switch the cavity and to control injection, cavity dumping during the 
amplification process.  The four cavity optics (CM1-CM4) routed and focused the cavity 
beam into the TSap crystal which was pumped by the Q-527 pump laser.  The Q-527 
output was centered at 527 nm with ~200 ns pulse durations; this output is focused with 
a 30 cm focal length lens (L1) through CM1 into the TSap crystal.  The original design of 
the CPA-1000 amplifier cavity pumped the cavity from one direction (through CM1), but 
an additional lens (L2, focal length 30 cm) and mirror (PM3) were added to reflect and 
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Figure 2.4 Schematic of the Clark MXR CPA-1000 (CPA-1000) amplifier.  TM1-TM5 
(turning mirrors); POL1-POL2 (polarizers); WP (half-wave plate); FI (Faraday isolator); 
CM1-CM4 (cavity mirrors); TS (TSap crystal); QS (Q-switch); PD (photodiode); L1-L2 
(pump lenses); PM1-PM3 (pump beam mirrors); Q-527 (Quantronix pump laser).  
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refocus the transmitted pump beam back into the crystal (through CM2).  This increased 
the pump to cavity energy conversion efficiency by approximately 10 percent.   
Femtosecond pulses were amplified in this TSap cavity through the use of the POL2/PC 
which served to reflect within the cavity (trap and amplify) and, after amplification, 
reflected the pulse out of the amplification cavity (cavity dump). In this process, the 
repetition rate of the laser was synchronously reduced from the 90 MHz (from the 
oscillator) to the 1 kHz repetition rate of the Q-527.  The timing within CPA-1000 
amplification process is depicted in Figure 2.5.  POL2 acts as a polarization filter in the 
cavity which transmits only horizontally polarized light which corresponds with the 
transmitted polarization allowed by the Brewster cut TSap crystal.  PC was aligned to act 
as a static / 4λ  waveplate which in double pass is a / 2λ  waveplate.  The static / 2λ  
action of PC rotated the transmitted horizontal polarization (from POL2 toward PC) to 
vertical polarization when returning to POL2 which subsequently reflected this light out 
of the cavity.  Thus the cavity Q was low and lasing was extinguished.  When a single 
high voltage pulse is applied to PC, the birefringence was stepped up by / 4λ  giving 
/ 2λ , λ  operation for single, double pass respectively.  In this case three important 
things happen: (1) the cavity Q is switched high and it was able to lase, (2) any pulses 
reflected off POL2 during the high voltage pulse were reflected out of the cavity, and (3) 
any pulse reflected off POL2 into the cavity which also double passes through PC before 
the high voltage was applied to PC was trapped in the amplification cavity.  With the 
proper timing and short enough rise time (approximately 1-2 nanoseconds) of the high 
voltage pulse (HV1), a single pulse was trapped in the cavity and amplified.  When HV2
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Figure 2.5 Timing of high voltage pulses applied to the Pockels cell (PC) and their effect 
in the CPA-1000 amplification cavity.  HV1 switches the cavity Q to high which allows the 
cavity to lase wherein one pulse is trapped and amplified.  HV2 switches the cavity Q to 
low and the amplified pulse is reflected out of the amplification cavity (cavity dumping).  
The cavity build-up and dumping is monitored on the amplifier photodiode (PD, Figure 
2.4).      
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was applied to PC acts as / 2λ  waveplate in double pass which dropped the cavity Q low 
and light in the cavity (amplified pulse) was rejected from the cavity by POL2 as its 
polarization is rotated from horizontal to vertical.   
The seed pulse (from the KML-TS oscillator) and amplified pulse trains counter 
propagated between POL1 to POL2 and were separated by use of a Faraday isolator (FI) 
which acted as a / 2λ  waveplate for propagation through it only one direction.  The 
incoming horizontally polarized seed pulses were rotated by a / 2λ  waveplate (WP, 
Figure 2.4) to vertical polarization for reflection in the amplification cavity.  Propagation 
through FI from POL1 to POL2 did not rotate the polarization of the seed pulses, but the 
amplified pulses propagating in the opposite direction were rotated from vertical to 
horizontal polarization.  WP rotated this polarization back to vertical and POL1 reflected 
the pulses toward the compressor rather than back into the stretcher.                  
2.1.b.iii compressor 
  The CPA-1000 grating compressor configuration which followed the design 
introduced by Traecy3 is shown in Figure 2.6.  The optical compression portion of the 
CPA-1000 compressor consisted of two parallel gratings (G1, G2) and a folding mirror 
(FM).  The incoming amplified beam was first reflected through a polarization rotating 
periscope (P) which rotates the beam from vertical to horizontal polarization.  The 
amplified beam was expanded by a factor of 2 with a Galilean telescope4 (NL, PL) to 
prevent damage to the diffraction gratings.  A turning mirror (TM1) directed the 
expanded beam to G1. From G1, the 1m = −  diffraction order was reflected to G2 and 
from G2 to a folding mirror (FM).  FM retro-reflected the spatially chirped beam back to 
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Figure 2.6 Schematic of the Clark MXR CPA-1000 (CPA-1000) grating compressor.  P 
(periscope); NL (negative lens); PL (positive lens); TM1-TM2 (turning mirrors); G1-G2 
(diffraction gratings); FM (folding mirror); PO (pick-off mirror). 
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G2 and G1 albeit vertically displaced and a pick-off mirror (PO) reflected the compressed 
beam to a turning mirror (TM2) and out of the compressor.   
The angle of incidence between the amplified beam and the grating surface 
normal (γ ) was fixed at 5.1 degrees, and compression was initially optimized by varying 
the distance between G1 and G2.  This was typically accomplished by maximizing a 
second harmonic signal generated from the compressed beam.   Further optimization of 
the compression involved tweaking the stretcher incidence angle and G1/G2 separation 
distance in conjunction ultrafast pulse characterization techniques.  The optimized 
compressor separation was 776 mm.  Typical optimization parameters for the entire 
CPA-1000 laser system are listed in Table 2.1.  The following section outlines the 
ultrafast pulse characterization techniques that were used to optimize the CPA-1000 
laser system.         
2.1.c  Laser System Diagnostics 
Ultrafast pulses temporal characteristics cannot be determined by direct 
detection as photovoltaic detector responses are approximately limited to hundreds of 
picoseconds which falls up to 6 orders of magnitude longer than resolution needed for 
ultrafast pulse characterization.  The solution to this problem is to use the pulse itself to 
resolve its temporal characteristics.  This is accomplished through the use of an 
interferometer which splits the pulse into two replicas, overlaps them spatiotemporally, 
and measures their non-linear interaction as a function of the path length difference 
between the two arms of the interferometer.  The path length difference is proportional 
to time delay between the pulses and thus the temporal characteristics of an ultrafast 
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Table 2.1 Typical optimized parameters of CPA-1000 laser system.   
KML-TS Oscillator 
LP-S pump power 4.25 W 
average power CW 460 mW 
average power ML 650 mW 
repetition rate 83 MHz 
pulse energy 7.8 nJ/pulse 
spectral peak 800 nm 
spectral bandwidth 60 nm 
CPA-1000 Stretcher 
output power 290 mW 
efficiency 45% 
distance between G and CM 374 mm 
grating incidence angle 7.3 degrees 
CPA-1000 Regenerative Amplifier 
Q-527 pump power @ 35 amps 9.5 W 
Delay 1 079 B6 
Delay 2 082 52 
build-up time 115 ns 
round trips in cavity 12 
cavity dumped power 1.22 W 
repetition rate 1 kHz 
spectral peak 800 nm 
spectral bandwidth 30 nm 
CPA-1000 Compressor 
output power 560 mW 
efficiency 46% 
distance between G1 and G2 776 mm 
grating incidence angle 5.1 degrees 
pulse energy 560 µJ/pulse 
pulse width 50 fs FWHM 
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 pulse can be mapped out.  The following sections outline the details of this basic 
ultrafast characterization methodology. 
2.1.c.i  intensity autocorrelation 
The most utilized method to characterize ultrafast pulses is intensity 
autocorrelation.  Simply put, intensity autocorrelation is an experimental measure of a 
mathematical convolution expressed as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )dA I t I t tτ τ
∞
−∞
= +∫  (2.1) 
where ( )I t  is the temporal intensity of a pulse in time and ( )I t τ+  is this pulse shifted 
by τ in time.  Resultant ( )A τ  traces give an over-estimate of actual pulse widths due to 
a convolution factor which is pulse shape dependent.  For Gaussian and sech2 pulse 
shape durations (full width at half maximum, FWHM), the convolution factors 
( FWHM FWHMA I ) are 1.414 and 1.543 respectively.
5  Actual pulse durations can be 
estimated from intensity autocorrelation measurements through these relations.   
Figure 2.7 shows the scheme of the device that was used to experimentally measure 
both intensity autocorrelation traces and frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) 
spectrograms.  This device splits an incoming pulse into two pulses with a beam splitter 
(BS) and directs them down different spatial paths to a measurement position.  The path 
length of one pulse is fixed while the other is varied with a computer-controlled 
translation stage (DS) to give adjustable delay between two replica pulses.  The pulses 
are focused with a 300 mm focal length curved mirror (CM) and spatially overlapped in a 
Type I β-barium borate (BBO) second harmonic generation (SHG) crystal.   The resultant 
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Figure 2.7 Schematic of the second harmonic frequency resolved optical gating (SH-
FROG) instrument used to measure pulse autocorrelation and FROG traces.  PW (plane 
parallel window fused silica window); BS (beam-splitter); DS (delay stage); CM (300 mm 
focal length curved mirror); BBO (β-barium borate Type I doubling crystal); and OO-S 
(Ocean Optics USB2000+ spectrometer).  
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SHG signal from the two beams interacting was routed with a mirror to a fiber optic 
spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB2000+, OO-S).  Intensity autocorrelation traces were 
generated by spectral integration of the signal from the OO-S, but more information is 
gained from the spectrally resolved signal which is discussed in the following section.     
2.1.c.ii  frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) 
Frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) is akin to intensity autocorrelation with 
the addition of a spectrometer to spectrally resolve the resultant non-linear (NL) signal.  
The mechanism for detecting FROG varies depending on the NL signal generated 6 but 
we focus our attention on second harmonic FROG (SH-FROG).  A schematic for our SG-
FROG device is shown in Figure 2.8.  The SH-FROG signal intensity is generated from an 
interaction between the two replica input pulses, 
 
2
( , ) ( ) ( ) exp( )F E t E t i t dtτ ω τ ω
∞
−∞
= − −∫  (2.2) 
where the resultant signal intensity is mapped out as a function of both frequency (ω ) 
and  the time-delay (τ ) between the two replica pulses.  Figure 2.8 shows a typical SG-
FROG trace collected for the CPA-1000 laser system.  The electric field of the pulse ( )E t  
including phase information was extracted from the SH-FROG traces with the principal 
component generalized projections (PCGP) algorithm developed by Kane and 
coworkers6.  Custom functions adapted from published code7 were developed in 
MatLab to implement the PCGP algorithm.  The MatLab code for these functions can be 
found in Appendix A.4.  The extracted pulse was fit to a Gaussian giving a FWHM of 60 fs 
with minimized spectral and temporal phase.              
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Figure 2.8 Typical SH-FROG spectrogram (a) and intensity autocorrelation trace (b) 
recorded for the CPA-1000 laser system. 
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2.2 Broadband Femtosecond Transient Absorption (BFTA) Apparatus 
Figure 2.9 shows a schematic of the broadband femtosecond transient 
absorption apparatus.  Input pulses from the CPA-1000 laser first impinged a second 
harmonic crystal (SHG) with fundamental (800 nm) and second harmonic (400 nm) 
separated with a dichroic beamsplitter.  Both beams subsequently traversed down fused 
silica prism compressors (PC1, PC2) which precompensate for material dispersion 
incurred before white light continuum (WLC) generation (for the 800 nm pulses) and the 
sample position (for the 400 nm pulses).  The second harmonic beam traveled down an 
optical delay stage (DS), through an optical chopper (chopper) and was attenuated with 
a / 2λ - linear polarizer pair (WP/POL) before being focused into the sample (sample) 
with a 250 mm focal length lens (L1).  The 800 nm beam was attenuated with a / 2λ - 
linear polarizer pair (WP/POL) and focused with a 100 mm focal length lens (L2) into in a 
2 mm CaF2 plate (CaF2) to generate WLC probe pulses.  The resultant probe beam was 
collimated with a 100 mm focal length concave mirror (CM1) and focused with another 
100 mm focal length concave mirror (CM2) into the sample.  Samples flowed through a 
0.5 mm path length flow cell using a peristaltic pump.  After impinging the sample, the 
WLC probe beam was collimated with a 75 mm focal length acromatic lens (L3), 
spectrally filtered with a short-pass filter (SPF), polarization filtered with a linear 
polarizer (POL), and focused with a 50 mm focal length acromatic lens (L4) into a 200 
µm fiber optic cable connected to a fiber optic spectrometer (OO-S).  The transmitted 
400 nm beam was focused onto a photodiode (PD) for pump pulse energy 
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Figure 2.9 Broadband femtosecond transient absorption (BFTA) instrument.  BBO (0.1 
mm β-barium borate crystal); WP ( / 2λ  wave-plate); PC1-PC2 (fused silica prism 
compressors); DS (optical delay stage); POL (linear polarizer); L1-L4 (focusing and 
collimation lenses); PD (photodiode); CaF2 (2 mm calcium fluoride plate); SPF (short pass 
filter); and OO-S (Ocean Optics spectrometer). 
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normalization.  The following sections discuss the components of the BFTA apparatus in 
greater detail.             
2.2.a  Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) 
Transient absorption spectroscopy has two basic requirements for pump pulses:  
(1) the pulse spectrum must overlap with the sample absorption spectrum, and (2) the 
pulse energy must be sufficient to beach the ground state absorption.  For the case of 
the experiments outlined in this dissertation, we utilize samples that have absorption 
profiles that overlap with the second harmonic (SH) spectrum of the laser system giving 
pump pulse centered at approximately 400 nm.  As mentioned in section 2.1.b, the laser 
system is slightly tunable (800±25 nm) which gives a small degree of tunability in SH 
pump pulses (400±12.5 nm) if needed.  In regards to the second requirement, SH pump 
pulses with sufficient intensity are easily obtained from 400-500 µJ pulses of the CPA-
1000 laser system.    
SH pump pulses were generated in a 0.1 µm Type I β-barium borate (BBO) crystal 
with a usable diameter of approximately 5 mm.  BBO was selected because of its high 
damage threshold and high conversion efficiency (up to approximately 30%).  The small 
thickness of the crystal minimizes the addition of dispersion to the generated SH pump 
pulse.  Approximately 200 µJ pulses (800 nm) from the CPA laser system impinged on 
the BBO crystal generating 20 µJ SH pulses.  Down collimation of the 800 nm beam was 
not required to fit the beam within the 5 mm BBO crystal aperture.  The combination of 
the large beam size and the short path length of the BBO crystal gave an effective 
conversion efficiency of approximately 10% that fell well below the achievable 
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conversion efficiency of 30% but 20 µJ/pulse was more than sufficient to generate 
measurable BFTA signals.           
2.2.b  White Light Continuum (WLC) generation 
Generation of stable WLC pulses in both spatial and spectral domains was 
integral to successful operation of the BFTA instrument as transient absorption signals 
are measured through intensity fluctuations in the probe beam spectrum.  Therefore it 
was essential to generate WLC probe pulses with spectra that were highly stable.  The 
most stable single-filament WLC pulses were generated when the spatial profile of the 
800 nm beam was smooth and the temporal duration of the pulses was as short as 
possible in addition to appropriate focusing and beam attenuation.  In addition, the 
temporal chirp of the WLC was minimized to simplify subsequent data analysis.  The 
following methodology produced WLC pulses stable enough to measure absorption 
changes to approximately 0.001 absorbance units (1 mOD) with sub-picosecond 
durations.  Figure 2.10 gives a schematic of the WLC generation scheme in the BFTA 
instrument discussed below.   
 The WLC generation threshold is material (CaF2, sapphire, glass, etc.) 
dependent, and it depends on the power density achieved in or around the focus of the 
beam.  CaF2 was chosen over the more commonly utilized sapphire for WLC generation 
as it yields WLC spectra which extends further into the UV than other materials.  For 
CaF2, 1-2 µJ of energy was focused with a 100 mm focal lengths were typically utilized to 
generate single-filament WLC pulses.  It was found that focal lengths of 100 mm or 
shorter were appropriate while focal lengths longer than 100 mm reduced the WLC
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Figure 2.10 Detailed schematic of white light generation (WLG) and detection within the 
broadband femtosecond transient absorption (BFTA) instrument.  WP ( / 2λ  wave-
plate); POL1-POL2 (linear polarizers); iris (adjustable iris); L2 (white light generation lens, 
75 mm focal length); CaF2 (2 mm calcium fluoride plate); CM1 (white light collimation 
curved mirror, 100 mm focal length); CM2 (white light focusing curved mirror, 100 mm 
focal length); L3 (white light collimation lens, 75 mm focal length achromatic); SPF (short 
pass filter, 750 nm cut-off); and L4 (fiber focusing lens, 25 mm focal length achromatic).      
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spectral intensity in the UV region thus reducing the broadband capability of the 
transient absorption instrument.  In addition, longer focal lengths require more input 
800 nm pulse energies after WLC generation which subsequently generated WLC in the 
sample.  Placing the focus just beyond the CaF2 crystal and increasing beam intensity 
slightly generally gave the most stable WLC beam/spectrum.     
The spatial profile and the power density of the 800 nm continuum generation 
beam were controlled with an adjustable iris.  The beam clipping provides crude yet 
effective spatially filtering which smoothes the beam profile while also providing an 
additional adjustment of the beam power density.  In addition, focusing on the same 
spot on the CaF2 for more than several minutes introduced spatial and spectral 
instability, and accordingly the CaF2 crystal was mounted on a translation stage so that 
periodically a fresh spot on the crystal could be utilized for WLC generation.     
The most sensitive parameter that effected stable WLC generation was the 
temporal duration and shape of the 800 nm femtosecond pulse.  The shortest, 
“cleanest” pulses lowered the required beam energy and gave the most stable WLC 
spectrum which drastically improved the signal to noise ratio of the BFTA instrument.  
The 800 nm laser pulses introduced into the BFTA instrument were nominally 40-50 fs 
FWHM with near Gaussian temporal profiles.  The prism compressor that the 800 nm 
beam traverses in the BFTA instrument (PC1) was configured to preserve the 40-50 fs 
FWHM duration and Gaussian temporal profile of the input laser pulses.  Fine tuning of 
the pulse duration in the CaF2 crystal was accomplished by attenuating the beam just 
below the threshold for WLC generation and adjusting the prism compressor to attempt 
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to generate WLC by shortening the 800 nm pulses.  SG-FROG was used to characterize 
the WLC generation pulses, and they were found to be approximately 60 fs FWHM with 
near Gaussian profiles.  
The final consideration in WLC was minimization of the temporal chirp.  The WLC 
temporal duration and chirp depend on two parameters:  (1) the temporal duration of 
the 800 nm continuum generation pulse and (2) the amount of material that the WLC 
propagates through before reaching the sample.  The first parameter was addressed by 
minimizing the 800 nm continuum generation pulse duration pulse through optimizing 
the prism compressor.  As previously mentioned, the pulse shape and duration of the 
800 nm continuum generation pulses were characterized with FROG giving near 
Gaussian pulses with duration of approximately 50-60 fs FWHM.  The amount of 
material that the WLC pulse propagates through was minimized by using only reflective 
optics to route and focus the WLC beam.  Furthermore, the routing/focusing consisted 
of only two 100 cm focal length concave mirrors:  one mirror collimated the WLC beam 
after generation in CaF2 and the other focused the WLC beam into the sample.  Thus the 
material that the WLC pulses propagated through before reaching the sample was 
minimized to the continuum generation crystal (CaF2), air, and the flow cell window 
(fused silica). Minimization of the continuum generation pulse duration and the material 
the continuum pulse propagated through gave WLC pulses with sub-picosecond 




2.2.c  Pump/Probe Spatial Overlap 
Spatial overlap of the pump and probe beams at the sample was an important 
consideration in the BFTA experiment.  Samples flowed through a 0.5 mm path length 
flow cell with a peristaltic pump (Cole Palmer Model Masterflex PTFE Tubing Pump 
77390-00).  Flowing samples increased the magnitude of the signal by avoiding local 
bleaching at the focus.  Flow rates varied from 5 – 20 mL/min.  The SH pump and WLC 
probe beams were focused into the sample under varying conditions.  The WLC beam 
was focused with a 100 mm focal length curved mirror into the sample while the SH 
pump was focused with a 250 mm focal length lens.  Under these conditions, the WLC 
beam focal spot was smaller than and fit within the SH pump focal spot.  This insured 
the largest BFTA signal magnitude and avoided unwanted non-linear effects generated 
by the SH pump beam.  Unwanted NL effects were manifested in only the SH pump 
beam.    
Many unwanted non-linear effects manifest themselves with tight focusing of 
ultrafast pulses into liquid and solid materials.  Non-linear effects are exploited to 
generate the WLC pulses, but in the case of SH pump focusing into the sample, non-
linear effects were minimized.  The dominant non-linear effects were WLC generation 
from and self-focusing of the SH pump in the sample.  These two non-linear effects 
generated unstable BFTA signals as they distorted the SH pump beam profile and 
generated increased scattered SH pump light.   
NL effects from the SH pump were avoided by using a 250 mm focal length lens 
and placing the focus of the SH beam slightly beyond the sample (closer to the 
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photodiode, PD).   In this configuration, the available SH pulse energy was not sufficient 
to generate WLC and induce self-focusing.  It is important to note that the threshold for 
these effects occurred at lower pulse energies as the pulse duration become shorter.  
This effect was used to optimize the configuration of the SH pump prism compressor 
(PC2) giving sub-100 fs SH pump pulse durations. 
2.2.d  Time-Delay Control 
Relative delay between the WLC and SHG pulses was generated by advancing or 
delaying the pump pulse arrival time at the sample with an optical delay line consisting 
of a stepper motor driven translation stage purchased from Physik Instrumente Model 
PI M 531.5i  (PI stage) and a custom retro-reflection mirror mount.  The PI stage had a 
total travel distance of 300 mm with minimum step size of 0.1 mm which corresponds to 
over 2 nanoseconds of time delay with a resolution of 0.667 fs.  The retro-reflector 
consisted of two mirrors that were oriented 90 degrees relative to each other and 45 
degrees with respect to the incoming and exiting beams.  This configuration horizontally 
displaced the incoming beam approximately 105 mm.  The PI stage stepping was 
controlled though a serial port connection (RS-232) with the data collection computer.  
The PI utility program “PI New Lance” was used to position and define the zero position 
in experimental setups.  Custom programs in both LabView (Version 8.0) and MatLab 
(Release 2009a) were developed to sequentially step the stage position (delay time) 
while collecting data.  It was found that the MatLab programs were more robust and 
flexible than the equivalent LabView programs.  In the course of this software 
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development it was found that spacing the delay points logarithmically in time was 
highly advantageous8 and it is the subject of the following chapter.                 
2.2.e  Signal Modulation and Detection 
Transient absorption measurements such as those using the BFTA instrument 
require a reference signal to isolate the transient signal.  In the BFTA instrument, a 
reference signal was generated by blocking the pump pulse and measuring the intensity 
of the probe spectrum.  This reference intensity was compared with the intensity of the 
probe spectrum through the relation, 
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 (2.3) 
which isolates the transient absorption signal from the probe beam spectrum.  An 
optical chopper (Palo Alto Research Model 300 Super Chopper) synchronously blocked 
and unblocked the pump beam for measurement the reference ( ( , )refI υ τ ) and signal 
( ( , )sigI υ τ ) probe spectra respectively.  The chopper was synchronized with both the 1 
KHz laser pulse train and the spectrometer integration window.  The spectrometer 
response time limited the chopping frequency to 50 Hz which corresponds to 5 pulses 
per spectrum.  The 1 KHz pulse train gave sufficient time (1 ms) for the samples to relax 
back to equilibrium, and thus each signal and reference spectrum consisted of 5 
accumulated measurements of ( , )S υ τ .      
 Spectra were collected with a fiber optic spectrometer purchased from Ocean 
Optics Model USB2000+ (OO-S) which is capable of measuring spectra from 350 nm to 
1050 nm.  The OO-S spectrometer was interfaced to the data collection computer 
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through a USB connection and operated with custom programs in LabView and MatLab.  
The OO-S spectrometer was triggered by pulses generated in a digital delay pulse 
generator (Stanford Research Systems Model DG535).   The OO-S spectrometer ran in 
“synchronous” mode where the trigger pulse low to high edge initiated the integration 
window and the high to low edge terminated the integration window.  Slight 
adjustments to the timing between the integration window and the chopping window 
were controlled with the phase adjustment of the chopper to ensure five laser pulses 
were cleanly measured.  The OO-S operation manual gives greater detail on external 
triggering options and procedures9.    
2.2.f  Polarization / Attenuation Control and Monitoring 
The BFTA instrument was capable of measuring molecular reorientation 
dynamics through polarization control experiments.  In these experiments, the BFTA 
signal was collected with (1) the pump polarization oriented parallel to the probe 
polarization and (2) the pump polarization oriented perpendicular to the probe 
polarization.  If measured out to long enough delay times, these two extreme 
measurements contained all the molecular reorientation dynamics for a given sample. 
Molecular reorientation dynamics are calculated as, 
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where g  is an adjustable factor that matches the intensity of I  and I⊥  at long delay 
times where reorientation dynamics have concluded.  Typical g values deviated only 
slightly from unity if the pump beam energy is normalized between I  and I⊥  
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measurements.  To experimentally approach this normalization condition, the 
attenuated pump beam energy that transmitted through the sample was measured with 
a photodiode (ThorLabs DET210) and the resultant signal was integrated in time with a 
gated boxcar integrator (Stanford Research Systems, Model 250).  The integrated signal 
was monitored on an oscilloscope (Tektronix, Model 2465B).  The integrated signal was 
approximated as a square wave which represents the pump-on (high) and pump-off 
(low) conditions and the pump pulse energy is proportional to the difference between 
the high and low conditions.  From this signal, the relative pulse energy between the 
parallel and perpendicular pump pulse excitation conditions was normalized.  This 
normalization method was important in cases where the reorientation dynamics 
exceeded the 2 ns time delay limit of the BFTA instrument.    
2.3 Data Collection Operations 
2.3.a  MatLab Software 
 The source code for the BFTA instrument Matlab (Release 2009a) software is 
presented in Appendix A.  This code contains all of the data collection, instrument 
control, and data analysis functions and sub-functions.  The following sections outline 
the basic principles of the software operation.    
2.3.a.i  time-delay stepping 
In the BFTA instrument, adjustable time-delay between the pump and probe was 
introduced by advancing or retarding the pump pulse arrival at the sample through 
translating the PI stage.  The PI stage was connected to the data collection computer 
with a serial connection (RS-232) and the data collection computer ran through 
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Windows XP.  Software including LabView drivers, Windows DLL files, and a utility 
program came with the purchase of the PI stage.  Windows DLL files were loaded into 
MatLab and were used to access all of the necessary stage control functions for data 
collection.  These basic functions of the PI stage were (1) define home (DH); (2) go home 
(GH); (3) move relative (MR), and (4) move absolute (MA).  DH was used to establish the 
zero or time-zero position where the pump and probe pulses overlapped in time, and 
GH/MR/MA functions were used during data collection to position the stage at specific 
delay positions.  The resolution of the stage was 0.1 µm which corresponded to 0.667 fs 
of delay.   
Two different stepping methods were used during BFTA data collection.  We 
used linear and/or logarithmic stepping and the selection of the two stepping methods 
depends on the relevant dynamics of interest.  For dynamics that span a few orders of 
magnitude in time linear stepping is more appropriate while dynamics over many orders 
of magnitude in time (e.g. fs to ns) logarithmic stepping is more appropriate.  In some 
cases a combination of the two methods is the most efficient approach to data 
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where n  is the data point index, dn is the stepping constant, stopd  is the final delay 
position, and N is the number of data points.  From these input functions, we calculated 
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int  (2.7) 
where dt is the stage resolution, nd is the input data point, and int indicates rounding to 
the nearest integer value.  Dividing the resultant time-delay vector by dt  gave the 
stage-position vector (integer values) which was directly implemented with the PI stage 
functions (MR/MA).  The functions that performed these calculations including 
interfacing to the PI stage are listed in Appendix B.3.    
2.3.a.ii  spectra collection 
The OO-S was operated through MatLab by purchasing Ocean Optics OmniDriver 
software.  This software controls multiple USB spectrometers through a Java platform 
which is easily implemented in MatLab. Spectra were collected from the OO-S in a 
synchronous triggered mode through an input digital pulse.  In this mode, the 
integration period was determined by the rising and falling edges of the trigger pulse.  
Two basic functions were used to operate the OO-S, (1) initialization of the OO-S which 
extracted the wavelength vector from the spectrometer and placed the OO-S in 
synchronous triggering mode; and (2) spectra collection.  The source code for the OO-S 
operation is located in appendix A.2.  Signal processing of the raw spectra including 
calculation of the BFTA signal (equation 2.3) were performed with the code in appendix 
A.4.     
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Raw probe spectra were collected synchronously with respect to pump pulse 
chopping at a rate of 200 Hz.  The OO-S triggering and integration window were 
controlled with a square pulse generated from the DG535 digital pulse generator which 
was synchronized with the 1 KHz CPA-1000 laser pulse train.  This corresponds to the 
“synchronized” triggering option for the OO-S.  The integration period was 
approximately 5 ms which integrated over 5 probe pulses.  The chopping frequency was 
100 Hz and its phase was adjusted to match the OO-S integration period timing.  With 
the phase selected correctly, two sequential spectra recorded from the OO-S represent 
spectra collected with the pump-on (signal spectrum, sigI ) and pump-off (reference 
spectrum, refI ) or vice versa.   There was no control over the ordering of sigI  and refI  so 
other precautions were needed to ensure that the sign of the calculated BFTA signal 
(from equation 2.3) remained consistent.  Failure to take these precautions resulted in 
inconsistent BFTA spectral intensities. 
The simplest and most effective method developed to keep sigI  and refI  
consistent throughout data collection was to force the sign of the signal at a particular 
wavelength to be constant as a function of time.  This function was performed by first 
dividing the calculated BFTA signal at a particular wavelength by its absolute value 
which determined the absolute sign of the BFTA signal.  With the absolute sign known, 
the BFTA signal could be forced to be positive or negative accordingly to keep the sign of 
all collected BFTA spectra consistent.  One caveat to this approach was the selection of a 
wavelength where the time-dependent signal did not change sign, in this case forcing 
the sign to be positive or negative becomes uncertain where the signal crosses zero.  In 
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most cases this was not an issue because a wavelength was selected that had a constant 
sign as a function of time-delay.  Sign consistency was integral to successful signal 
averaging.   
2.3.a.iii  signal averaging 
Two approaches were utilized to increase the signal to noise (S/N) ratio through 
signal averaging.  The first method was to increase signal averaging for each BFTA 
spectrum that was collected.  The second method averaged spectra collected as 
separate experiments or “runs.”  Increased signal averaging at each time-delay point 
tended to be very efficient in smoothing collected spectra, but inconsistencies between 
time-delay points remained.  Using multiple runs tended to smooth spectra between 
time-delay points and thus the entire BFTA data set, but it was time consuming.  The 
best results were obtained with modest averaging (4, 9, or 16) at each data point and 
averaging over 2 to 3 separate runs.  To further increase data collection efficiency, time 
steps in the forward (positive time steps) and backward (negative time steps) directions 
were implemented to reduce the wait time for the PI stage to return to the time-zero 
position.            
2.3.b  LabView software 
One program, “getSpectra,” was developed in LabView to monitor the probe 
spectrum. This program interfaced to the OO-S and continuously displayed the spectra 
collected from the OO-S in real-time.  This program was used as a diagnostic to tweak 
the alignment of the probe beam into the OO-S and determine its stability.  
Furthermore, it was used to determine the approximate cut-off wavelengths (pixel 
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numbers) for data collection in MatLab.  This program was also used to measure the 
CPA-1000 laser spectrum and the pump spectrum.   
2.3.c  Data Collection Operations 
2.3.c.i signal optimization 
The following steps assume that the probe beam spectrum reaching the OO-S 
has been optimized.  The first step in BFTA data collection was to locate and optimize 
the BFTA signal.  These tasks were easily accomplished through the use of a sample that 
had a strong BFTA signal.  A typical sample utilized was 1x10-3 M coumarin 153 (C153) in 
acetonitrile.  With this C153 or a similar sample, the focused pump and probe beams 
could be visually overlapped in the sample by translating the x and y position of the 
pump focusing lens (PFL).  The relative time-delay between the pump and probe was 
increased to a maximum by translating the PI stage to its furthest positive position.  At 
this point, the MatLab function “signaltweek” was used to continuously display the 
measured BFTA signal.  This signal strength was maximized by translating the x and y 
position of PFL.               
2.3.c.ii time-zero determination 
From the optimized BFTA signal, time-zero was easily established.  The PI stage 
was translated backwards (toward time-zero) from its maximum delay position while 
monitoring the BFTA signal.  The signal was monitored with “signaltweek” and the PI 
stage was translated with its utility program “NewLance.”  Time-zero was defined to be 
approximately 50 fs before the onset of any BFTA signal.  At or before time-zero, the 
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BFTA signal measured contained only contributions from steady-state emission if the 
sample was strongly emissive otherwise the BFTA signal averaged to a baseline of zero.     
2.3.c.iii emission spectra 
The BFTA spectrometer easily measured emission spectra by blocking the probe 
beam and recording the BFTA signal.  The recorded signal was proportional to the 
steady-state emission spectrum excited at the pump wavelength (centered at 
approximately 400 nm).    
2.3.c.iv polarization anisotropy measurements 
BFTA data was collected under the parallel and perpendicular polarization 
conditions between the pump and probe beam.  Data collected in this fashion contain 
all of the relevant information to calculate the reorientation dynamics and reorientation 
free BFTA signals.   Section 2.2.e outlines the procedure that was used to normalize the 
parallel and perpendicular BFTA spectra. Briefly the pump pulse energy between the 
parallel and perpendicular polarization conditions was normalized by rotating the pump 
beam / 2λ  waveplate (PWP) and monitoring the transmitted pump pulse energy.  The 
integrated signal intensity was matched to the reference intensity (vertical cursor on the 
oscilloscope) determined from the previous polarization condition.  Reorientational free 
spectra were calculated from the parallel and perpendicular BFTA signals as, 
 ( )1( , ) ( , ) 2 ( , )
3
S S Sν τ ν τ ν τ⊥= + ⋅ . (2.8) 
From this data, a number of analysis procedures were used to extract further dynamical 
information.       
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2.3 Data Analysis Methods 
2.4.a Lifetime Corrections 
Data collected out to the 2 ns limit of the BFTA instrument exhibits decay in the 
signal due to the finite lifetime of the excited electronic state.  A simple procedure was 
developed to minimize the lifetime decay contribution to the time-dependent BFTA 
signal.  This procedure is as follows:  Each spectrally resolved BFTA signal was integrated 
to yield a single time-dependent trace.  This trace was fit to a single exponential from 
approximately 100 – 2000 ps giving the excited state lifetime decay constant ( Lτ ).  Lτ  
was used to “lifetime correct” BFTA spectra through, 
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This approach approximately accounts for the finite decay from the excited-state 
population introduced by the pump pulse excitation. Furthermore, it also provides an 
estimate of the excited-state lifetime decay constant which was useful to examine 
environmental impacts on the chromophore.     
2.4.b Reorientation Dynamics 
Molecular reorientation dynamics were extracted from BFTA data via two 
methods.  The simplest method was to extract a single wavelength trace from the both 
the parallel and perpendicular spectrograms and calculate the reorientation dynamics 
from equation 2.4.  This method worked quite well when the spectrogram signal to 
noise ratio was high, but in other cases an additional method was required.  To increase 
the signal to noise of the extracted reorientation dynamics we average over a number of 
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wavelength traces.  The best results were obtained when the wavelength range was 
chosen to overlap with the strongest signal present in the BFTA data.  Care was taken to 
not integrate the signal over too large of a wavelength window as uncertainty in early 
time was introduced to the finite chirp (distribution of time-zero across the bandwidth) 
of the probe pulse.  In most cases integration over such broad bandwidths was not 
required to increase the signal to noise ratio sufficient for dynamical analysis.  The 
Matlab function “anisotropy” (Appendix A.IV) performs all of the previous calculations 
from input parallel and perpendicular BFTA spectrograms. 
Analysis of molecular reorientation dynamics followed a number of procedures 
which depended on the complexity of the extracted data.  The simplest reorientational 
behavior is represented by a single exponential which reflects simple diffusion in all 
rotational degrees of freedom (spherical rotor).  In this case, the rotational diffusion 
constant ( rotD ) is calculated from the fitted reorientational time-constant ( orτ ) as 
1 6rot orD τ= .
10   For most chromophores dissolved in liquids, this analysis is adequate, 
but for more complex systems such as the reverse micelle (RM) systems reorientational 
dynamics to not exhibit single exponential behavior and therefore analysis require more 
complex models. 
Reorientation dynamics that deviate from a single-exponential decay to zero can 
describe by the wobble-in-a-cone model11-13 which describes the reorientational decay 
as, 
 ( ) [ ]( ) [ ]2 2( ) 1 exp expC orr t Q Q t tτ τ= + − − −  (2.10) 
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where Cτ  and 
2Q  quantify the wobbling motion within the cone, and orτ is the normal 
reorientation time-constant.  2Q  values range from 0 to 1 which traverse the 
unrestricted to fully restricted reorientational motion limits respectively.  The semi-cone 
angle (θ ) of the restricted motion is calculated from Q  as, 
 2 21Q  = [ (cos )(1 + cos )]
2
θ θ . (2.11) 
This model worked very effectively to quantify the reorientational dynamics observed in 
RM systems that deviated from single-exponential decay behavior.  
2.4.c Stokes Shift Dynamics 
Stokes shift dynamics were extracted from BFTA data through a few different 
methods. It can be difficult to extract solvation dynamics from BFTA data due the 
complexity of the signal.  This complexity arises from three fundamental contributions 
to the total TA signal:  excited-state absorption (ESA), stimulated emission (SE), and 
ground-state bleach (BL).  Solvation dynamics are manifested as time-dependent 
spectral shifts in the ESA and SE signals added to the generally constant BL signal.  The 
simplest method to extract solvation dynamics from BFTA is to track the maximum of 
the signal maximum frequency shift.  The MatLab function “extractmax” (appendix A.IV) 
extracts the frequency shift of the maximum of the BFTA data.  “extractmax” fits the 
maximum of the BFTA data to a third-order polynomial and calculates the fitted 




2.4.c.i  spectral lineshape fitting method   
If the ESA/SE/BL signals can be individually distinguished, the total signal can be 
fit to a sum of peaks, 
 ( ) ( )n
n
S Sν ν=∑  (2.12) 
where ( )nS ν is the particular spectral lineshape function (Gaussian, Lorenzian, Voigt – 
symmetric or asymmetric). We choose to represent each contribution to the total BFTA 
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 (2.13) 
where a  is the amplitude, p  is the peak position, Γ  is the width and s  is the symmetry 
parameter.  Solvation dynamics were quantified through the SE peak position ( 0υ ) and 
also the first moment of the asymmetric Gaussian,  
 1 0 ln 2M sυ= + ⋅ ⋅Γ  (2.14) 
 
In many cases fitting the BFTA data in this manner was not possible because of 
overlapping ESA, SE, and BL signals and thus a different approach is needed to extract 
the time-dependent spectral shifts within the data. 
2.4.c.ii spectral first derivative (SFD) method 
One global method that is purely numerical and does not require a specific 
functional form is what we name the spectral first derivative (SFD) method.14  This 
method approximates the time-dependent TA signal as a linear combination,  
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 0 0( , )S S dSυ τ α β= ⋅ + ⋅  (2.15) 
where 0S  is an early-time TA spectrum; 0dS  is the first derivative of 0S  with respect to 
frequency ( 0dS dν ); and α , β  are scalar quantities that vary with τ .  α  tracks 
amplitude changes in the total signal  arising from excited-state lifetime decay, and β  
tracks frequency shifts in the data due to the dynamic Stokes shift.  α  and β  are 
determined by least-squares fitting and they are the only two adjustable parameters in 
the fit.             
2.4.c.iii singular value decomposition (SVD) method 
The final method used to extract solvation dynamics from BFTA data was 
singular value decomposing (SVD).  SVD decomposes 2-dimensional (2D) matrix data 
X into three sub matrices,  
 1−=X USV  (2.16) 
IfX is m x n and m > n, thenU is m x m; S is m x n; V is n x n.  In our case, m is the 
spectral dimension and n is the temporal dimension.  Application of SVD methodology is 
a purely numerical procedure that does not assume functional forms in either the 
spectral or temporal domains.  SVD analysis separates contributions to transient data 
into spectral and temporal basis functions in the columns of U and in the columns of 
V respectively.  Each column in U and V is linked by the diagonal values contained in 
S .  Thus the columns of U contain the spectral components which that grow or decay 
according to the temporal components inV which are weighted by the respective 
singular values along the diagonal ofS .  The singular values indicate the relative 
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weighting of each spectral component in the total BFTA spectrogram.  It should be 
noted that global analysis of BFTA data through SVD always useful to identify the 
number of significant contributions to the time-evolution of the data (the magnitude of 
the values along the diagonal of S ), but noise present in the data can significantly alter 
the extracted time-dynamics (V ) of the spectral contributions (U ).  Therefore SVD is 
not always the best global analysis method of BFTA data and it must be used with 
caution.    
2.4.d Deprotonation Dynamics 
Extracting deprotonation dynamics from BFTA data followed similar methods as 
the previously described techniques.  The simplest technique that was utilized was to 
analyze single wavelength traces.  Analyzing data in this fashion is sufficient to extract 
the timescales of the dynamics present in the data, but it lacks the ability to reliably 
report the amplitudes of the various temporal components.  These inconsistencies are 
greatly minimized through the use of global analysis methods.   
For some HPTS data, the solvation and deprotonation timescales overlap, and in 
these cases we use a simple method to measure the deprotonation dynamics.  Solvation 
dynamics are typically characterized by spectral shifts of SE and/or ESA bands.  If one 
assumes that these shifts preserve the integrated intensity of each band, the SD 
contribution to the BFTA signal can be minimized via spectral integration, 
 ( ) ( ),I S dτ υ τ υ= ∫ . (2.17) 
This method isolates deprotonation dynamics contributions and it is effectively a simple 
global analysis method because of the broadband nature of the total BFTA signal.  
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Despite this, spectrally resolved analysis can yield greater insight and thus a few 
additional global analysis methods are employed.  As established in the previous 
section, SVD methods are a very powerful and simple way to analyze BFTA data globally 
without assuming specific spectral or temporal functional forms.  A more rigorous 
approach was to use method that used the concepts from the SVD method. 
This analysis method for Stokes shift and deprotonation dynamics has been 
discussed in detail in the literature, but here we highlight the important aspects.  Spry et 
al.14 have developed a simple global analysis method for HPTS dynamics, which 
approximates the time-dependent spectrum of HPTS/water transient absorption data as 
a linear combination of the protonated (P), deprotonated (D), and derivative of the 
protonated spectrum (dP), according to the equation: 
 ( , ) ( ) (1 ( )) ( )S t t P t D t dPλ α α β= ⋅ + − ⋅ + ⋅  (2.18) 
where α(t) tracks the time-dependent population change between the protonated and 
deprotonated states yielding the deprotonation dynamics while β(t) follows the dynamic 
Stokes shift of the protonated spectrum.  This method gives a very effective way to 
extract both Stokes shift and deprotonation dynamics from BFTA data.  
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LOGARITHMIC BASED STEPPING ALGORITHM FOR TIME-
RESOLVED DATA COLLECTION 
 
 A method has been established that generates values spaced according to a 
mathematical function, specifically the logarithm function that can be applied to a 
stepper motor.  Here, it is applied to yield logarithmically spaced time delay points for 
subnanosecond interferometric time-resolved experiments using a stepper motor 
controlled translation stage.  Application of this method is discussed in terms of three 
input parameters:  the optical delay stage time resolution, dt; the time of maximum 
delay, dstop; and the desired number of data points, N. The method improves the 
efficiency of interferometric time-resolved data collection while providing data 
collection effective to determine decay parameters. In principle, this technique could be 
generalized to any mathematical function.  This work has been published (Rev Sci Instr 
2010 81 093101).  All of the experimental work and analysis was performed by RLC 
except for the statistical analysis portion (Sections 3.2.C and 3.3.C) which were 




 One of the most widely used experimental methods to achieve subnanosecond 
time resolution in time-resolved spectroscopy enlists optical gating using a Michelson 
interferometer.1  Current optical gating interferometry experiments routinely collect 
data with femtosecond resolution and have recently crossed into attosecond regime.2,3 
The ultimate, achievable time resolution of the optical gating interferometry method 
depends on both the duration of the optical gate and the finite delay introduced by the 
variable path arm of the interferometer.  Advances in subnanosecond pulsed laser 
technology have pushed optical pulse durations from picoseconds to femtoseconds.4,5 
At the same time, advances in state-of-the-art piezoelectric nanopositioning technology 
provide stepping of nanometers yielding sub-femtosecond resolution.6,7  Thus 
subnanosecond time-resolved experiments using optical gating interferometry methods 
can measure time-dependent data from attoseconds to nanoseconds. 
 For many physical, chemical and biological systems, the dynamical response 
extends over several orders of magnitude.  Thus, it is desirable to collect data over a 
range of timescales e.g. femtoseconds to nanoseconds.8-10 Collecting data over many 
decades of time introduces a unique challenge to experimentalists utilizing optical 
gating interferometry methodology.  To capture and accurately measure the shortest 
time dynamics, data must be collected at a sufficiently high stepping resolution to follow 
the changes in experimental observables. However, utilizing this high resolution for an 
entire data set over many orders of magnitude leads to exceedingly long data 
acquisition times and large data files.  Without proper weighting of the data, the high 
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density of points at long times can improperly emphasize slower processes.  So how 
does one economically collect data over orders of magnitude of time delay with 
sufficient temporal resolution?  The most common and simplest approach to address 
this challenge is to divide the data collection into timescales utilizing increasing step 
sizes for longer delays.  For instance, for a process occurring over fs to ns, on the 
shortest timescale data points are collected with femtosecond resolution, followed by 
an intermediate timescale collected with picosecond resolution and finally on the 
longest timescale, data are collected with nanosecond resolution.8-10 This approach 
breaks the data collection into regions based on the change in the experimental 
observable.  Thus when the observable is changing rapidly with respect to time delay, 
the data is recorded at a high time resolution and as the observable changes become 
smaller the stepping resolution is reduced.  This method increases the efficiency of data 
collection, but it is not the most efficient approach to collect data over many decades of 
time delay.  Furthermore, this method does not necessarily reflect the timescales of the 
dynamics. The most efficient and appropriate method to collect exponentially decaying 
data is to divide a given number of data points evenly over the entire time delay range 
i.e. space the points logarithmically.  
Here we present a method that maximizes the data collection efficiency with 
logarithmic based stepping for time-resolved experiments. Although we have devised 
this method to follow a logarithmic function, in principle this method could be 
generalized to any mathematical function.   Additionally, this method can be applied to 
any application utilizing a computer controlled stepper-motor driven device.  This paper 
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is organized as follows:  Section 3.I outlines general approaches to generating time-
resolved data.  Section 3.II discusses our logarithmic based delay methodology including 
a statistical analysis of the method. Section 3.III presents sample data collected with 
logarithmic based stepping and its evaluation, and Section 3.IV summarizes the paper. 
 
3.2 Logarithmic Based Delay Stepping 
Logarithmic based delay stepping provides some advantages over traditional 
linear stepping methods including more efficient collection of data with improved focus 
on key parameters of the data.  The root advantage of logarithmic stepping arises in 
relation to the most common time-dependent observables.  Specifically, many time 
decaying signals follow first order kinetics or exponential decay.  This translates into 
dynamics that follow the time variable with a logarithmic dependence, thereby 
validating a logarithmic-based data collection technique.  The data collected with a 
logarithmic time scale are weighted according to underlying kinetics, yielding an even 
distribution of data points over a time interval of interest.  One important consequence 
of this scaling is that it reduces the total number of data points needed for a given data 
set, which speeds data collection.  
Our algorithm for logarithmic stepping allows the user to choose the total 
desired number of data points collected for a single scan in time.  For instance, a given 
interval of 100 ps recorded with even 100 fs steps generates a fixed 1000 data points. 
Using logarithmic stepping, the user could choose to collect 1000 data points; however, 
because the point density varies by decade, far fewer points would be needed to obtain 
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enough data to effectively define the decay characteristics of the data. Thus, the 
logarithmic stepping algorithm generates a user-selected number of data points which 
can optimize the number of data points compared to linear evenly spaced steps.  
Logarithmic stepping provides a huge time saving advantage over linear methods when 
data is collected over many decades of time delay.    
3.2.a Logarithmic Delay Algorithm 
In Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.A.i), a general description of stepping methods was 
introduced, here we present logarithmic stepping in greater detail. Our logarithmic 
based time stepping algorithm calculates approximate logarithmic time steps using 
three input parameters, the stage time resolution, dt, the final delay, dstop, and the 
desired number of data points, N. The time delay at each data point is calculated from 
the exponential function, 
 10n dnnd
⋅=  (3.1) 
where n denotes the index of the data point. dn is a constant that depends on dstop  and 
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 (3.2) 
From equations 3.1 and 3.2, logarithmically spaced data points are calculated. 
The actual time delay values possible are limited by the linear resolution of the stepping 
stage.  Therefore, the actual time delay or logarithmic stepping values at each step is 
calculated as, 
 in t nn
dD d t
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where dt is the time step resolution defined by the stepper motor driven stage and int 
indicates rounding to the nearest integer value.  Using this function, logarithmic 
stepping values are generated to position the stepper motor driven stage for each data 
point in subnanosecond interferometric time-resolved experiments.  The following 
section illustrates examples of the application of our logarithmic based stepping 
algorithm highlighting the advantages of this stepping method as well as some of its 
limitations. 
3.2.b Advantages and Limitations 
One clear advantage of logarithmic based stepping lies in its ability to collect 
data points over many decades of time delay ,e.g., from femtoseconds to nanoseconds, 
with spacing between the points that is proportional to the order of magnitude of the 
time delay.  Furthermore, logarithmic stepping introduces a fixed number of data points 
that does not depend on the starting and stopping conditions.  Figure 3.1 shows a 
comparison of linear stepping (upper trace) verses logarithmic stepping (lower trace) for 
a fixed number of data points (N = 150) from 0 to 1 ns.  Linear stepping fixes dt at all 
time delays which can, as in this example, provides inadequate resolution at short delay 
times to capture the short time dynamics while providing too many points at the longest 
delay times.  In contrast, logarithmic stepping smoothly varies dt to follow short time 
dynamics with higher resolution and longer time dynamics with lower resolution. Thus it 
is apparent that logarithmic stepping provides the economical spacing of data points 
that more effectively follows the experimental observable dynamics.       
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Figure 3.1 Comparison of logarithmic stepping (circles) vs. linear stepping (triangles) for 
a simulated observable.  Top trace, displaced by one unit for clarity, shows evenly 




Simply applying equation 3.3 to generate steps for our system results in repeated time 
points at short delay times as shown in Figure 3.2. This effect arises because the 
stepping stage has finite resolution.  When the density of data points is large, the 
conversion of dn to Dn causes small values of dn to yield identical values of Dn because 
the logarithmic steps become smaller than the resolution of the stepping stage, dt. This 
effect becomes more pronounced with increasing total number of points. As N 
increases from 50 to 200, Figure 3.2, more repeated delay steps occur with a higher 
density at lower index values or shorter delays. We have found however, that when Dn 
reaches ten times dt this effect becomes negligible.  We also observe repeated values 
for Dn when dstop approaches the timescale of dt. Figure 3.3 shows the points generated 
by the logarithmic stepping function, equation 3.3, as a function of the data point index, 
n, with constant N (50) and dt (0.667 fs) and three different values for dstop.  Decreasing 
dstop causes the density of data points at small delay times to increase which results in 
time delay stepping that is smaller than the resolution of the delay stage, shown in 
Figure 3.3(a) to 3.3(c).  Finally, varying dt also produces repeated points; it increases the 
density of data points around the stepping resolution of the delay stage and generates 
repeated time steps and/or data points.  Thus, the number of data points (N), the final 
delay (dstop), and the stage time resolution (dt) can impose limitations on utilizing the 
logarithmic stepping function for data collection.  
The problem of repeated data points can be addressed in a few ways.  One 
obvious approach is to utilize a stepping stage with more resolution than needed for the  
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Figure 3.2 Logarithmic stepping value plotted as function of relative index (n) with dt 
(0.667 fs), dstop (2 ns) and N equal to 50 (circles), 100 (triangles), and 200 (squares).  As N 
increases, the number of repeated data points increases.   N equal to 100 and 200 
stepping functions have been offset by 0.005 ps and 0.01 ps respectively.   
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experiment. This solution obviates the problem of repeated points, but this is not 
practical especially if it requires the purchase of additional, potentially expensive 
equipment.  Be that as it may, with dt more than ten times smaller than the smallest 
step introduced by dn, there is adequate stage resolution to preclude repeated data 
points. For most time-resolved experiments, the shortest time resolution required is on 
the order of a femtosecond, which leads to an ideal stage resolution of less than 0.1 
fs/step for application of this method.  This timescale corresponds to linear stepping 
motion of roughly tens of nanometers per step.  This physical distance can easily be 
reached and surpassed with state-of-the-art piezoelectric nanopositioning technology, 
but in general the piezoelectric technology does not provide total travel distances 
beyond a few millimeters, i.e., less than ten picoseconds of delay.  For some time-
resolved experiments, ten picoseconds of delay is practical but for others it is not and 
therefore other approaches are needed to minimize or eliminate repeated data points. 
Clearly it is preferable to find strategies that address the problem of repeated 
points that do not require researchers to purchase new equipment. Because the direct 
application of the logarithmic stepping function in existing experiments does not 
necessarily allow dt or dstop to be changed, the only truly adjustable parameter is the 
number of data points, N.  Reducing N sufficiently will decrease the number of repeated 
data points and eventually eliminate them entirely as illustrated in Figure 3.3.  However, 
reducing the total number of points impacts the point density at the longest delay times 
which could impact data quality. A preferable solution to the repeated points problem is 
to replace the time interval where the repeated data points arise with evenly spaced 
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Figure 3.3  Logarithmic stepping value plotted as a function of the data point index (n) 
with N (50), dt (0.667 fs ) constant and dstop equal to (a) 2 ns, (b), 2 ps, and (c) 10 fs.  
Note the increase in repeated delay steps at early delay time as dstop approaches the 
timescale of dt.  
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points with the resolution of the stepping stage.  This method is most useful to increase 
N to generate more data points while still retaining efficiency of logarithmic stepping 
function.  Our logarithmic stepping algorithm identifies repeated data points by taking 
the first derivative of the logarithmic stepping values; where the derivative is zero the 
value is not changing.  Noting the index values of each repeated data point allows us to 
replace data points below this index with linearly spaced stepping values at the 
resolution of the stepping stage, dt.  The number of data points in the linear range 
exactly matches the number of data points up to the largest repeated data point index 
thus conserving the total number of data points, N.  For the given number of repeated  
data points, a corresponding number of data points are generated which are negative 
stepping values or time delays before time zero.  Figure 3.4 illustrates the linear 
replacement solution to eliminate repeated data points.   
Through any of these methods the limitation from repeated data points can be 
reduced and/or eliminated but logarithmic stepping does inherently have error with 
respect to the original logarithmic delay function (dn).  The error that the finite 
resolution of the stage introduces is calculated as simply the percent difference 
between dn and Dn, 








This error is a direct manifestation of the finite stepping of the delay stage and it drops 
off exponentially as the time delay increases.  This inherent error only affects the 
difference between the logarithmic step function (dn) and the actual values generated  
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Figure 3.4  Uncorrected (upper trace, triangles) vs. linear corrected (lower trace, circles) 
logarithmic stepping values with N (200), dt (0.6667 fs), and dstop (2 ns).  The 
uncorrected values include repeated time delay points while the corrected contains no 
repeated time delay points.  The uncorrected values are displaced by 0.01 ps for clarity.  
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(Dn), and does not impact data collection in any way.  The values generated by equation 
3.3, Dn, produces the closest achievable delay based on the finite resolution of the stage 
(dt) to the delay generated in the logarithmic step function. 
3.2.c Statistical Analysis of Stepping Methods 
Strategies for efficient collection of photometric data depend on the parameters 
to be evaluated from the data and on how efficiency is defined.  Many experimental 
observables, such as those presented later in Section 3.III.b, involve multiexponential 
decays.  Suppose the decaying quantity y is represented as a sum of exponentials of 
lifetimes ki and amplitudes ai together with a baseline amplitude b, 
 ( ) exp[ ]i i
i
y t b a k t= +∑ . (3.5) 
The parameters ci that define the decay are then b, ki and ai.  The “quality” qn of 
one of these parameters cn recovered by data analysis can be defined as the reciprocal 
of the standard error of the mean of the recovered parameter times the variance of the 
data.11  This is equivalent to the corresponding diagonal element of the error matrix in a 
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and N is the total number of data points while the weight wl of the lth point equals the 
reciprocal of the standard deviation of that point.  Clearly, qn values are proportional to 
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the number of data points examined and, in the simplest case of data being averaged to 
obtain a single mean value, q equals the number of data points.   
The concept of experimental “efficiency” can be approached from several 
perspectives.   In many instances, the time required to make a mechanical adjustment, 
such as changing interferometer path, determines the time required to measure a single 
data point.  In such circumstances, the fewer data points collected, the faster the 
experiment proceeds. Then the experimental procedure that determines a particular qn 
with a given quality through analysis of the smallest number of points, N, maximizing 
qn/N yields the most efficient experiment.  Moreover, photobleaching limits the 
ultimate number of photons that can be collected from a particular chromophore; 
hence, in other experimental situations, our key goal may be to use each photon as 
efficiently as possible to determine decay parameters.  The quality of a fitted parameter 
qn divided by the total number of photons or integrated light signal S in the points used 
to determine the parameter is a measure of efficiency in such a case.  We enlist both of 
these statistical analysis methods to analyze the relative efficiency of logarithmic vs. 
linear data collection below. 
 
3.3 Sample Data 
As we have established, logarithmic based stepping is particularly useful in 
tracking dynamics over many decades of time delay.  To illustrate its usefulness, we 
follow solvation and deprotonation dynamics of the photoacid 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-
trisulfonic acid (HPTS) in water using broadband ultrafast transient absorption 
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spectroscopy.  The dynamics of system include several time dependent processes 
occurring over a range of timescales.12  Ultrashort pulse excitation of the HPTS 
protonated state at approximately 400 nm initiates dynamics that span from 
femtoseconds to nanoseconds.   
HPTS transient absorption spectra display both solvation dynamics and 
deprotonation dynamics.12  Solvation dynamics manifest as a time-dependent spectral 
shift that relaxes with a time constant of roughly 1 ps for the HPTS/water system.  HPTS 
deprotonation dynamics follow the mechanism,  
 ROH RO H RO H− + − +  + iii , (3.8) 
where the initial step generates a contact ion pair followed by subsequent diffusion of 
the proton away from the excited HPTS molecule (RO-).12  Both mechanistic steps 
depend on the bulk proton concentration leading to pH dependent deprotonation 
dynamics.  In neutral water (pH=7), the first step in the HPTS deprotonation mechanism 
occurs on the 2-4 ps timescale while the proton diffusion step occurs on the ~90 ps 
timescale.12   The multiple timescales characterizing the HPTS/water system make it an 
excellent demonstration for logarithmic stepping interferometric time-resolved 
experiments.        
3.3.a  Experimental Methods 
The details of the laser system and broadband ultrafast transient absorption 
apparatus appear in a Chapter 2.  Briefly, 125 µJ/pulse of the output of a chirped pulse 
regenerative amplifier (55 fs FWHM pulses at 804 nm, 1 kHz repetition rate) is used for 
the transient absorption experiment. Frequency doubling in BBO generates the second 
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harmonic pump pulses (~20 μJ).  Before reaching the sample, the pump beam is 
optically chopped to provide a reference signal, double passes a fused silica Brewster 
prism pair to precompensate for material dispersion, and travels down a variable delay 
path that provides relative delay between the pump and probe pulses. The residual 
fundamental beam double passes through a fused silica Brewster prism pair before 
generating a single filament white light continuum used for the probe pulses.  Pump and 
probe beams are focused onto the sample flowing through a 1 mm cuvette.  The 
diverging probe beam is collimated, spatially filtered, and traverses a short pass dichroic 
filter to extinguish the spectral intensity around 800 nm. Transient absorption signals 
are collected using an Ocean Optics spectrometer, which is synchronically triggered 
externally at twice the frequency of the pump beam modulation. 
Data were collected as a function of the delay between the pump and probe 
pulses,τ , using a program that sequentially measured the white light continuum 
transmitted through the sample with the pump on (signal), Isig τ( ) and pump blocked 








= −   
   (3.9) 
Transient absorption spectra were compiled to generate a transient absorption 
spectrogram, ( , )S λ τ .  Logarithmic time delay steps were calculated via the logarithmic 
stepping function with dt (0.667 fs), dstop (2 ns), and N (200).  Linear time delay steps 
were generated with 100 fs steps to 10 ps, 10 ps steps to 750 ps, and finally 50 ps steps 
to 2 ns yielding 200 total data points.   
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 Chapter 5 gives studies of the deprotonation dynamics of HPTS in bulk water and 
reverse micelle media, but here we focus on aqueous samples to illustrate the 
advantages of logarithmic time-delay stepping. Aqueous HPTS samples were prepared 
at 0.1 mM at neutral pH yielding an absorbance of 0.25 for the HPTS protonated state 
absorption band (404 nm) for the 0.5 mm path length used in the transient absorption 
experiments. Samples were characterized by steady-state absorption measured with a 
Varian Cary 500 UV/Vis/NIR spectrometer. 
3.3.b. Multiple Timescale Transient Absorption Data 
Figure 3.5 displays HPTS/water transient absorption spectrograms collected with 
linear, and logarithmic time delays. Each time step represents a full spectrum reflecting 
the state of the HPTS/water system at that instant in time. The representations shown 
in Fig. 3.5 illustrate processes occurring on multiple timescales in the HPTS/water 
dynamics.  Three contributions comprise the transient absorption spectra:  excited state 
absorption (ESA), stimulated emission (SE), and ground state bleach (BL).  SE and BL 
contributions indicate the sample absorbing less light while ESA displays an increase in 
absorption.  We follow the convention of plotting ESA as negative signal (loss of 
photons) and SE/BL (gain of photons) with a positive signal.  
The spectrograms presented in Fig. 3.5(a) reflect evenly spaced data points while 
data in Fig. 3.5(b) show the logarithmic scale for the data collected.  The logarithmic 
collection and display in Fig. 3.5(b) encourages visual interpretation of the data which 
shows a smooth blue shift in the spectra occurring from ~100 fs to 3 ps, followed by the 
appearance of the stimulated emission feature around 7 ps.  In contrast, although the 
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Figure 3.5 Linear (a) and logarithmic (b) broadband ultrafast transient absorption 
spectrograms of HPTS in pH-7 water. Note that the time delay axis is plotted linearly but 
represents time delay values with variable linear resolution (a) and logarithmic spacing 
(b). Both spectrograms contain 200 spectra with final delay equal to 2 ns. 
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data plotted with a linear scale reveals the stimulated emission appearing near 10 ps 
delay, this representation obscures all the early dynamics.  By dividing the time delay 
points into regions with different linear resolutions, we can sometimes observe the 
dynamics of the system but frequently it takes significant analysis to find the timescale 
of the processes from such data.   
Analysis of HPTS/water dynamics demonstrates the advantage of the logarithmic 
method. Spry et al.13 have developed a simple global analysis method for HPTS 
dynamics, which approximates the time-dependent spectrum of HPTS/water transient 
absorption data as a linear combination of the protonated (P), deprotonated (D), and 
derivative of the protonated spectrum (dP), according to the equation: 
 ( , ) ( ) (1 ( )) ( )S t t P t t dPλ α α β= ⋅ + − + ⋅  (3.10) 
where α(t) tracks the time-dependent population change between the protonated and 
deprotonated states yielding the deprotonation dynamics while β(t) follows the dynamic 
Stokes shift of the protonated spectrum.  Application of this global analysis method for 
linear and logarithmic data collection methods are shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7.  Fig. 
3.6(a) and 3.6(b) illustrate that the logarithmic stepping method inherently matches the 
observed deprotonation dynamics in the HPTS/water transient absorption data while 
the linear stepping abruptly changes stepping resolution, potentially obfuscating 
dynamics.  In Fig. 3.6(b), the biexponential deprotonation dynamics (2 ps and 90 ps) are 
clearly visible with the stepping values proportional to the observed change in α(t)over 
two orders of magnitude.  Fig. 3.6(a) shows deprotonation dynamics and the emergence 
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Figure 3.6 Extracted deprotonation dynamics from HPTS/pH-7 water transient 
absorption data collected with linear (circles) and logarithmic (triangles) stepping.  
Comparisons between the two methods show that although linear stepping provides 
effective resolution, logarithmic stepping smoothly adjusts the time stepping on the 10s 
picosecond (a) and nanosecond (b) timescales.  Logarithmic traces (triangles) are 
displaced by 1 unit for clarity.   
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Figure 3.7 Extracted Stokes shift dynamics from HPTS/pH-7 water transient absorption 
data collected with linear (circles) and logarithmic (triangles) stepping.  Comparisons 
between the two methods show that although linear stepping provides effective 
resolution, logarithmic stepping smoothly adjusts the time stepping. Logarithmic trace 
(triangles) is displaced by 300 cm-1 for clarity. 
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of excited state lifetime decay on the order of nanoseconds. In the sub-picosecond 
regime, Fig. 3.7, adequate time step values resolve the sub-picosecond Stokes shift 
dynamics, e.g., β(t).  Over the extended timescale, logarithmic stepping smoothly 
transitions from high temporal resolution at short delay to lower resolution at longer 
delay while linear stepping abruptly changes resolution. Logarithmic stepping requires 
no prior knowledge of the underlying dynamics to determine linear resolution switching 
points so as to not obscure the dynamics.   
3.3.c Statistical Analysis of Collected Data 
 To further examine the relative efficiency of logarithmic vs. linear data 
collection, we present statistical analysis (Table 3.1) of the extracted dynamics shown in 
Fig 3.6 and compare how well each of the model parameters is defined by a given 
number of data points, regardless of individual point intensities, and by the total optical 
signal recorded, irrespective of the total number of points. Transient absorption data 
represent relative small changes in large intensities, so the first columns in Table 3.1 
assume a constant uncertainty per point.  In this circumstance, for three of five decay 
parameters, namely a1, k1 and k2, log spacing of data points reduces the number of 
measurement points needed to achieve given precision in a particular fitted parameter.  
For example, log spacing requires over two-fold fewer measurements than linear 
spacing, 1/65.0 vs. 1/28, to define the rapid decay amplitude a1 to a given precision.  
The advantages of log spacing are much more pronounced when photon-limited data 
are considered.  If the experimental data represented luminescence decay, then Poisson 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































columns of Table 3.1.   In such instance, for all five decay parameters, log spacing of data 
points would reduce the number of measurement points needed to achieve given 
precision in a particular fitted parameter.  Similarly, for four of five parameters, log 
spacing would require fewer total detected photons to achieve given parameter 
accuracies. This analysis shows a clear statistical advantage in collecting data 
logarithmically over linearly. 
 
3.4 Summary 
We have established a logarithmic stepping value method that generates 
logarithmically spaced values and tested its application in subnanosecond time-resolved 
pump-probe experiments.  The logarithmically spaced time delay values are useful to 
track observables that span a range of timescales.    We have found that the logarithmic 
stepping values obtained from direct application of the logarithmic stepping function 
(equation 3.2) contain repeated stepping values for small time delays due to the finite 
resolution of the stepping stage.  To alleviate this problem, we introduce linear stepping 
values at the resolution of the stepping stage to replace the region with repeated 
points. 
We test this method by measuring broadband ultrafast transient absorption of 
HPTS in water, a system that exhibits dynamics over five decades in time. The 
logarithmic data collection makes it possible for us to extract the Stokes shift occurring 
on the hundreds of femtosecond time scale, the biexponential deprotonation dynamics 
on the picosecond to tens of picosecond timescales, and the lifetime decay of the HPTS 
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excited state on the nanosecond timescale.  The variable time step values introduced 
from the logarithmic stepping method provides a highly efficient way to collect data 
that contains all of the relevant dynamics in HPTS/water broadband transient 
absorption data.  Furthermore, statistic analysis of the efficiency of this data collection 
with linearly-spaced and logarithmically-spaced data points shows that logarithmic data 
collection determines parameters to a given precision with a five-fold reduction in data 
points compared to data collected with evenly spaced points. 
Although we apply our algorithm to generate points according to a logarithmic 
function, in principle this method could be used to generate finite resolution steps using 
any mathematical function.  Spacing data points according to the functional form of that 
the data demonstrate yields data points that reflect the physical process occurring.  This 
allows the user to extract the parameters desired with the highest accuracy and most 
efficiency. 
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FEMTOSECOND TO NANOSECOND DYNAMICS OF CONFINED 
COUMARIN 343 BY TRANSIENT ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY 
 
Through UV pump/broadband probe transient absorption measurements the 
dynamics sensed by coumarin 343 (C343) are measured in bulk water and 
nanoscopically confined in AOT (sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate) reverse 
micelles. In contrast to Stokes shift dynamics measuring solvation dynamics in bulk 
water, which conclude after a few picoseconds, dynamics arising from C343 
nanoscopically confined in reverse micelles extend to far longer timescales.  Analysis of 
time-dependent Stokes shifts for C343 in AOT reverse micelles reveal two distinct 
timescales: (1) a fast response (< 10 ps) attributed to solvation dynamics by the liquid 
environment, and (2) a slow response (> 10 ps) reflecting environmental confinement 
induced effects.  Coupled with anisotropy decays and steady-state spectroscopy, the 
results indicate that C343 translational motion may play a role in determining the slow 
dynamics of the C343/AOT reverse micelle system. This work was submitted for 




4.1  Introduction 
 The behavior of a supporting solvent can strongly influence fundamental physical 
and chemical processes.  For example, researchers have shown that solvent fluctuations 
occurring on ultrafast time scales can influence much slower dynamical processes in 
proteins.1,2  Likewise, important chemical processes, such as electron and proton 
transfer, can often be dictated by solvent dynamics.3-5  Environmentally induced 
changes in solvent behavior can influence the direction and rate of physical processes 
which consequently shift chemical and biological observables.  
Historically, researchers have utilized rigid coumarin probe molecules to 
measure the dynamic response of liquids through the molecule's dynamic Stokes 
shift.4,6,7  In many bulk liquids, this method has proven highly effectively for tracking 
solvent motion.  Recent applications follow the dynamic Stokes shift of coumarins in 
micro- or nanoheterogeneous media, nominally exploring solvation dynamics of the 
restricted solvent.8-21  Solvation dynamics follows the response of a solvent to an 
instantaneous perturbation.4  Experimentally, this has been measured by following the 
spectroscopy of a dye molecule with significantly different ground and excited state 
molecular dipole moments.  The solvent response to the change in dipole manifests in 
the time varying molecular fluorescence or absorption spectroscopy via 
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where f(t), f(∞), and f(0) reflect a spectral characteristic, e.g., the peak maximum or first 
spectral moment, at a variable time t, after the system has relaxed completely, ∞, and 
before any dynamic changes occur, 0. This method has proven effective for 
understanding the response of pure liquids.4 More recently, application of solvation 
dynamics has helped determine the dynamic response in more complex systems such as 
room temperature ionic liquids 22-27 and in macromolecular samples.8-10,19-21,28 
One environmental change that significantly influences solvent behavior arises 
when the solvent is confined to nanoscopic volumes.29-31  In nanoscopic volumes, 
solvent properties differ significantly from the properties of a bulk solvent.  In general, 
molecular motion is hindered and slowed when liquids are confined.  For example, 
through time-resolved infrared spectroscopy, Piletic et al. showed that water confined 
to nanoscopic proportions in reverse micelles has a shell of molecules that interact with 
the interface and whose properties diverge significantly from bulk water.32  Likewise, in 
optical Kerr effect experiments, Fourkas and coworkers have shown that confinement to 
small proportions cause molecules to move more slowly than they do in bulk solvent.31  
In simulations of methanol in silica pores, Eola et al. showed that confinement impacts 
the liquid structure near the pore walls and that molecular rotational and translational 
motions generally slowed in the confined environment.33  Confining large guest 
molecules in a supramolecular structure, Mugridge et al. showed that encapsulation 
increased internal rotational barriers and slowed molecular tumbling.34 
Reverse micelles present one common environment used to explore the impact 
of a confined environment on solvation dynamics.11-18  These structures stabilize small 
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droplets of water or other polar solvent in a nonpolar solvent using an amphiphilic 
layer.35  Frequently, reverse micelles possess a spherical form whose radius is 
proportional to w0=[polar phase]/[amphiphile]. The most common reverse micelle 
system studied utilizes AOT (sodium dioctylsulfosuccinate) as the surfactant.  
Researchers have utilized fluorescent probes to explore solvation dynamics in these 
nanoscopic pools.13-16,18,30,36-39  In general, these studies demonstrate differences 
between solvation occurring in bulk solution and what is observed in confined systems.  
With increasing w0 values, most of the systems trend toward bulk behavior. Solvation 
dynamics experiments have largely focused on systems containing water but some have 
also probed reverse micelles sequestering nonaqueous interiors.15,16,40-42 
The work presented here builds upon previous work in the Levinger group using 
time-resolved fluorescence Stokes shift studies in AOT reverse micelles.17,18,43  Those 
studies focused primarily on very short time dynamics occurring on the hundred's of fs 
to ten's of ps timescale. Here we present a study of solvation dynamics utilizing 
transient absorption spectroscopy methods to probe water and water in AOT reverse 
micelles.  These experiments make it possible for us to explore dynamics up to the 
nanosecond regime.         
   
4.2 Experimental Methods 
4.2.a Sample Preparation 
Samples were prepared with coumarin 343 (C343, 97%, Sigma Aldrich), high-
purity water (Milli-Q filtered, 18.2 MΩ cm resistivity), AOT (sodium 
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dioctylsulfosuccinate, 99%, Sigma Aldrich) and cyclohexane (99%, Sigma Aldrich). C343, 
AOT and cyclohexane were used without further purification.  Structures of AOT and 
C343 are given in Fig. 1.2 and Fig. 1.3 respectively.  To prepare reverse micelles, AOT 
was dissolved in cyclohexane to form a stock solution. A 10 mM stock solution of C343 
in water was prepared by the addition of sodium hydroxide to raise the pH to ~10.5. All 
samples were prepared by mass to approximately 0.4 M AOT in cyclohexane by the 
following method.  An appropriate mass of AOT was dissolved into an amount of 
cyclohexane under the mass needed for approximately 0.4 M AOT. After dissolving AOT 
in cyclohexane, an appropriate amount of C343 stock solution was added giving 0.2 mM 
C343 overall concentrations.  Additional water was added to yield samples with w0 
values of 2.5, 5, 10, and 20.  Finally, cyclohexane was added to reach approximately 0.4 
M AOT for each sample.  C343 in AOT RM were compared to 2×10−4 M C343 in neat 
water (pH = 10.5).     
Samples were characterized by steady-state absorption measured with a Varian 
Cary 500 UV/Vis/NIR spectrometer.  Fluorescence spectra were recorded from the 
broadband femtosecond transient absorption instrument by blocking the WLC probe 
beam and recording the background.   
4.2.b Transient Absorption Spectrometer 
A description of the laser system and broadband ultrafast transient absorption 
spectrometer has appeared44 and detailed descriptions are given in the supporting 
information; here we provide a brief summary.  125 µJ/pulse of the output of a chirped 
pulse regenerative amplifier (50 fs FWHM pulses at 800 nm, 1 kHz repetition rate) is 
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used for the transient absorption experiment. Frequency doubling in BBO (β-barium 
borate) generates the second harmonic pump pulses (~20 μJ).  Before reaching the 
sample, the pump beam is optically chopped to provide a reference signal, double 
passes a fused silica Brewster prism pair to precompensate for material dispersion, and 
travels down a variable delay path that provides relative delay between the pump and 
probe pulses. The residual fundamental beam double passes through a fused silica 
Brewster prism pair before generating a single filament white light continuum used for 
the probe pulses.  Pump and probe beams are focused onto the sample flowing through 
a 0.5 mm cuvette.  The diverging probe beam is collimated, spatially filtered, and 
traverses a short pass dichroic filter to extinguish the spectral intensity around 800 nm. 
Transient absorption signals are collected using an Ocean Optics spectrometer (USB 
2000+), which is synchronically triggered externally at twice the frequency of the pump 
beam modulation 100/200 Hz respectively. 
4.2.c Data Collection 
Data were collected as a function of the delay between the pump and probe 
pulses using a custom MatLab (Release 2009a) program that sequentially measured the 
white light continuum transmitted through the sample with the pump on (signal), Isig(ν,t) 
and pump blocked (reference) Iref(ν,t). 
 
( , )











= −   ∞ 
 (4.2) 
To generate transient absorption spectrograms, signals generated using 
equation 4.2 were compiled as a function of both time and frequency, S=S(ν,t).  Raw 
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transient spectra were truncated to 1100 wavelength values over a 380-720 nm range 
and collected from -100 fs to 2 ns with 200 logarithmically spaced time delays values.44 
Spectrograms were generated from both parallel and perpendicular pump beam 
polarizations with respect to the probe beam polarization.  Because the WLC has a non-
zero temporal chirp, we limited analysis of our data to times longer than 300 fs to avoid 
spectral shifting arising from the chirp. Further details pertaining to broadband 
femtosecond transient absorption data collection appear in supporting information.    
To extract information about reorientation dynamics from the two dimensional 
data we used one of two methods.  For data with high signal to noise, intensities at 
single wavelength (~530 nm) as a function of time for both parallel and perpendicular 
spectrograms yielded effective signals, S=S(t), from equation 4.2.  For samples yielding 
lower signal to noise, we averaged data from several wavelength values near the 
strongest broadband femtosecond transient absorption signal to yield parallel and 
perpendicular signals from which reorientational dynamics could be determined.   
4.2.d Data Analysis 
4.2.d.i transient spectrograms 
To measure decay times in the absence of rotational contributions, signals were 
calculated from parallel and perpendicular polarization spectrograms via, 
 ( )1( , ) ( , ) 2 ( , )3S t S t S tν ν ν⊥= + ⋅  (4.3) 
Three contributions comprise the transient absorption spectra:  excited state 
absorption (ESA), stimulated emission (SE), and ground state bleach (BL).  SE and BL 
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contributions indicate the sample absorbing less light while ESA displays an increase in 
absorption.  We follow the convention of plotting ESA as negative signal (reduction of 
the number of photons on the detector) and SE/BL (increase of photons) with a positive 
signal. Stokes shift dynamics are quantified in transient absorption data through the 
time-dependent spectral shifts in the SE peak.   
The combination of SE, BL and ESA contributions to the transient absorption 
leads to substantially complicated signals.  Because we collected data out to a 2 ns 
delay, signals include a contribution from the excited state lifetime, which we remove 
from the data prior to other processing.   Integrating S(ν,t) over all ν values measured 
generates a signal that decays with the excited state lifetime, τL.  Fits of the integrated 
data to a single exponential decay function allows accurate measurement of the excited 
state lifetime.  These values (see Table 4.2) agree well with our previous measurements 
via time-resolved fluorescence of 4.5 ns.18  To remove the lifetime contribution from the 
data, we process each transient spectra as,  
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which minimizes the contribution arising from C343 lifetime decay. 
After removing contributions to the signal from the excited state lifetime, we 
note that BL and ESA signals contribute a constant amplitude to the spectrograms at all 
time delays, indicating that their profiles do not shift during the experiments.  This may 
be attributable to their small amplitude compared with the SE contribution. Because the 
BL and ESA signals do not display time dependent spectral shifting, we simplify the 
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dynamical analysis by isolating the SE dynamics from BL and ESA. The contributions of 
the BL and ESA contributions can be approximated as,  
  ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( )LBL ESA S a Fυ υ ν ν+ = ∞ − ∗  (4.5) 
where aF(ν) is the steady-state emission spectrum with a normalization constant, a, and 
∞ is taken as the longest time delay value of our experiment (2 ns).  Using this 
definition, the time-dependent SE signal is calculated from, 
                               [ ]( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( )LSE S BL ESAν τ ν τ υ υ= − + .  (4.6) 
Each transient SE spectrum was fit to an asymmetric Gaussian peak,45   
                               SE ν( )= aexp − ν − ν0 t( )













    (4.7) 
where a is the amplitude, ν0(t) is the peak position, Γ is the width and s is the symmetry 
parameter.  We used the SE peak position, ν0(t) as the spectral function, f(t) in equation 
4.1 to quantify the time-dependent Stoke's shift dynamics.  Alternative methods to 
gauge the solvation dynamics include following the spectral maximum of the 
spectrograms as a function of time or calculating the first moment of the asymmetric 
Gaussian.  More information about these analyses and comparison to the SE data are 
given in supporting information.    
4.2.d.ii  time-resolved anisotropy 
Rotational anisotropy decays were calculated via, 
  
( ) ( )
( )












  (4.8)  
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where S||(t) and S⊥(t) are the time-dependent integrated transient absorption spectral 
intensities for parallel and perpendicular polarization between the pump and probe 
beams respectively.  Because our observed time-resolved anisotropy measurements do 
not decay completely to zero within the time scale of the experiments, we have applied 
the standard wobble-in-a-cone model46,47 to understand the nature of the C343 dye in 
these confined systems.  This analysis fits decay curves to the following function: 
                     ( ) [ ]( ) [ ]2 2( ) 1 exp expR Mr t Q Q t tτ τ= − − − −   (4.9) 
where Q and τR quantify the degree of restriction and time scale for motion within the 
cone and τM accounts for slower decay components.  We obtain the cone semi-angle, θ, 
from Q by the relation, 
    2 21Q  = [ (cos )(1 + cos )]
2
θ θ   (4.10) 
 
4.3 Results 
4.3.a Steady-State Absorption and Emission 
Figure 4.1 shows the steady-state absorption and emission spectra of C343 in 
bulk and in AOT reverse micelles as a function of wavelength.  Both absorption and 
fluorescence spectra of C343 in AOT reverse micelles are blue-shifted with respect to 
the steady-state spectra in bulk water. As w0 increases from 2.5 to 20, both the C343 
absorption and emission spectra both shift toward the C343 spectra in bulk aqueous 
solution.   Spectra also display an increasing shift to the blue with decreasing w0 values. 




Figure 4.1.  Absorption (a) and emission (b) spectra of C343 in water/AOT/cyclohexane 
reverse micelles with w0 values of 2.5 (grey), 5.0 (green), 10 (red), and 20 (blue) and in 
basic water (solid black, pH = 10.5) and acid water (dashed black, pH = 2).  Both 
absorption and emission spectra of C343 in AOT reverse micelles are blue-shifted with 




absorption closely. However, the spectra never shift to a point where they overlap the 
spectra in water. Figure 4.1a also compares the C343 absorption in 
water/AOT/cyclohexane microemulsions to C343 absorption spectra under basic (pH = 
10) and acidic (pH = 2) conditions in water.  C343 absorption in AOT reverse micelles 
corresponds closely with C343 absorption in basic water suggesting that the reverse 
micelles stabilize the deprotonated C343 state (RO−).  Table 4.1 lists the absorption and 
emission maxima for C343 in bulk water and in AOT reverse micelles with the calculated 
Stokes shift values from these data.  The Stokes shift for C343 in the AOT reverse 
micelles increases modestly with decreasing w0 from 20 to 5; the Stokes shift in the w0 = 
2.5 reverse micelles shows a significant increase compared to the values for larger 
reverse micelles. This increasing Stokes shift primarily reflects the shifting absorption 
maximum rather than the emission maximum, indicating greater ground-state 
stabilization over excited-state stabilization of C343 as the water pool volume declines.48  
 4.3.b Solvation Dynamics  
 Figure 4.2 presents broadband femtosecond transient absorption (BFTA) 
spectrograms of C343 in water/AOT/cyclohexane reverse micelles and in bulk aqueous 
solution; the time axis is plotted on a base 10 logarithmic scale with lower and upper 
limits of t=0.01 ps and 2000 ps, respectively (log(t)=-2 to 3.3). The spectrograms in 
Figure 4.2 are calculated from parallel and perpendicular data using equation 4.3 to 
yield signals free from contributions of C343 rotation but prior to any processing 
described in section 4.2.d. Representing the time dependence logarithmically highlights 
differences in timescales between samples and within a given sample. The positive  
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Table 4.1  AOT/cyclohexane/water reverse micelle water pool diametersa, estimated 
number of water molecules per micelle,b absorption/emission maxima, static Stokes 
shifts and reorganization energy (λ) for C343 in bulk (acidic, basic) water and in AOT 
reverse micelles.  
    dWP nwater νABS νEMIS νSTOKES λ 
bulk (acidic) -- -- 22086 -- -- -- 
bulk (basic) -- -- 23416 19954 3462 1731 
w0 
20 6.9 5738 24106 20036 4070 2035 
10 4.0 1118 24215 20081 4134 2067 
5 2.6 290 24319 20186 4133 2066 
2.5 1.8 106 24484 20248 4236 2118 
 
a Water pool diameters (dWP) were calculated as dWP = 0.29w0 + 1.1 from Ref 49 
b The number of water molecules was estimated assuming the molar volume of 





signal from the SE band (red "swoosh"), apparent from 450 to 550 nm, dominates all the 
spectra. Visual examination of the spectrogram in Fig. 4.2a reveals solvation dynamics in 
bulk water conclude within a few picoseconds in agreement with solvation dynamics 
data in the literature.50 In contrast, the signals for C343 in AOT reverse micelles, shown 
in Fig. 4.2b-e, show dynamic processes occurring over the entire time window from 
femtoseconds to nanoseconds. 
 To quantify the solvation dynamics, we calculate C(t) from equation 4.1 through 
time-dependent spectral shifts in BFTA spectra, using f(t)=ν0(t) from the SE signal 
maximum determined from equation 4.7.  Figure 4.3 shows the solvation dynamic 
responses occurring over a range of timescales.  Data in the supporting information 
(Appendix B, section B.1) provide similar traces using two alternative methods to gauge 
the solvation on the basis of the raw transient absorption signal maximum frequency 
and the first spectral moment of the SE signal. We fit the C(t) data in Fig. 4.3 to a multi-
exponential of the form,   
  0 0( ) expi
i i
tS t S aυ
τ
  
= + −     
∑   (4.10) 
where b is the baseline value, measured at t=∞, S0 is the magnitude of the total 
observed frequency shift, and ai and τi are the amplitude and time-constant, 
respectively, for the ith component.  The bulk water solvation dynamics are best 
described by a sum of two exponentials, consistent with data in the literature50 while 
solvation dynamics in reverse micelles require a four exponentials to obtain an effective 
fit.  Fit parameters are compiled in Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2  Broadband femtosecond transient absorption spectrograms of C343 in a) 
bulk water and in water/AOT/cyclohexane reverse micelles with w0=: b) 20, c) 10, d) 5, 
and e) 2.5.  Red hues indicate high intensity while blue hues indicate low intensity with 
blue hues.  All spectrograms are plotted on a base 10 logarithmic scale with the same 




Figure 4.3  Normalized time-dependent spectral shift of the stimulated emission band of 
C343 in bulk water (black) and in water/AOT/cyclohexane reverse micelles with w0= 20 
(blue), 10 (green), 5 (red), and 2.5 (grey).  Panel a) 0 to 20 ps timescale, b) 0 to 200 ps 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.3.c Time-resolved Anisotropy Measurements      
 The anisotropy measurements and selected fits for C343 in bulk water and AOT 
reverse micelles are shown in Figure 4.4.  Anisotropy decays were fit to several different 
models(equations 4.9 and 4.10),46,47 fit results are presented in Table 4.3. The 
anisotropy decay for C343 in bulk water fits best to a single exponential decay with a 
time-constant of approximately 90 ps, which agrees well with our previous TRFSS 
measurements and other reports in the literature.18,51  For C343 in AOT reverse micelles, 
single exponential decays fail to adequately capture the complete anisotropy behavior; 
the decays display fast (<140 ps) and slow (>500 ps) components and do not reach zero 
by 2 ns for all measured w0 values.  Both biexponential decay and the wobble-in-a-cone 
analysis work well to describe the data.  As the reverse micelles diameter decreases, 
normalized amplitudes from the double exponential analysis display a shift in amplitude 
from the fast component to the slow component as w0 is decreased.  That is, fast 
rotational motion of C343 in larger reverse micelles comprises a larger fraction of the 
motion than it does for C343 in the smaller systems.   
 Because the anisotropy has not decayed by the longest times measured, 2 ns, 
applying the wobble-in-a-cone model can build insight into this system. This model, 
characterized by fast probe motion restricted to a cone-shaped space, and a much 
slower, sometimes constant, decay of the entire system, was developed to describe 
reorientational relaxation for probes in restricted environments.46,47 Fits of our 




Figure 4.4 Time-resolved anisotropy decays for C343 in bulk water (black) and in 
water/AOT/cyclohexane reverse micelles with w0= 20 (blue), 10 (green), 5 (red), and 2.5 
(grey).  Solid lines are fits anisotropy decays (double exponential for reverse micelle 




Table 4.3.  Single exponential, double exponential and wobble-in-a-cone parameters 
from fits to measured C343 anisotropy curves in bulk water and in 
cyclohexane/AOT/water reverse micelles.  R corresponds to the total fitted amplitude 
for each decay and a1, a2 in the double exponential analysis are normalized with respect 
to R.  Wobble-in-a-cone values include the semi-cone angle calculated from Eq. 4.5.  
    single exponential double exponential 
    R τ (ps) R a1 τ1 (ps) a2 τ2 (ns) 
bulk 0.39(0.01) 88(5) -- -- -- -- -- 
w0 
20 0.35(0.02) 280(20) 0.36(0.02) 0.4(0.1) 130(40) 0.6(0.1) 1.3(1.2)
10 0.39(0.02) 400(30) 0.40(0.02) 0.3(0.1) 130(50) 0.7(0.2) 1.4(1.0)
5 0.35(0.02) 440(40) 0.37(0.02) 0.17(0.02) 25(7) 0.8(0.1) 1.4(0.4)
2.5 0.32(0.02) 400(60) 0.33(0.02) 0.16(0.03) 40(20) 0.8(0.7) 2.8(3.4)
    wobble-in-a-cone 
    R Q2 τR (ps) τM (ns) θ (deg) 
w0 
20 0.358(0.003) 0.78(0.05) 130(40) 0.8(0.1) 23 
10 0.396(0.003) 0.85(0.04) 130(30) 1.3(0.1) 19 
5 0.369(0.004) 0.911(0.009) 18(5) 1.18(0.06) 14 





decreases, indicating a shift in amplitude from the fast decay to the slow decay.  Semi-
cone angles, θ, calculated from Q2 (equation 4.10) yield angles that decrease with 
decreasing w0 to a plateau of 14-15˚ at w0 = 5.  Thus, as the reverse micelles diameter 
drops, anisotropy measurements exhibit more restricted rotational motion of C343.  
 
4.4  Discussion 
The various results presented here build interesting new insight about the 
nature of the space confined within AOT reverse micelles and how the C343 dye probe 
exists within that space.  The observed dynamics separate naturally into two timescales:  
(1) faster dynamics occurring on the timescale <10 ps, and (2) slower dynamics 
occurring on longer timescales (>10 ps).  For C343 in all of the AOT reverse micelles 
studied, the dynamics occurring on the sub 10 ps fit well to a sum of two exponentials.  
The time constants (τ1, τ2) for these two exponentials correspond closely with the time 
constants observed for C343 solvation dynamics in bulk water albeit with somewhat 
longer time constants (see Table 4.2). The longer of the two time constants, τ2, is 
roughly twice the value for bulk water and remains relatively constant over the entire 
w0 range. The shorter time constant, τ1, depends on w0; τ1 approaches the bulk value, 
100 fs, for w0= 20, reaches a plateau between w0= 5, 10 and increases sharply at w0= 
2.5.  These results suggest that contributions to the dynamic Stokes shift observed arise 
from solvation of the C343 dye probe by intramicellar water and the micelle 
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environment.  It suggests that the confinement has a more pronounced effect on the 
inertial water motion than it does on diffusive water motion.   
Perhaps the most striking result from Stokes shift analysis of BFTA data of C343 
in AOT reverse micelles is the significant portion of the solvation response that occurs 
on a timescale longer than 10 ps.  Solvation dynamics of bulk water do not include 
dynamics on this longer timescale.50 These slower dynamics also decay with 
biexpoential behavior.  The shorter time constant, τ3 stays relatively constant at 50-60 ps 
for w0= 20 to 5 and roughly doubles to 115 ps at w0= 2.5.  The slower time constant τ4 is 
constant for w0 = 20 and 10 but increases significantly from w0= 10 to 2.5.  Overall we 
observe that τ3 and τ4 increase strongly when the water pool diameter is sufficiently 
small (w0= 2.5).  Consideration of other data, including steady-state spectra and 
anisotropy decays helps us to develop understanding of the origin of the dynamics 
occurring on the tens to hundreds of ps timescale. 
Time-dependent Stokes shifts dynamics reflect relaxation on the excited-state 
potential driven by the C343 dipole change between the ground-state and excited-
state.4 The total observed Stokes shift, S0, (Table 4.2) is proportional to the free energy 
change due to the system relaxation on the excited-state potential.  Our data show 
consistently larger values for S0 in reverse micelles than in bulk aqueous solution. This 
result may appear to contradict our previously reported time-resolved fluorescence 
Stokes shift studies that showed a consistent decrease in the measured Stokes shift with 
decreasing w0.52  However, our previous time-resolved fluorescence Stokes shift studies 
only included analysis to 10 ps while the BFTA studies reported here extend to 2 ns.  The 
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BFTA data reveal that the 10 ps to 2 ns time window accounts for a significant portion of 
the total Stokes shift amplitude, dynamics we would have missed previously. This result 
led us to assess how much of the relaxation our measurements capture. 
Comparing the magnitude of dynamic Stokes with reorganizational energy from 
the steady-state Stokes shift values, νSTOKES (Table 4.1) allows us to gauge whether our 
experiments capture all dynamics occurring or if we miss some fraction.  The 
reorganization energy, λ (see Table 4.1), defined as half the magnitude of the steady-
state Stokes shift53, places an upper limit on S0. Our results show S0/λ ≈ 0.6 for C343 in 
bulk water, indicating that we miss a significant portion of the solvation bulk solvation 
dynamics that occurs in the first 300 fs.  Previous measurements of aqueous solvation 
dynamics by C343 time-resolved fluorescence Stokes shift50 report that a significant 
portion of the solvation dynamics occurs on the sub 300 fs timescale so it is not 
surprising that our BFTA measures of the solvation dynamics miss part of the bulk 
aqueous response. In contrast, values for S0/λ in AOT reverse micelles approach unity.  
This indicates that our experiments capture the entire Stokes shifting dynamics 
occurring in the reverse micelles and suggest that our previous measurements missed 
some fraction of the dynamic Stokes shift.   
The similarity between the shorter time dynamics of C343 in AOT reverse 
micelles with solvation dynamics in bulk aqueous solution lead us to interpret this 
response as due to solvation dynamics in the reverse micelles.  But what is the nature of 
the slow solvation response?  Solvation dynamics on the tens to hundreds of ps 
timescale has been observed for a variety of systems including bulk solvents such as 
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long chain alcohols4, ionic liquids27, and in biological systems8,10. The previous 
discussions have assumed that the measured solvation dynamic responses arise 
primarily from the dye's solvation response by the environment.  Although this is 
possible for our systems, another mechanism could account for the slowest dynamics 
observed.  
Stokes shifting dynamics are sensitive to any type of molecular motion that 
lowers the free energy of the system.  Traditionally, dynamic Stokes shifts experiments 
utilize coumarin dyes to follow the dynamic response of the system rather than 
intramolecular relaxation.4  However, in the nanoconfined environment of the reverse 
micelles, motion of the dye molecule could potentially account for some of the 
observed dynamics. If C343 resides within the water pool but near the interface in its 
ground electronic state, the change in dipole occurring upon electronic excitation could 
provide a driving force causing it to migrate towards the more bulk-like interior of the 
water pool where more effective solvation lowers the free energy of the system. This 
motion would be governed by translational motion of C343 and would occur with a 
much slower rate than the solvation response attributed to water reorientation. Given a 
translational diffusion constant for C343 in water is 550 μm2/s,54 the root mean squared 
distance that the molecule would move inside the reverse micelle on the τ4 timescale 
(Table 4.2) would range from 1.1 to 1.5 nm.  This distance, and even smaller distances, 
could represent displacement of the dye from the interfacial "shell" to the interior 
"core"32 for all but the smallest reverse micelles studied. Results from steady-state 
spectroscopy support this interpretation. Migration of C343 from an interfacial to the 
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reverse micelle interior should lead the steady-state fluorescence spectra to reflect a 
largely bulk-like environment. Fig. 4.1 shows that the C343 fluorescence spectrum shifts 
minimally with w0 and the spectrum is quite close to that for C343 in bulk aqueous 
solution. Shifting of the absorption spectrum is much more dramatic.  Similar time 
constants obtained for w0=20 and 10 time-resolved anisotropy results (Table 4.3) may 
indicate that C343 senses similar environments in these reverse micelles.  
In simulations, Faeder and Ladanyi explored the location of model chromophores 
in model AOT reverse micelles.11,55 They found only a weak dependence of solvation 
dynamics of their model  I2− probe molecule on w0 and interpreted this to reflect the 
probe's location in the reverse micelle interior which has an environment similar to bulk 
water.11 In contrast, data for solvation dynamics of their model I2+ show that its position 
in the reverse micelle interior varies. Feng and Thompson have explored translational 
diffusion of molecules in model confined environments.56,57  They find it difficult to 
define a diffusion coefficient because a free energy barrier or energy gradient that 
depends on the radial position can lead to an activated process that may control the 
timescale of the observe dynamics.  Still their results support our interpretation for the 
slowest dynamics we observe.   
Another possible explanation for the slow component to the dynamic Stokes 
shift observed is that C343 exists in a range of static heterogeneous environments 
where a fraction of the C343 population is solvated by water near the micelle interface 
while the interior of the water pool solvates the remaining C343 population.  This 
situation would result in a range of environments for C343 and lead to a distribution of 
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response times by the C343. The net response would manifest as a fast, bulk-like 
dynamics from C343 in the interior of the water pool with a slower response from C343 
solvated by the interface. Assuming this model, we can estimate the relative 
populations in each environment. If the fast response (<10 ps) reflects C343 residing in 
the interior of the water pool and the slower response (>10 ps) is from C343 near the 
interface, then the amplitude of the slow components divided by the amplitude of the 
fast components, (a3+a4)/ (a1+a2) should reflect the relative proportion of dye solvated 
in each environment.  Figure 4.5 presents the interfacial to interior C343 population 
ratio = (a3+a4)/ (a1+a2) versus w0 values. As the size of the water pool increases, the 
ratio of the interfacial to interior populations should increase inversely with 
hydrodynamic radius, 1/RH, or, because w0 ∝ r, with a 1/w0 dependence.  This fits the 
expected surface to volume relationship as a function of w0 supporting the 
interpretation that C343 exists in distinct interfacial and interior environments within 
AOT reverse micelles.  However, from this data, we cannot determine the extent to 
which the two C343 populations may be interchanging or if population transfer occurs 
while C343 is electronically excited in AOT reverse micelles.  
In addition to our observation of dynamics occurring on longer timescales than 
occur in bulk aqueous solution, we note different trends between the various reverse 
micelle sizes for the various measurements.  In particular, data for w0=2.5 diverge from 
the trends seen between w0=20 to 5.  For example, the increasing overall Stokes shift 
with decreasing w0, νSTOKES in Table 4.1, shows a large increase occurring from w0=5 to 




Figure 4.5  Ratio of the interfacial population of C343 to interior population of C343 in 
water/AOT/cyclohexane RM as a function of w0.  The dashed line represents a ratio of 
one to one and the solid line is a 1/r fit to the data assuming w0 is proportional to the 




increase for w0= 2.5.  The anisotropy decay observed for C343 in w0=2.5 shows a highly 
confined environment. These data support the interpretation that as w0 decreases, 
C343 interacts increasingly with the micelle interface due both to the reduced water 
content and the reduced water pool diameter. 
 
4.5 Summary and Conclusions 
 We have studied of C343 in water/AOT/cyclohexane reverse micelles and in bulk 
water via broadband ultrafast transient absorption and steady-state spectroscopies.  
These studies have focused on quantifying the complete evolution of time-resolved 
Stokes shift dynamics in AOT reverse micelles, which span femtoseconds to 
nanoseconds.  Steady-state absorption and emission indicate that the C343 
deprotonated state is stabilized within AOT reverse micelles.  Analysis of C343 
anisotropy dynamics show that reorientation motion slows as the water pool size 
shrinks.  This is consistent with C343 residing in the water pool and reorientational 
motion becoming quenched as it interacts more strongly with the micelle interface as 
the water pool diameter decreases.  Analysis of the extracted solvation dynamics agree 
with our previous TRFSS studies18 that show hindrance of the solvation response in the 
<100 ps timescale as the size of the water pool shrinks.  We have extended our analysis 
to 2 ns and recovered the entire solvation response of C343 in AOT reverse micelles.  
We suggest that the solvation response > 10 ps involves diffusive motion of excited 
C343 within the reverse micelles to a more energetically favorable location.  This 
interpretation indicates that the excited-state character of C343 plays a role in 
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determining the overall solvation response of the C343/AOT reverse micelle system and 
that the assumption that solvation response for fluorescent dye molecules such as C343 
is due to solvent motion only is valid in bulk solvents, it is not valid in more complex 
systems such as reverse micelles.  Therefore, measurement of the complete dynamic 
response e.g from femtoseconds to nanoseconds is essential in detecting and 
understanding more complex solvation dynamics behavior.   
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DEPROTONATION DYNAMICS OF HPTS IN AQUEOUS CATIONIC, 
ANIONIC, AND NONIONIC REVERSE MICELLES  
5.1 Introduction 
Proton transfer and transport have the utmost importance in regulating normal 
biological cell functions1 and in the development of efficient proton exchange 
membrane (PEM) fuel cells2-4.  In each of these cases, proton gradients are generated 
through specific proton transfer and transport mechanisms which in some cases are 
solvent assisted1,5.  Both nanoscopic confinement of water and the proximity of 
molecular interfaces play the dominant role in these situations as they perturb water 
mobility and disrupt normal hydrogen bonding networks6-8.  Thus a detailed 
understanding of water behavior in confinement and near interfaces are an essential 
step towards understanding the role that water plays in proton transfer and transport 
mechanisms. 
One simple, well-behaved class of systems that has been used to confine water is 
reverse micelles (RM), nanoscopic pools of water that are sequestered by surfactant 
molecules and surrounded by a bulk non-polar solvent.  By adjusting the water to 
surfactant ratio, the pool radius, and consequently, the degree of confinement and
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proximity of the interface can be controlled.  Furthermore, the nature of the interface is 
controlled forming RM from cationic, anionic, and nonionic surfactants. Other studies 
indicate that confinement, not the nature of the confining interface, impacts observed 
water hydrogen bonding dynamics.9 Building from these results, our studies aim to 
determine the impact that both confinement and the nature of the interface play in 
proton transfer reactions. 
In continuing efforts to unravel the complexities of confined liquid water, we 
have probed sub-nanosecond excited state proton transfer (ESPT) dynamics of the 
photoacid 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid (HPTS) with broadband femtosecond 
transient absorption (BFTA) spectroscopy.  HPTS has been utilized to study ESPT in bulk 
water10-22, Langmuir-Blodgett films23-25, proteins26,27, reverse micelles28-31, polymer-
surfactant aggregates32, and ice33,34.  Following photo-excitation, HPTS exhibits ESPT 
transferring a proton to the solvent.  The photo-initiated nature of HPTS ESPT and its 
spectroscopic characteristics provide a convenient way to initiate and monitor the 
proton transfer reaction respectively. 
Studies of HPTS proton transfer in RM systems have indicated that HPTS is 
preferentially solvated in the water pool in anionic (AOT)29,31,35 and non-ionic 
(polyoxyethylene(4)lauryl ether, BRIJ-30) RM.29,30 In cationic (CTAB) RMs,28,30 HPTS 
resides near the micelle interface.  In AOT and BRIJ-30 RMs, proton transfer to the 
solvent is bulk-like in RM water pools which are larger than the size of the HPTS 
molecule, that is approximately one nm in length.  As the size of the RM approaches the 
size of HPTS, the ESPT reaction becomes increasingly quenched.  These studies prepare 
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RM from anionic (AOT) and non-ionic (BRIJ-30) surfactants and display little or no 
difference in behavior between the two surfactant systems. ESPT quenching is only 
attributed to confinement.  In CTAB RM, excitation of the HPTS protonated state [ROH] 
shows emission from the deprotonated HPTS state [RO-] indicating the ESPT process is 
present albeit the rate of proton transfer is much slower (~ 2000 ps) than bulk ESPT (~ 
100 ps).  The ESPT rate in CTAB RM is enhanced by adding increasing the acetate 
concentration within the RM.  In this case, the acetate anion within the water pool 
serves as an acceptor for the proton generated by photo-excitation of HPTS.   
In the studies that follow, we aim to further explore the effect that the choice of 
surfactant molecules plays in determining the observed ESPT reaction rate.  Specifically, 
we explore the use of cationic (cetyl trimethylammonium bromide, CTAB) and nonionic 
(polyoxyethylene nonylphenylether, IGE) and contrast/compare these results to anionic 
(sodium dioctyl sulfosuccinate, AOT) and bulk water.    The choice of these surfactants 
allows us to probe the effects of varying interfacial environments on ESPT and varying 
the size (approximately 1.5 to 10 nm) of the RM determine the significance of 
confinement on the observed ESPT reaction rate.  We follow the ESPT reaction with 
broadband femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy from 0 to 2 ns.   
 
5.2 Experimental Methods 
 5.2.a Transient Absorption Spectrometer 
Details of the laser system and broadband femtosecond transient absorption 
(BFTA) spectrometer are given in previous publication36 and here in Chapter 2; here we 
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summarize the apparatus.  125 µJ/pulse of the output of a chirped pulse regenerative 
amplifier (55 fs FWHM pulses at 800 nm, 1 kHz repetition rate) is used for the transient 
absorption experiment. Frequency doubling in BBO generates the second harmonic 
pump pulses (~20 μJ).  Before reaching the sample, the pump beam is optically chopped 
to provide a reference signal, double passes a fused silica Brewster prism pair to 
precompensate for material dispersion, and travels down a variable optical path that 
provides relative delay between the pump and probe pulses. The residual fundamental 
beam double passes through a fused silica Brewster prism pair before generating a 
single filament white light continuum used for the probe pulses.  Pump and probe 
beams are focused onto the sample flowing through a 0.5 mm cuvette.  The diverging 
probe beam is collimated, and traverses a short pass dichroic filter to extinguish the 
spectral intensity around 800 nm. Transient absorption signals are collected using an 
Ocean Optics spectrometer, which is synchronically triggered externally at twice the 
frequency of the pump beam modulation. 
5.2.b Data Collection 
Data collection was accomplished via a custom program written in MatLab 
(Release 2009a).  This program sequentially measures the transmission spectra with the 
reference (pump-off), refI , and signal (pump-on), sigI , and calculates the average 
transient absorption signal spectra: 
 
( , )











=   ∞   (5.1) 
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Transient absorption spectra were collected as a function of the delay between the 
pump and probe pulses,τ , and compiled to generate a transient absorption 
spectrogram, ( , )S tυ .  Raw transient spectra were truncated to 1100 wavelength values 
over a 380-720 nm range and collected from -100 fs to 2 ns with 200 logarithmically 
spaced time steps.37  Spectrograms were generated from both parallel and 
perpendicular pump beam polarizations with respect to the probe beam polarization.  
Parallel and perpendicular excitation pulses were normalized by monitoring pump pulse 
intensities transmitted through the sample with a photodiode trace on an oscilloscope.  
Subsequent data analysis utilized spectra from approximately 0.5 to 2000 ps to 
eliminate spectral shifting from the non-zero temporal chirp of the WLC probe.    
5.2.c Data Analysis 
5.2.c.i reorientation dynamics 
Rotational anisotropy decays were calculated via, 
 
( ) ( )
( )
( ) 2 ( )
I t g I t
r t







where ( )I t  and ( )I t⊥ are the time-dependent integrated transient absorption spectral 
intensities for parallel and perpendicular polarization between the pump and probe 
beams respectively.  g is a normalization factor that matches the parallel and 
perpendicular intensities at delay times where ( )r t has decayed to zero; typical g  
values deviated only slightly from 1 (+/- 0.1) due to careful normalization of pulse 
energies between parallel and perpendicular polarizations during data collection.  For 
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samples where ( )r t did not decay completely to zero within the 2 ns time window of the 
BFTA experiment, we assume that g equals one.   
5.2.c.ii ESPT dynamics 
Three contributions comprise the transient absorption spectra:  excited state 
absorption (ESA), stimulated emission (SE), and ground state bleach (BL).  SE and BL 
contributions indicate the sample absorbing less light while ESA displays an increase in 
absorption.  We follow the convention of plotting ESA as negative signal (loss of 
photons) and SE/BL (gain of photons) with a positive signal.  For ESPT processes, there is 
one BL contribution from the protonated state [ROH*] and two contributions of SE/ESA, 
one from [ROH*] and one from the deprotonated [RO-*] state.    
We isolate the ESPT through spectral integration of the BFTA data.  This 
approach isolates the ESPT from solvation dynamics (SD) which are manifested as time-
dependent spectral shifts, described in Chapter 4.  This analysis method assumes that 
solvation dynamics shift SE and ESA bands but they retain the same integrated oscillator 
strength.  We have found this method to be adequate to minimize SD contributions and 
isolate ESPT dynamics.  Resultant traces were fit to a sum of two exponentials.   
 
5.2.d Sample preparation 
Samples were characterized by steady-state absorption measured with a Varian 
Cary 500 UV/Vis/NIR spectrometer.  Fluorescence spectra were recorded from the BFTA 
instrument by blocking the WLC probe beam and recording the background. 
5.2.d.i reverse micelle samples 
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Samples were prepared with HPTS (97%, Sigma Aldrich), high-purity water (Milli-
Q filtered, 18.2 MΩ cm resistivity), AOT (sodium dioctylsulfosuccinate, 99%, Sigma 
Aldrich), CTAB (cetyl trimethylammonium bromide, Sigma Aldrich), IGE (polyoxyethylene 
(5) nonylphenylether, Sigma Aldrich), 1-octanol (99%, Sigma Aldrich) and cyclohexane 
(99%, Sigma Aldrich).  HPTS, AOT, IGE and cyclohexane were used without further 
purification.  CTAB was purified by dissolving in absolute ethanol and recrystalizing three 
times, dried under vacuum filtration, and dried under vacuum.   
Samples were prepared at 0.4 M AOT and IGE.  For CTAB samples, the surfactant 
concentration was 0.1 M and 1-octanol was added as a cosurfactant in a ratio of 1:5 
(CTAB:1-octanol) to form stable microemulsions.   A 20 mM stock solution of HPTS in 
water was prepared with slightly acidic water (pH = ~6.5).  Samples were prepared in 
approximately 20 mL volumes by mass in the following order:  (1) surfactant, (2) 1-
octanol (only for CTAB samples), (3) stock solution of HPTS, (4) additional water to reach 
the target w0 value and (5) cyclohexane.   The amount of additional water was added to 
yield samples with approximate w0 values of 1, 2.5, 5, 10, and 20 for AOT, IGE samples 
and 10, 40 for CTAB samples.  All RM samples were approximately 0.2 mM HPTS overall.  
IGE reverse micelle samples with D2O (99%, Sigma Aldrich) instead of water were 
prepared with the previous procedure. 
5.2.d.ii simulations of the IGE RM environment   
Hydrated tetraethylene glycol (TEG, 99% purity, Arcos) mixtures with HPTS were 
prepared to simulate the IGE RM environment.  Samples were prepared by mass with a 
stock HPTS water solution following the previously described procedure at TEG to water 
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ratios of 1, 3, 6, and 20.  HPTS was added directly to anhydrous TEG to prepare the neat 
TEG sample. HPTS was also dissolved directly into the non-ionic surfactants IGE, BRIJ-30 
(Sigma Aldrich), and Triton X-100 (polyoxyethylene (10) isooctylcyclohexyl ether, Sigma 
Aldrich). MPTS (98%, Fluka) was disolved directly into IGE.  
 
5.3 Results 
5.3.a  Steady-state Absorption and Emission 
Figure 5.1 shows a comparison of the normalized steady-state absorption of 
HPTS in CTAB, IGE, AOT RM and in bulk water (pH ~6.5).  HPTS visible absorption spectra 
display two absorption bands with maxima at ~404 nm and ~454 nm that correspond to 
the protonated [ROH] and deprotonated [RO-] HPTS states, respectively. The relative 
amplitude between each of these bands is pH dependent.14  In CTAB, IGE, and AOT RM, 
HPTS absorption spectra show the presence of [RO-] HPTS albeit with very different w0 
dependences.  The HPTS absorption in CTAB RM shows an increase in [RO-] state 
absorption at larger w0 values; HPTS absorption in IGE RM shows a decrease in [RO-] 
state absorption with increasing w0 values; and HPTS absorption in AOT RM shows a 
relatively constant [RO-] state absorption with varying w0 values. This suggests that the 
environment sensed by the HPTS changes from the aqueous solution from which it was 
introduced to the RM.   
Similar to HPTS absorption spectra, HPTS emission with [ROH] state excitation 
(Figure 5.2) is characterized by two emission bands, one from the excited protonated 
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Figure 5.1 Comparison of UV-Vis absorption of HPTS in CTAB/water/1-
octanol/cylohexane (top), IGE/water/cyclohexane (middle), and 
AOT/water/cyclohexane (bottom) reverse micelles.  The absorption spectrum of HPTS in 
neutral bulk water is included in all three panels for comparison.  HPTS absorption in 
AOT reverse micelles shows relatively constant deprotonated state absorption (454 nm)  
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of steady-state fluorescence of HPTS in CTAB/water/1-
octanol/cyclohexane (top), IGE/water/cyclohexane (middle), and 
AOT/water/cyclohexane (bottom) reverse micelles. The emission spectrum of HPTS in 
neutral bulk water is included in all three panels for comparison.    When protonated 
HPTS in reverse micelles is excited (~400 nm) emission from the deprotonated state 
(~530 nm) dominates indicating the presence of excited state proton transfer.  
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while HPTS absorption IGE and CTAB reverse micelles show deprotonated state 
absorption that is size dependent. [ROH*] state appearing at shorter wavelength, 
approximately 430 nm, and the other from the excited deprotonated [RO-*] state at 
longer wavelength, 560 nm.14  HPTS emission in IGE and CTAB RM display increased 
emission from the [ROH*] state with respect to both bulk water and AOT RM emission 
spectra.  HPTS in the smallest AOT RM investigated (w0 = 2.5) shows similar behavior to 
HPTS in CTAB and IGE RM.  Slight spectral shifting to shorter wavelengths is observed for 
HPTS in IGE and AOT RM as w0 decreases while in CTAB RM HPTS shows an increase in 
[ROH*] state emission intensity.   
5.3.b Reorientation Dynamics 
Figure 5.3 shows HPTS anisotropy decays for the largest CTAB, IGE, AOT RM 
investigated and in bulk aqueous solution.  HPTS reorientational decays in large CTAB 
and IGE RM show much slower decays than HPTS reorientational decays in bulk aqueous 
solution.  The reorientational decay for HPTS in large AOT RM closely approaches the 
reorientational decay in bulk aqueous solution.  These results indicate that HPTS 
experiences restricted environments in CTAB and IGE RM that is markedly different than 
bulk aqueous solution while HPTS in all but the smallest AOT RM exists in a largely bulk-
like environment.  Figure 5.4 shows anisotropy curves for HPTS in water/CTAB/1-
octanol/cyclohexane, water/IGE/cyclohexane, and water/AOT/cyclohexane RM with w0 
varied, and in bulk aqueous solution.  A strong correlation with w0 was not observed.  
Biexponential fit parameters are presented in Table 5.1.  HPTS reorientational motion in  
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Figure 5.3 Comparison of HPTS anisotropy decays in the largest CTAB, IGE, AOT RM 
investigated (w0 = 40, 20, 20 respectively) and in bulk water.  Solid lines are 
biexponential fits to the data.  HPTS reorientational motion is severely hindered in large 
IGE, CTAB RM with respect to bulk reorientational motion while HPTS reorientational 
motion in large AOT RM approaches bulk behavior. 
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Figure 5.4 Comparison of HPTS anisotropy decays in CTAB (top), IGE (middle), and AOT 
(bottom) reverse micelles (RM) systems and in bulk water.  Biexponential fits are solid 
lines.  No significant w0 dependences are observed within each RM system.  
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Table 5.1  Biexponential fit parameters to reorientation decays of HPTS in cationic, non-
ionic, and anionic RM systems and in bulk water.  The number in parenthesis following 
each value is the error. 
CTAB (cationic) 
    R a1 τ1 (ps) a2 τ2 (ps) 
bulk 0.40(0.01) 0.37(0.02) 0.22(0.02) 0.630(0.008) 87(4) 
w0 
40 0.21(0.02) 1 1300(200) -- -- 
10 0.18(0.05) 0.16(0.01) 122(10) 0.84(0.09) 1000(500) 
IGE (nonionic) 
bulk 0.40(0.01) 0.37(0.02) 0.22(0.02) 0.630(0.008) 87(4) 
w0 
20 0.23(0.01) 1 1900(800) -- -- 
15 0.26(0.008) 1 440(30) -- -- 
10 0.30(0.01) 0.19(0.01) 0.30(0.09) 0.81(0.01) 1300(200) 
5 0.27(0.01) 0.10(0.01) 12(5) 0.90(0.01) 2100(800) 
2.5 0.28(0.01) 0.10(0.01) 19(12) 0.90(0.01) 2000(1300) 
AOT (anionic) 
bulk 0.40(0.01) 0.37(0.02) 0.22(0.02) 0.630(0.008) 87(4) 
w0 
20 0.39(0.01) 0.21(0.02) 1.8(0.3) 0.8(0.5) 163(8) 
15 0.302(0.008) 0.29(0.04) 7(2) 0.7(0.5) 280(40) 
10 0.289(0.009) 0.19(0.02) 2.8(0.6) 0.8(0.5) 271(15) 
5 0.25(0.01) 0.35(0.04) 0.21(0.05) 0.6(0.3) 238(20) 




 CTAB/IGE RM occurs on the nanosecond timescale (~ 1-2 ns) while reorientational 
motion in AOT RM occurs on the hundreds of picoseconds timescale (~100 – 200 ps). 
5.3.c ESPT Dynamics 
5.3.c.i  BFTA spectrograms 
Spectrograms provide a simple and convenient way to qualitatively analyze BFTA data 
collected under varying conditions.  Figure 5.5 shows a comparison of selected HPTS 
BFTA spectrograms at the largest w0 values e.g. the largest water pool sizes measured 
and in bulk water.  It is apparent that even at the largest water pool sizes HPTS BFTA 
spectra deviate strongly from bulk-like behavior in CTAB, IGE RM while HPTS BFTA 
spectra in AOT RM very closely approach bulk-like behavior.  Figure 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8 
show spectrograms for HPTS in CTAB, IGE, and AOT RM, respectively, as a function of 
w0.  HPTS in CTAB RM shows no evidence of the deprotonated state for all w0 values 
measured.  In the IGE RM, HPTS the deprotonated state appears but still in the presence 
of the protonated state and only after a long delay of approximately 500 ps for all w0 
values.  HPTS in AOT RM clearly behaves similarly to its bulk aqueous solution behavior.  
As w0 is reduced below 10, conversion to the deprotonated state becomes increasingly 
quenched.  Spectrograms provide qualitative information, but further analysis requires 
quantification of the observed dynamics.    
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of BFTA spectrograms of HPTS in the largest CTAB, IGE, and AOT 
RM investigated (w0 = 40, 20, 20 respectively) and in bulk water.  Red hues indicate 
positive signals (ESA) and blue hues indicate negative signals (SE/BL).  Bulk-like behavior 




Figure 5.6 Comparison of BFTA spectrograms of HPTS in water/AOT/cyclohexane 
reverse micelles (RM).  Red hues indicate positive signals (ESA) and blue hues indicate 
negative signals (SE/BL).  Complete conversion to the deprotonated state is observed in 
larger RM (w0 = 20, 10) which is comparable to HPTS behavior in bulk water but 
conversion to the deprotonated state is increasingly quenched as the size of the water 
pool is decreased further (w0 = 5.0, 2.5). 
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of BFTA spectrograms of HPTS in water/IGE/cyclohexane reverse 
micelles (RM) as a function of w0 values (2.5, 5.0, 10, and 20).  Red hues indicate positive 
signals (ESA) and blue hues indicated negative signals (SE/BL).  The HPTS deprotonated 
state immerges late in the time window (~500 ps) for all w0 values.  HPTS ESPT in IGE RM 
shows little dependence on w0 .    
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of BFTA spectrograms of HPTS in water/CTAB/1-
octanol/cyclohexane reverse micelles (RM) as a function of w0 values (10, and 40).  Red 
hues indicate positive signals (ESA) and blue hues indicated negative signals (SE/BL).  No 
apparent immergence of the deprotonated state is observed. 
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5.3.c.ii ESPT dynamics 
We first quantify the dynamics present in HPTS BFTA data by fitting the 
wavelength trace at 560 nm to a multi-exponential decay function.  The 560 nm trace  
was selected because it shows the largest dynamic shift in amplitude (negative to 
positive) between the [ROH*] and [RO-*] transient spectra.  A sum of four exponentials 
was necessary and adequate to fully describe the observed dynamics. Results for these 
fits are given in Table 5.2.  The fitted parameters display a distinct difference between 
dynamics observed for HPTS in CTAB and IGE reverse micelles compared to dynamics 
measured for HPTS in AOT RM and in bulk-water.  The fastest time component (τ1), 
~0.5-2 ps, is similar for all RM systems and w0 values. It is attributed to SD and this value 
agrees well with the diffusive solvation response of water of 0.89 ps21,38.  However, the 
amplitude of this component (a1) is roughly a factor of 10 smaller in CTAB and IGE RM 
than in AOT RM and bulk-water dynamics.  In IGE RM, the shortest time component is 
not measurable at w0 = 2.5.  The subsequent longer time dynamics in CTAB and IGE RM 
are dominated by a 0.6-1.7 ns decay (τ4) with an amplitude of ~0.4-0.6 (a4).  This decay 
is only observed in AOT RM at the smallest w0 value of 2.5.  At the intermediate 
timescale of the experiment results are comparable across all RM investigated and in 
bulk.  These dynamics are split into a 7-20 ps decay (τ2) and a 90-170 ps decay (τ3).  In 
CTAB/IGE RM, the amplitudes (a2 and a3) are comparable across all w0 values, but in 
AOT RM and bulk aqueous solution, a3 is larger by a factor of approximately three.  As 
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w0 is reduced (5.0 to 2.5), a3 decreases and is split into a4.  These results suggest that 
HPTS resides in restricted environments in CTAB/IGE RM and this restriction is 
approached in the smallest AOT RM.  Further analysis was conducted to isolate the ESPT 
component.   
 Studies of SD in AOT RM via coumarin 343 (C343) have shown dynamics that 
extend from femtoseconds to nanoseconds36.  To separate the overlap of SD and ESPT 
timescales, we isolate the ESPT by integrating over the entire transient spectrum.  This 
approach minimizes SD contributions which are primarily manifested as spectral shifting 
leaving ESPT dominant in the integrated signal. Figure 5.9 shows a semilog plot of the 
normalized integrated signal vs. time delay for the largest CTAB, IGE, and AOT RM 
prepared and in bulk aqueous solution.  Panels (a) and (b) show the same qualitative 
trend as analysis of the 560 nm traces albeit the decays are simplified requiring only a 
biexponential decay function for a good fit. Biexponential fit parameters are tabulated 
in Table 5.3.   
For HPTS in AOT RM, a clear trend is observed as w0 is reduced from 20 to 2.5 
which increases the time constants and shifts amplitude from the longer time 
component (τ2) to the shorter time component (τ1).  At w0 = 20 in AOT RM, HPTS ESPT is 
near the values for HPTS in pH = 7 water.21  The small discrepancy in our measured bulk 
water ESPT dynamics are due to the slight acidity of the Millipore water used to prepare 
the bulk water sample.  These results indicate that as the size of the AOT RM is reduced 
the HPTS ESPT becomes increasingly quenched.  HPTS ESPT dynamics in CTAB RM show 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.9 Comparison of HPTS spectrally integrated signals in the largest CTAB, IGE, 
AOT RM investigated (w0 = 40, 20, 20 respectively) and in bulk water from 0 to 200 ps 
(a) and 0 to 2000 ps (b).  Solid lines are biexponential fits to the data.  Spectral 
integration minimizes solvation dynamic contributions to the observed dynamics 
yielding a clear measurement of ESPT dynamics.  HPTS ESPT in AOT RM approaches bulk 
behavior while HPTS ESPT in CTAB/IGE RM deviates from bulk ESPT behavior.        
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Table 5.3  Biexponential fitted parameters to integrated BFTA spectra of HPTS in CTAB, 
IGE, and AOT RM systems and in bulk water.  Analysis of BFTA data in this fashion 
minimizes SD contributions yielding nearly pure measurement of ESPT dynamics. The 
number in parenthesis is the error.  
CTAB (cationic) 
    a1 τ1 (ps) a2 τ2 (ns) 
bulk 0.230(0.007) 1.6(0.1) 0.770(0.006) 128(3) 
w0 =  
40 0.12(0.01) 6(1) 0.88(0.03) 870(60) 
10 0.128(0.009) 35(6) 0.9(0.1) 2100(400) 
IGE (nonionic) 
bulk 0.230(0.007) 1.6(0.1) 0.770(0.006) 128(3) 
w0 =  
20 0.19(0.02) 23(5) 0.81(0.07) 1200(200) 
15 0.28(0.01) 11(1) 0.72(0.01) 453(22) 
10 0.209(0.007) 8.9(0.8) 0.79(0.01) 670(30) 
5 0.158(0.007) 9(1) 0.84(0.02) 890(40) 
2.5 0.19(0.01) 12(2) 0.81(0.03) 890(70) 
AOT (anionic) 
bulk 0.230(0.007) 1.6(0.1) 0.770(0.006) 128(3) 
w0 =  
20 0.25(0.03) 1.5(0.1) 0.745(0.007) 90(3) 
15 0.31(0.04) 2.1(0.2) 0.69(0.01) 98(4) 
10 0.33(0.03) 3.9(0.3) 0.668(0.009) 103(4) 
5 0.67(0.03) 18.9(0.9) 0.33(0.02) 210(20) 
2.5 0.5(0.1) 38(6) 0.51(0.05) 340(70) 
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timescales are larger than in AOT RM and in bulk water.    In IGE RM, HPTS ESPT 
dynamics show much slower decay constants that, in general, do not exhibit a clear 
dependence on w0.  The fast time constant varies   between 8.9 and 23 ps accounting 
for about 20% of the total amplitude and the slower component varies from 0.4 to 1.2 
ns comprising the remaining amplitude.  These results suggest that HPTS in IGE RM 
resides in a different environment than it does in AOT RM.  Due to the strong correlation 
between AOT and bulk water ESPT dynamics and the deviation from this behavior in IGE 
RM, one can conclude that HPTS does not reside in a bulk aqueous environment in the 
IGE RM.  Effectively we find that HPTS finds itself solvated differently in each RM system 
investigated.  
5.3.d Simulating the IGE RM Environment 
5.3.d.i HPTS in other neat non-ionic surfactants 
Figure 5.10 presents a series of absorption studies that probe HPTS behavior in a 
variety of environments similar to the IGE RM environment.  Figure 5.10a shows 
absorption spectra for HPTS in several neat nonionic surfactants (IGE, BRIJ-30, and 
Triton X-100).  HPTS absorption in BRIJ-30 and Triton X-100 show HPTS to be protonated 
(~404 nm) while absorption of HPTS in IGE show a significant absorption from the 
deprotonated state (~465 nm).  Figure 5.10b shows a comparison between HPTS 
absorption in neat IGE and IGE dispersed in cyclohexane to 0.4 M.  Absorption of HPTS 
in neat and 0.4 IGE show very close agreement.  Finally in Figure 5.10c HPTS and MPTS 
absorption in IGE are compared.   
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Figure 5.10 Absorption spectrum of HPTS in (a) neat BRIJ-30, Triton X-100 and IGE 
nonionic surfactants; (b) in neat IGE and in IGE dispersed in cyclohexane; and (c), HPTS 
and MPTS in IGE in cyclohexane.  
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5.3.d.ii HPTS in hydrated tetraethylene glycol 
Tetraethylene glycol (TEG) was used to simulate the IGE polyethelene oxide 
headgroup.  We dissolved HPTS in solutions containing water/TEG mixtures and 
recorded the absorption spectra. Figure 5.11 contrasts spectra at a range of hydration 
levels in addition to HPTS absorption in water and in anhydrous TEG.  We observe a 
continouous shift in the HPTS absorption spectra from the anhydrous spectrum towards 
the water spectrum as the hydration level increases.  All the spectra indicate only the 
presence of the protonated HPTS molecule with no evidence for deprotonation.  
5.4.d.iii HPTS in D2O and D2O/IGE/cyclohexane reverse micelles 
BFTA data was also collected for HPTS in D2O and D2O/IGE/cyclohexane reverse micelles 
to probe the role that water plays in the observed ESPT dynamics.  ESPT decays were 
extracted from the transient spectra via the spectra integration method and analyzed as 
outlined in section 5.2.C.ii, biexponential fit results are presented in Table 5.4.  Similar 
trends are observed for D2O/IGE reverse micelles as in water/IGE reverse micelles albeit 
the extracted ESPT time constants are slightly slower.  The effect that the substitution of 
D2O for water has on HPTS proton transfer dynamics is quantified by calculating the 
ratio of the longer time constant for D2O over the water value, 
22, 2,D O water
τ τ .  This ratio 
gives an approximate measure of the kinetic isotope effect (KIE).  We compare the IGE 
reverse micelle KIE values to the bulk solvent KIE value.  
The calculated KIE value between bulk water and D2O is approximately 3. In all 
IGE reverse micelles the KIE values fall short of the bulk value.   Aside from a KIE value of 
0.6 at w0=20 the calculated KIE generally increase as w0 is increased.  At w0 = 15, the KIE  
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Figure 5.11 Absorption spectra of HPTS in tetraethylene glycol/water (TEG:water) binary 
mixtures, in neat TEG, and in slightly acidic water pH =6.5.  Increasing the hydration of 
TEG produces HPTS spectra that are comparable to HPTS in water and a shift towards 
the deprotonated state absorption (454 nm) is not observed. 
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Table 5.4 Biexponential fit parameters to integrated BFTA spectra of HPTS in IGE RM 
systems formed with water and D2O and in bulk water and D2O.  Kinetic isotope effect 






.  KIE values for HPTS in IGE RM fall short of the KIE 
value for the bulk solvents and approach unity as w0 is decreased. The number in 
parenthesis is the error. 
    a1 τ1 (ps) a2 τ2 (ps) KIE 
bulk water 0.230(0.007) 1.6(0.1) 0.770(0.006) 128(3) 
3.1(0.1)
bulk D2O 0.180(0.007) 1.7(0.2) 0.820(0.007) 390(9) 
w0 = 20 
water 0.19(0.02) 23(5) 0.81(0.07) 1200(200) 
0.6(0.1)
D2O 0.15(0.01) 10(2) 0.85(0.02) 770(40) 
w0 = 15 
water 0.28(0.01) 11(1) 0.72(0.01) 453(22) 
2.1(0.2)
D2O 0.20(0.01) 14(2) 0.80(0.03) 970(80) 
w0 = 10 
water 0.209(0.007) 8.9(0.8) 0.79(0.01) 670(30) 
1.3(0.1)
D2O 0.18(0.01) 13(2) 0.82(0.03) 860(70) 
w0 = 5 
water 0.158(0.007) 9(1) 0.84(0.02) 890(40) 
1.2(0.1)
D2O 0.20(0.01) 30(4) 0.79(0.04) 1100(100) 
w0 = 2.5 
water 0.19(0.01) 12(2) 0.81(0.03) 890(70) 
1.1(0.1)
D2O 0.16(0.01) 17(3) 0.84(0.03) 980(90) 
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value is approximately 2 and the values show a gradual decrease towards unity for w0 
values 10 to 2.5.  These results imply that water plays a diminished role in HPTS ESPT 
dynamics in IGE reverse micelles which becomes increasingly valid as the size of the 
water pool decreases.   
 
 5.4 Discussion 
 Our results clearly indicate that the choice of RM surfactant molecule, anionic, 
cationic, or non-ionic, dramatically influences the observed ESPT dynamics.  Although 
HPTS is highly soluble in water, our results indicate that HPTS is not solvated in the 
water pool in IGE and CTAB RM.  Both reorientation and ESPT dynamics support this 
interpretation.  The interaction between HPTS and the CTAB interface is easily explained 
as a Coulomb attraction between the anionic HPTS molecule and the cationic 
trimethylammonium headgroup of the CTAB surfactant.  This places HPTS at the micelle 
interface and it is embedded such that the HPTS hydroxyl group inefficiently solvated by 
water .  In this situation, the proton transfer reaction is quenched and does not appear 
to proceed during the experimental time window (2 ns).  It is also possible that the 
cosurfactant (octanol) partially solvates the HPTS molecule and impeded ESPT dynamics.  
In any case, it is clear that HPTS is not solvated effectively by water in CTAB reverse 
micelles.   
A similar principle can be used to interpret HPTS behavior in AOT RM; HPTS 
interfacial interactions in AOT RM are minimized due to a Coulomb repulsion between 
the anionic HPTS molecule and the anionic sulfonate headgroup of the AOT surfactant.  
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Thus HPTS in AOT RM shows behavior that is congruent with its behavior in bulk 
aqueous solution as long as it remains solvated in the water pool.  Only when the size of 
the water pool is reduced sufficiently and HPTS interactions with the AOT RM interface 
increase does ESPT reaction in HPTS become quenched. 
  Interpretation of HPTS behavior in IGE RM is less intuitive than for AOT or CTAB.  
In IGE RM, HPTS exhibits ESPT dynamics that are approximately 10 times slower than 
the bulk ESPT timescales of 2.5 and 90 ps at neutral pH.  ESPT dynamics are present 
even in the smallest water pool size investigated in IGE RM.  Coupling this with the 
reorientational studies we can conclude that HPTS does not reside in an environment 
that is like bulk aqueous solution. Structural studies of IGE RM indicate that a distinct 
water pool forms and that hydration of the polyethylene oxide headgroups is minimal.39 
Although this and other studies of IGE RM demonstrate that a significant water pool 
forms,39-41 we speculate that HPTS resides somewhere in the RM interface. This result 
and interpretation differs from results from studies of HPTS in BRIJ-30 nonionic RM 
which report HPTS to be solvated in the water pool.29  The question that remains is, 
what interactions result in the highly water soluble HPTS molecule to be solvated at the 
IGE RM interface rather than within the water pool.  In efforts to further understand this 
behavior we have conducted a series of studies to probe specific molecular interactions 
that HPTS can experience within IGE reverse micelles. 
We first consider the role that the structure of IGE impacts our observations. In 
contrast to CTAB and AOT, which are solids at room temperature, nonionic surfactants 
are typically viscous liquids at room temperature. We have found that HPTS is soluble in 
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these liquids.  Figure 5.10a highlights differences between HPTS behavior in IGE 
compared to other nonionic surfactants. In BRIJ-30 and Triton X-100 HPTS remains 
protonated and the protonated absorbance band (~404 nm) dominates the spectrum. 
This behavior is expected because deprotonation of HPTS typically requires the 
presence of water.  Figure 5.10b contrasts HPTS in neat IGE and in 0.4 M IGE in 
cyclohexane with no added water.  Because HPTS is completely insoluble in 
cyclohexane, it is not surprising that the spectra in Fig. 5.10b show that the environment 
sensed by HPTS is similar whether IGE is neat or dispersed in cyclohexane. Interestingly, 
absorption spectrum of HPTS in IGE and IGE dispersed in cyclohexane show the opposite 
behavior; the spectra are dominated by the deprotonated state absorption (~454 nm).  
Figure 5.10c compares absorption spectra for HPTS and MPTS (8-methoxypyrene-1,3,6-
trisulfonate) solutions with IGE in cyclohexane.  In MPTS, a methoxy group replaces the 
hydroxyl group involved in ESPT in HPTS.21  Thus, MPTS only displays an excited state 
without the possibility of proton transfer.  The absorption spectra shown in Figure 5.10 
suggest different deprotonation dynamics for HPTS in BRIJ-30 RM29 compared to the IGE 
RM.   
Comparison between HPTS and MPTS absorption spectra in Fig. 5.10c helps us to 
interpret the differences observed for HPTS in IGE solutions.  We anticipate that 
environmental effects or complex formation should be similar for HPTS and MPTS.  The 
dramatic differences between their spectra in the same environment demonstrates that 
band observed for HPTS in IGE is associated with proton transfer and does not arise 
from a spectral shift induced by the formation of an HPTS-IGE complex.  If IGE were 
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forming a complex with HPTS, then we would expect similar complex formation for 
MPTS and their spectra would agree more closely. 
 To explore the interaction of HPTS with the polyethylene oxide portion of the IGE 
surfactant, we performed another series of experiments. Small angle neutron scattering 
(SANS) studies have shown that the water pools formed in IGE RM are very well defined 
indicating that the PEO head group is not significantly hydrated.39  Likewise, we have 
observed formation of a real water pool in IGE RM via 51V NMR spectroscopy of 
decavanadate (V10O286−) in IGE RM.40   Additionally, time-resolved infrared experiments 
have supported the SANS results showing the formation of a water pool in the IGE RM.9 
These results show that complexation of HPTS with the PEO portion of IGE is not 
responsible for the spectroscopy observed.  
 At this point it is unclear what role water plays in the ESPT dynamics we have 
observed in IGE RM and so we have explored water’s role by substituting D2O for water.  
In bulk solvents (water and D2O), the kinetic isotope effect (KIE) is approximately 2.221.  
If water plays a significant role in the observed ESPT dynamics in IGE RM, we should see 
a similar KIE ratio.  If water contributes very little to the observed ESPT dynamics the KIE 
value should approach unity. For HPTS in water and D2O, the KIE value (Table 5.3) we 
measure is approximately 3 which nominally agrees with reported values.14,21 In all of 
the IGE reverse micelles KIE values fall short of the bulk value and decrease as the size of 
the water pool is reduced. Thus as the size of the water pool decreases the role of the 
solvent in the observed HPTS ESPT process diminishes nearly to zero.  These results (and 
our previous results) clearly show that HPTS tends to be solvated by the IGE surfactant 
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rather than water or D2O.  Only at higher hydration levels (water pool diameters) does 
the solvent impact the HPTS ESPT dynamics indicating that the solvation environment 
includes water.       
 HPTS has been studied in a variety of micelle systems containing cationic, 
anionic, and nonionic surfactants.  Bardez et al. have shown that HPTS in CTAB reverse 
micelles displays emission from both the neutral anionic forms of the molecule 
indicating the presence of ESPT process, and Bhattacharyya and coworkers measured 
the ESPT rate constant to be over 200 times slower than the rate in bulk water.  Our 
results confirm that HPTS ESPT is present in CTAB reverse micelles and that the proton 
transfer rate is 10-20 slower than the bulk water value.  We add picosecond 
reorientation data that indicates that HPTS does reside at the interfacial region of the 
CTAB reverse micelle and is not effectively solvated within the water pool.  Time-
resolved fluorescence studies by Spry et al. of HPTS in water/AOT/heptane reverse 
micelles35 clearly indicate that HPTS is solvated deep in the micelle water pool and 
interfacial interactions are minimal. Tielrooij and coworkers found through femtosecond 
transient absorption studies of HPTS in water/AOT/isooctane reverse micelles29 ESPT 
dynamics are near bulk values and quenching of HPTS ESPT occurs only when the water 
pool diameter is reduced to a size on the order of the HPTS molecule (~1 nm).  They also 
perform the same study of HPTS in water/BRIJ-30/cyclohexane reverse micelles and 
recover nearly the identical result; HPTS is solvated in the BRIJ-30 RM water pool.  This 
result contrasts our results for water/IGE/cyclohexane reverse micelles which indicate 
that HPTS is not solvated fully within the water pool and significant interactions 
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between HPTS and IGE are present which alter the observed proton transfer dynamics.     
To the best of our knowledge, HPTS in IGE reverse micelles provides the only example 
where ESPT is quenched in nonionic reverse micelles.   
 
5.5 Summary 
 We have presented broadband femtosecond transient absorption (BFTA) studies 
of solvation dynamics (SD) and excited state proton transfer (ESPT) in cationic, nonionic, 
and anionic reverse micelles (RM) and in bulk water.   Results show that the choice of 
surfactant has a dramatic effect on the observed ESPT dynamics.  HPTS in AOT RM 
(anionic) shows significantly different behavior from HPTS in CTAB (cationic) and IGE 
(nonionic) RM which approaches HPTS behavior in bulk water.  Both reorientation and 
ESPT dynamics approach the behavior of HPTS in bulk aqueous solution in AOT RM with 
the largest water content.  These results indicate that HPTS in AOT RM is solvated in the 
water pool and furthermore quenching of HPTS bulk behavior is observed as the size of 
the water pool is decreased.  These results confirm previously reported studies by 
Tielrooij and coworkers29.  In cationic RM (CTAB), HPTS appears to reside at the 
interface which is supported by both the slow reorientation and ESPT dynamics with 
respect to HPTS behavior in bulk water.  Similar behavior is observed for HPTS in IGE RM 
as in CTAB RM and we interpret the slowed dynamics in the same manner.  As the water 
content of both CTAB and IGE RM were varied, no significant correlations were 
observed.  We explain the location of HPTS in CTAB RM in terms of a Coulomb attraction 
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between the oppositely charged CTAB and HPTS molecules, but the location of HPTS in 
IGE RM required further study to understand the nature of the HPTS IGE interaction. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The goal of the work presented was to understand more completely aqueous 
solvation and proton transfer in confinement.  We approached these goals by using a 
model system for studies of confinement, the reverse micelle.  By varying the hydration 
level in the reverse micelles we were able to systematically interrogate confinement by 
preparing reverse micelles with varying water pool diameters.  We chose probe 
molecules that were soluble in water (C343, HPTS), but we found that the nature of the 
reverse micelle interface can drastically alter the observed dynamics. 
To first approach these goals, we constructed a broadband femtosecond 
transient absorption spectrometer (BFTA) which allows dynamics to be tracked through 
absorption changes from 0 to 2 nanoseconds.  The BFTA instrument allows ultrafast 
excitation at approximately 400 nm and a spectral probing from 380-720 nm.  In the 
course of optimizing data collection with this instrument a method was developed to 
collect data with logarithmically spaced time-delay points rather than points spaced 
linearly in time.  This methodology was tested and it was found that it provides both an 
economical advantage for data collection over many decades of time and a statistical 
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advantage which allows an observed parameter to be determined with greater precision 
via fewer number of data points.1 
Solvation dynamics studies using C343 in Aerosol OT (AOT) reverse micelles 
through BFTA spectroscopy build upon our previous time-resolved fluorescence Stokes 
shift (TRFSS) study2 and we were able to fully recover the solvation response of the AOT 
reverse micelle system as measured through C343.   Measurement of C343 
reorientation and solvation dynamics out to 2 nanoseconds revealed that C343 exists in 
two distinct environments within AOT reverse micelles which approximately correlate 
with the surface to volume ratio of the water pool.  We concluded that the C343 
population within AOT reverse micelles was solvated by interfacial and core water which 
behave differently.  We also proposed the idea that dynamic heterogeneity may be 
present and electronically excited C343 may migrate within the AOT reverse micelles to 
a more energetically favorable location during the course of the solvation response. 
Our investigations of excited state proton transfer (ESPT) from HPTS to water in 
confinement explored the use of cationic (CTAB), anionic (AOT), and nonionic (IGE) 
surfactants to form reverse micelles.  We questioned what effect the varying nature of 
the micelle interface would have on the HPTS ESPT process and found some surprising 
results.  Our studies confirmed other literature reports that HPTS appears to be located 
at the CTAB micelle interface    
The reason for the unique attraction between HPTS and IGE which is not 
observed between HPTS and other nonionic surfactant molecules (BRIJ-30, TRITON-X 
100) is still unknown although our studies have narrowed the possibilities.   
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In conclusion, our investigations of solvation and proton transfer dynamics in 
confined water were largely a success.  We found that understanding the complex 
dynamical behavior observed in confinement truly requires analysis to the longest 
timescales possible.   
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A.1  Data Collection   
function[PI_open_error wave wrapper]=initialINST() 
[wave wrapper]=iniUSB2000(0,2,20000);  %initialize Ocean Optics 
USB2000+ spectrometer 
[PI_open_error PI_initialize_error]=openPI(1);  %open serial port and 













    [TAspec,wrapper]=collectTA2(averaging,wrapper); 
    plot(wave,TAspec,'linewidth',3,'color','red'); 
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    formatWLplot; 
    xlim([wave(1) wave(1100)]); 
    ylim([-scale scale]); 










    [TAspec,wrapper]=collectTA2(averaging,wrapper); 
    plot(wave,TAspec,'linewidth',3,'color','red'); 
    formatWLplot; 
    xlim([wave(1) wave(1100)]); 
    ylim([-scale scale]); 










[ndelay,delay]=logsteps(stop,Npoints);  %define delay points on log10 
scale 
[PI_open_error]=initialINST; %initializes OO spectrometer and PI 
translation stage 
  
if PI_open_error > 0 %aborts data collection if stage communication has 
an error 
else 
    moveA(-1500); %move to collect background 
    back=zeros(size(rwave,1),10); 
    for i=1:10 
        [dat,wrapper]=collectTA(specindex,averaging,wrapper);  %collect 
background 
        back(:,i)=dat; 
    end 
    [back]=fixsignbyWL(450,back); 
    back=sum(back,2)./10;    
    PIhome; %position stage before time zero if not there already 
    rdata=zeros(size(rwave,1),size(delay,2)); %allocate 'rdata' in 
memory 
    for i=1:(size(delay,2)) 
        Amove=ndelay(i); %define step - start at zero 
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        delay(i)=moveA(Amove); %move to position & get position 
        [TAspec,wrapper]=collectTA(specindex,averaging,wrapper); 
        rdata(:,i)=TAspec; 
    end 
    PIhome; 
    closeINST(); %closes PI and OO instrument communication 
    %DATA PROCESSING 
    [tdata]=trunwav(rdata,50,1024); %truncate spectrum around data 
    [wave]=trunwav(rwave,50,1024); 
    [back]=trunwav(back,50,1024); 
    [data]=fixsignbyWL(350,tdata); %correct the sign of each spectrum 
    
    grid 
    save back back -ascii -double 
    save data data -ascii -double 
    save wave wave -ascii -double 
    save delay delay -ascii -double 
    save rdata rdata -ascii -double 
    save rwave rwave -ascii -double 
    save timelog timelog 
end 
timelog=[timelog; datestr(now)]; 
%this function will collect data on both an approximate logrithmic 
delay scale 
function[delay,wave,data]=TAcollect3(stop,Npoints,averaging) 
[ndelay,delay]=logsteps(stop,Npoints);  %define delay points on log10 
scale 
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[PI_open_error wave wrapper]=initialINST; %initializes OO spectrometer 
and PI translation stage 
save wave wave -ascii -double 
save delay delay -ascii -double 
%DATA COLLECTION LOOP 
for run=1:10 
    if PI_open_error > 0 %aborts data collection if stage communication 
has an error 
        break 
    else 
        data=zeros(size(wave,1),Npoints); %allocate 'Fdata' in memory 
         %FOWARD DATA COLLECTION 
        for i=1:Npoints 
            Amove=ndelay(i); %define step - start at zero 
            moveA(Amove); %move to position & get position 
            [signal,wrapper]=collectTA2(averaging,wrapper); 
            data(:,i)=signal; 
            figure(1) 
            subplot(1,2,1) 
            imagesc(data) 
            formatspectrogramTAcollect; 
            set(gca,'linewidth',2.5) 
            title('forward','fontsize',18) 
            drawnow 
        end 
        questdlg('Move CaF2 crystal position!'); 
        %BACKWARD DATA COLLECTION 
        for i=1:Npoints 
            Amove=ndelay(Npoints-i+1); %define step - start at zero 
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            moveA(Amove); %move to position & get position 
            [signal,wrapper]=collectTA2(averaging,wrapper); 
            signal=(signal+data(:,Npoints-i+1))./2; 
            data(:,Npoints-i+1)=signal; 
            figure(1) 
            subplot(1,2,2) 
            imagesc(data) 
            formatspectrogramTAcollect; 
            set(gca,'linewidth',2.5) 
            title('forward + backward','fontsize',18) 
            drawnow        
        end 
        %PLOT DATA FOR EACH RUN 
        figure(2) 
        set(gca,'linewidth',2.5) 
        if run <= 1 
            subplot(1,2,1) 
            imagesc(data) 
            formatspectrogramTAcollect; 
            title('Run #1','fontsize',18) 
            save data data -ascii -double %no multiple runs, single 
data set 
            tmp1=data; 
        else 
            tmp2=data; 
            [tmp1,tmp2]=fixSPECsign(tmp1,tmp2); 
            subplot(1,2,2) 
            data=(tmp1+tmp2)./2; 
            imagesc(data) 
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            formatspectrogramTAcollect; 
            title('Averaged','fontsize',18) 
            save data data -ascii -double %signal averaged data 
        end 
        button=questdlg('Collect another run?'); 
        if strcmp(button, 'Yes') 
        else 
            break 
        end 
    end %conditional that PI stage communication has no errors 
end %multiple runs loop 
closeINST(); %closes PI and OO instrument communication 
 
%this function will collect data on both an approximate logrithmic 
delay scale 
function[delay,wave,data]=TAcollect4(stop,steps,averaging) 
[ndelay,delay]=linsteps(1e-15,stop,steps);  %define delay points on 
log10 scale 
[PI_open_error wave wrapper]=initialINST; %initializes OO spectrometer 
and PI translation stage 
%COLLECT BACKGROUND 
moveA(-1500); %move to collect background 
wave=trunwav(wave,50,1024); 
[back, wrapper]=collectTA(10,wrapper); 
save back back -ascii -double 
save wave wave -ascii -double 
save delay delay -ascii -double 
Npoints=size(delay,2); 
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%DATA COLLECTION LOOP 
for run=1:10 
    if PI_open_error > 0 %aborts data collection if stage communication 
has an error 
        break 
    else 
        data=zeros(size(wave,1),Npoints); %allocate 'Fdata' in memory 
         %FOWARD DATA COLLECTION 
        for i=1:Npoints 
            Amove=ndelay(i); %define step - start at zero 
            moveA(Amove); %move to position & get position 
            [signal,wrapper]=collectTA(averaging,wrapper); 
            data(:,i)=signal; 
            figure(1) 
            subplot(1,2,1) 
            imagesc(delay,wave,data); 
            formatspectrogramTAcollect; 
            set(gca,'linewidth',2.5) 
            title('forward','fontsize',18) 
            drawnow 
        end 
        questdlg('Move CaF2 crystal position!'); 
        %BACKWARD DATA COLLECTION 
        for i=1:Npoints 
            Amove=ndelay(Npoints-i+1); %define step - start at zero 
            moveA(Amove); %move to position & get position 
            [signal,wrapper]=collectTA(averaging,wrapper); 
            signal=(signal+data(:,Npoints-i+1))./2; 
            data(:,Npoints-i+1)=signal; 
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            figure(1) 
            subplot(1,2,2) 
            imagesc(delay,wave,data); 
            formatspectrogramTAcollect; 
            set(gca,'linewidth',2.5) 
            title('forward + backward','fontsize',18) 
            drawnow        
        end 
        %PLOT DATA FOR EACH RUN 
        figure(2) 
        set(gca,'linewidth',2.5) 
        if run <= 1 
            subplot(1,2,1) 
            imagesc(delay,wave,data) 
            formatspectrogramTAcollect; 
            title('Run #1','fontsize',18) 
            save data data -ascii -double %no multiple runs, single 
data set 
            tmp1=data; 
        else 
            tmp2=data; 
            [tmp1,tmp2]=fixSPECsign(tmp1,tmp2); 
            subplot(1,2,2) 
            data=(tmp1+tmp2)./2; 
            imagesc(delay,wave,data) 
            formatspectrogramTAcollect; 
            title('Averaged','fontsize',18) 
            save data data -ascii -double %signal averaged data 
        end 
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        button=questdlg('Collect another run?'); 
        if strcmp(button, 'Yes') 
        else 
            break 
        end 
    end %conditional that PI stage communication has no errors 
end %multiple runs loop 
closeINST(); %closes PI and OO instrument communication 
  
A.2  Ocean Optics Spectrometer Functions   
function[wavelength,wrapper]=iniUSB2000(specindex,trigmode,integration) 
    import com.oceanoptics.omnidriver.api.wrapper.Wrapper %imports 
Wrapper.class which has spectometer controls 
    wrapper = Wrapper(); %opens a new instance of Wrapper 
    wrapper.openAllSpectrometers(); %searches for available 
spectometers 
    wrapper.setIntegrationTime(specindex,integration);  %sets 
integration time for spect. '0' 
    wrapper.setExternalTriggerMode(specindex,trigmode);  %sets trigger 
mode for spectrometer '0' 
    wavelength=wrapper.getWavelengths(specindex);  %gets wavelength 
vector from spectrometer '0' 
 
function[]=closeUSB2000(wrapper) 
    wrapper.closeAllSpectrometers() %closes all spectrometers 








    wrapper.getSpectrum(0); 
    dat1=wrapper.getSpectrum(0); 
    dat2=wrapper.getSpectrum(0); 
    dat3=wrapper.getSpectrum(0); 
    dat4=wrapper.getSpectrum(0); 
    ref=(dat1+dat3)./2; 
    sig=(dat2+dat4)./2; 
    sig=1000.*(log(sig./ref)); 











    dat=wrapper.getSpectrum(0); 




    ref=dat2(:,((i-1)*2+1)); 
    sig=dat2(:,i*2); 



























A.3  Physik Instrumente Translation Stage Functions   
%initialize the translation stage 
  
function[COMopen_error, initialize_error]=openPI(COMport) 
addpath(['C:\Program Files\MATLAB\Matlab TA Data Collection\PI Matlab 
Functions\WindowsDLL']) 
loadlibrary NetLib300 %loads DLL file with stage functions 
[COMopen_error]=calllib ('NetLib300', 'LAN_open', COMport, 1); %opens 
COM port 































delay=[t1 t2 t3]; 
ndelay=round(delay./stageresolution); %calculate steps for stage 







%calculate number of points 
N=round(stop./dt); 
%calculate time delay vector and add 'zero' point 
delay=[1:N].*dt; 
delay=[0 delay]; 
%calculate steps for stage 
ndelay=round(delay./stageresolution); 
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%divide exponent by number of points 
da=log10(stop/baseunit)/(N-1); 




%calculate steps for stage 
ndelay=round(baseunit.*delay./stageresolution); 








%replace repeated points with linearly spaced points 
for i=1:a 
    ndelay(a-i+1)=b-i+1; 
end 






calllib ('NetLib300', 'LAN_moveA', 2, steps); %moves to absolute 
position 









































    temp1=data1(:,i); 
    temp2=data2(:,i); 
    temp3=data3(:,i); 
    a=sum(temp1-temp2,1); 
    b=sum(temp1+temp2,1); 
    if a>=b 
        temp2=temp2.*-1; 
    else 
    end 
    a=sum(temp1-temp3,1); 
    b=sum(temp1+temp3,1); 
    if a>=b 
        temp3=temp3.*-1; 
    else 
    end 
    temp=(temp1+temp2+temp3)./3; 




%this function fixes the sign by comparing to an adjacent trace.  
%It calculates the difference and the sum between the two values  
%at an WL and flips the sign accordingly. 
cdata=zeros(size(data,1),size(data,2)); 
for i=1:(size(data,2)-1) 
    a=size(data,2)+1-i; 
    temp1=data(:,a); 
    temp2=data(:,a-1); 
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    x=abs(temp1(index)-temp2(index)); 
    y=abs(temp1(index)+temp2(index)); 
    if x<y 
    else 
        temp2=temp2*-1; 
    end 




save data data -ascii -double 
imagesc(cdata) 
     
%This program fits the rawchirp to a polynomial and calculates 




















%fixes the sign of the TA matrix by selecting a wavelength trace that 
%should always have a constant sign (pos or neg) and corrects the sign 
of 
%the collected data accordingly 
for i=1:size(data,2) 
   [a,index]=max(abs(data(:,i))); 
   b=max(data(index,i)); 
   if index<200 
       if index>600 
           a=max(abs(data(:,default))); 
           b=max(data(:,default)); 
       else 
       end 
   end        
   test=a/b; 
   if test<0 
       temp=data(:,i).*-1; 
   else 
       temp=data(:,i); 
   end 
   data(:,i)=temp; 
end 
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    a=data(pumpindex,1); 
    b=data(pumpindex,i); 
    c=a*b; 
    if c>0 
    else 
        data(:,i)=data(:,i).*-1; 




save data data -ascii -double 
 
function[data]=fixsignbyWL(index,data) 
%fixes the sign of the TA matrix by selecting a wavelength trace that 
%should always have a constant sign (pos or neg) and corrects the sign 
of 
%the collected data accordingly 
for i=1:size(data,2) 
    a=abs(data(index,1)); 
    b=data(index,i); 
    test=a/b; 
    if test<0 
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        temp=data(:,i).*-1; 
    else 
        temp=data(:,i); 
    end 
    data(:,i)=temp; 
end 







if a < b 








xlabel('time delay (picoseconds)','fontsize',16) 
 































save data data -ascii -double 
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%This function extracts the maximum of the cross phase modulation 
signal 
%(XPM) in a pure solvent.  It pulls out the time delay as a function of 
%wavelength.  The time resolution comes from the time resolution at 
which 









    temp=(data(i,:)); 
    [C,I]=max(temp); 























    temp=data(:,i); 






    sdata(:,i)=data(:,i)-fback; 
end 
  






















    s=-1.*shift(i); %shift for time domain trace 
    temp=sdata(i,:)'; %time domain trace 
    temp=circshift(temp,s)'; 
    tdata(i,:)=temp; 






    tdata(:,1-i+N)=[]; 





save tdelay tdelay -ascii -double 
save tdata tdata -ascii -double 
  
%This function time corrects transient absorption data based on an 
chirp 
%obtained from the XPM chirp fit.  Offset moves shifts the data to put 
time 














    s=-1.*shift(i); %shift for time domain trace 
    temp=data(i,:)'; %time domain trace 
    temp=circshift(temp,s)'; 
    tdata(i,:)=temp; 







    tdata(:,1-i+N)=[]; 









title('time corrected data','fontsize',20) 
save tdata tdata -ascii -double 





    data=data(start:start+length-1,:); 
else 













function[anis resid coef]=anisotropy(para,perp,delay,wave) 
%This function calculates the anisotropy of TA data collected at 400nm 
with 
%the ocean optics spectrometer - - it integrates over a spectral range 
to 
%simplify the anisotropy analysis. N values define integration range 
for spectral data (N1,N2) and where to 
%start (N3) and end (N4) the linear fit of the log of the anisotropy 
data 


























































save anis anis -ascii -double 
save resid resid -ascii -double 
save coef coef -ascii -double 





B.1 Analysis of C343 BFTA Data 
The time-dependent Stokes shift in the coumarin 343 (C343) broadband 
femtosecond transient absorption (BFTA) data were gauged in three ways, as noted in 
the Chapter 4. After we removing contributions to the signal from the excited state 
lifetime (equation 4.4), and from the BL and ESA signals (equation 4.6), we used three 
different methods to gauge the time-dependent Stokes shift.  Calculations based on 
fitting spectrogram traces to an asymmetric Gaussian function are described in the 
paper. Dynamics were also quantified through the spectral maximum of the 
spectrograms as a function of time and using the first moment of the asymmetric 
Gaussian peak1 
  ( )1 0 ln 2M sν= + ⋅Γ   (B.1) 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B.2 Steady-state emission of HPTS in D2O/IGE/cyclohexane RM 
Emission spectra from HPTS in D2O/IGE/cyclohexane microemulsions (Figure B.1) 
clearly indicate the presence of excited state proton transfer (ESPT).  Emission spectra 
were recorded with excitation at ~400 nm from the BFTA instrument which excites the 
protonated state of HPTS, [ROH].  Emission from [ROH*] and the electronically excited 
deprotonated state of HPTS, [RO-*], is observed.   This behavior confirms that the ESPT 
process is present in D2O/IGE/cyclohexane reverse micelles.       
 
Figure B.1 Steady-state emission from HPTS in D2O/IGE/cyclohexane reverse micelles 
and in D2O.  Spectra are very similar to HPTS emission in water/IGE/cyclohexane reverse 
micelles albeit the protonated state [ROH] emission (~430 nm) increases as the water 
pool diameter is reduced.       
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INDEPENDENT RESEARCH PROPOSAL 
C.1  Abstract and Specific Aims 
Intramolecular energy transport and storage in biomolecules are highly efficient 
although extremely elusive 1.  In 1973, Davydov introduced a model for energy transport 
in biomolecules wherein vibrational solitons (localized, self-stabilizing states) travel 
along α-helices 2,3.  Solitons are self-stabilizing states that arise from a balance between 
nonlinearity and dispersive effects, and in the case of Davydov’s model, vibrational 
excitation along the peptide backbone of a α-helix causes lattice distortions that localize 
quanta of vibrational energy on peptide units 1.   There has been a great deal of work 
developing the theoretical descriptions of the vibrational soliton, but experimental 
observations have been limited. To date, experimental observations have shown that 
vibrational solitons exist at biologically relevant temperatures, but there has been no 
experimental measure of their formation and propagation.  The research outlined in this 
proposal aims to provide an experimental method that measures and characterizes 
vibrational soliton formation and propagation in α-helices at biologically relevant 
temperatures.   
My approach is to use prepared α-helix systems with three characteristics: (i) a 





at the other end of the α-helix, and (iii) a variable number of peptide units in the helical 
chain.  The chromophore will give the ability to insert energy directionally into the 
system while the varied chain length and isotopic labeling providing a probe of 
propagation times. Data will be collected by two ultrafast spectroscopic methods:  
visible-pump infrared-probe and dual-frequency two-dimensional infrared (DF-2DIR) 
correlation spectroscopy.  The formation of the α-helix vibrational soliton will be 
monitored via the pump-probe experiments wherein a visible, femtosecond pump pulse 
introduces energy into the absorbing end of the α-helix and an infrared, femtosecond 
pulse probes population growth into the soliton vibrational mode.   The subsequent 
soliton propagation time along the α-helix will be characterized via DF-2DIR that will 
measure the interaction between the soliton vibrational mode and the isotopic labeled 
vibrational mode at the terminal peptide unit.  By systematically varying the length of 
the α-helix, vibrational soliton propagation dynamics will be determined. This 
methodology will, for the first time, allow the formation and propagation of the elusive 
Davydov vibrational soliton to be characterized. 
 
C.2 Background and Motivation 
C.2.a Biological energy transport mechanisms 
One of the fundamental goals in the field of bioenergetics is to unravel transport 
mechanisms of energy released in adenosine triphosphate (ATP) hydrolysis.  ATP 
hydrolysis facilitates a variety of cell functions with an immediate release of energy 4. 





evidence that suggests intramolecular transport in biomolecules may be an important 
energy transport mechanism.   The small amount of energy released in ATP hydrolysis 
(~10 kcal or 3500 cm-1 per mol) suggests that vibrational states may play an important 
role in intramolecular energy transport.  Thus, in 1973 Davydov proposed a transport 
mechanism wherein self-stabilized vibrational states or vibrational solitons propagate 
along α-helices 2,3.  
C.2.b Vibrational soliton theory 
Solitons are self-stabilizing states that arise from a balance between nonlinearity 
and dispersive effects.  In Davydov’s original model, local vibrational excitations on a 
peptide unit of a α-helix distort the α-helix structure and in turn this structural 
distortion traps the vibrational excitation on one or two adjacent peptides 1,5.  Soliton 
formation is mediated by the nonlinear nature of the hydrogen bonds that stabilize the 
α-helix structure.  Figure C.1 shows the local structure of the α-helix.     
A comprehensive review of Davydov’s vibrational soliton theory can be found in Ref.5, 
but in short, theoretical analysis yields two solutions: (1) an exciton or vibron which is 
delocalized vibrational excitation induced by a dipole-dipole interaction, and (2) a 
soliton which is considered “phonon dressed” or bound to a specific site (peptide unit) 
and is self-stabilized.  It is important to note that a variety of terms (self-trapped, bound, 
or phonon dressed) are used to label the soliton which all describe the same state.  In 
addition, the exciton is labeled as a vibron because the excitation is a vibrational 
transition.  The energy of the vibron is described as  






Figure C.1  Energy level diagram for the refined vibrational soliton theory.  SVBS, single-
vibron bound state; TVBS-I, two-vibron bound state over one peptide unit; TVBS-II two-
vibron bound state over two peptide units; and TVFS, two-vibron free state 






 excitation is a vibrational transition.  The energy of the vibron is described as  
 0 2exE E J= −  (C.1) 







= −  (C.2) 
where 0E the vibrational energy of the uncoupled oscillator is, J  is the dipole-dipole 
coupling parameter, χ is the exciton-phonon coupling parameter, and W is the 
hydrogen bonding force constant.  For soliton formation to occur, it must be 





E E E J
W
χ
∆ = − = −  (C.3) 
must be greater than zero.  The most important parameter in this energy difference is 





χ ≡  (C.4) 
 
where R is the length of the adjacent hydrogen bond.  χ  effectively determines 
whether an exciton will collapse into a soliton; exciton-phonon coupling must be 
sufficiently high for soliton formation to occur.  An important feature in this description 
of a vibrational soliton is that the soliton band will appear to spectroscopically 





nature the soliton is expected to extend the lifetime beyond that of the exciton which is 
typically just the vibrational mode lifetime. 
 Refinement of Davydov’s vibrational soliton theory has determined that 
vibrational soliton exist as single vibron bound states (SVBS), two vibron bound states 
(TVBS) or two-vibron free states (TVFS)6,7.  Figure C.1 shows an energy level diagram for 
the refined model.  The SVBS corresponds exactly with the original Davydov solution; 
TVFS correspond to two non-interacting unbound vibrons; TVBS-I correspond with two 
interacting vibrons bound to a single peptide; and TVBS-II corresponds to two 
interacting vibrons bound to two adjacent peptide units.  Further theoretical analysis 
suggest that the lifetime of SVBS is too short lived to be relevant for energy transport at 
biological temperatures 8.   On the other hand, TVBS are longer lived while supporting 
larger quanta of energy.  Furthermore, TVBS introduce a convenient mechanism for 
energy to transfer along the α-helix provided the energy difference between TVBS-I and 
TVBS-II is below the available thermal energy (~200 cm-1 at room temperature) which 
numerical calculations support.  Early experimental observations of vibrational solitons 
utilize Davydov’s formalism while more recent studies describe systems in terms of the 
TVBS model.                       
C.2.c Experimental evidence for vibrational solitons 
 In the following experimental studies, it is important to reference various 
infrared (IR) absorption features found in polypeptide systems.  Table C.1 shows the 
mode designations, approximate frequency range, and approximate descriptions for IR 





around the amide-I region and amide-A region which are dominantly CO stretching and 
NH stretching, respectively.  Experimental evidence for vibrational solitons begins with 
analysis of anomalous IR absorption features.   
  C.2.c.i steady-state infrared spectra 
The first experimental observation of vibrational solitons was made by Careri 
and coworkers in 198310-12.  These studies used crystalline acetanilide (ACN) as a model 
of a α-helix. ACN is a molecular solid up to 113º C with a structure similar to the α-helix 
and peptide chains.  Figure C.2 shows the similarity in structure of the peptide chain and 
ACN.  The focus of this study was on explaining the anomalous side band at 1650 cm-1 of 
the amide-I band  at 1665 cm-1 in ACN’s infrared absorption spectrum which had been 
previously observed but not conclusively assigned with conventional molecular 
spectroscopy analysis 10.  Figure C.3 shows the anomalous band and its temperature 
dependence.   
To probe the origin of this anomalous band, the authors conduct a series of 
experiments with the following explanations:  
• Amorphous ACN samples show a very weak band at 1650 cm-1 but upon 
annealing the band intensity recovers.  This indicates that regular hydrogen 
bonding structure in crystalline ACN is a requirement for the band to be present.  





















































































































































































































































































Figure C.3  Temperature dependent IR absorption spectra of crystalline ACN in the amide-






• Isotopic substitution with 15N shifts the anomalous band (1650 cm-1) in the same 
magnitude and direction as the amide-I band (1665 cm-1). This shows that the 
side band is related to the amide-I band.   
• Spectra recorded a various temperatures show a clear isosbestic point between 
the amide-I band (1665 cm-1) and the side band (1650 cm-1).  In addition, parallel 
increases/decreases between the integrated absorbance of the normal amide I 
band and the anomalous band integrated absorbance are observed.  This 
indicates that the population sampled by the anomalous band originates from 
population in the normal amide-I mode.  
With these observations in mind and with no conventional assignment available for 
the anomalous band, the authors explain the anomalous band in terms of vibrational 
soliton theory.  First they estimate the value of exciton-phonon coupling parameter, χ  
by measuring the normal amide-I frequency as a function of the hydrogen bond length 
in molecular solids similar in structure to ACN (Me-ACN, p-Cl-ACN).  χ  is calculated with 
equation C.4 which is estimated to be 6.2 x 10-11 N.  Next, the splitting between the 
anomalous band and the normal amide-I band is used to calculate the hydrogen 
bonding force constant W = 4.8 N/m which is reasonable force constant value for 
hydrogen bonding.  The conclusion is that the anomalous band at 1650 cm-1 in the IR 
absorption spectra of ACN can be explained quite reasonably by vibrational soliton 
theory.  Scott and coworkers also found the same temperature dependence in the 





This same anomalous temperature dependence was later confirmed in ACN and 
extended to polypeptide systems by Timonen and coworkers 13.   The main focus of this 
study was to extend the work of Careri and coworkers to polypeptide systems, and 
accordingly they chose two model polypeptides that form crystalline α-helices:  
trytosine-alanine15 (Try-(Ala)15) and trytophan-alanine15 (Trp-(Ala)15).  These 
polypeptides consist of a terminal peptide and a chain of fifteen alanine peptide units.  
No temperature dependence was found in the amide-I region as with ACN, but the 
polypeptide systems show a similar temperature-dependent side bands in the amide-A 
region at 3200-3450 cm-1.  The origin of the temperature dependence of the 
polypeptide amide-A mode and ACN amide-I mode was tested by plotting the logarithm 
of the integrated intensity of each side band vs. temperature squared.  Figure C.4 shows 
this analysis which indicates that both side bands originate from similar mechanisms i.e. 
coupling to phonons.  This result shows that vibrational solitons exist in α-helices but it 
lacks any time-dependent analysis of these systems.   
C.2.c.ii  IR pump-probe experiments 
 More recently ACN and polypeptide systems have been investigated further with 
IR, femtosecond pump-probe experiments 1,14.  Pump-probe experiments track time-
dependent absorption changes from femtoseconds to picoseconds.  Analysis of IR 
pump-probe data yields information about vibrational lifetimes, vibrational energy 
transfer (VET), intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR), and vibration-phonon 






Figure C.4  Temperature-squared analysis of ACN amide-I anomalous band at 1650 cm-1 






 via steady-state spectroscopic methods.          
In 2002, Hamm and coworkers conducted time-resolved experiments on room 
temperature ACN 14.  In this study, time-dependent absorbance was probed in the 
amide-A region wherein the main peak at 3295 cm-1 has a sequence of equally spaced 
satellite peaks to lower energy.  This absorption feature has been assigned to a main 
free exciton (unbound) peak followed by lower energy soliton peaks.  Figure C.5 shows 
the amide-A mode of ACN with satellite peaks and also shows the proposed potential 
energy diagram for the exciton-soliton system in ACN.  To test the validity of this 
potential energy scheme, two sets of experiments were conducted.         
  In the first set of experiments, broadband femtosecond pulses were used to 
excite (pump) and probe the main peak and first three satellite peaks simultaneously.  
These experiments yielded time-dependent traces at the maxima of the four peaks 
found in the steady-state absorption spectrum.  A surprising feature of these traces is 
that they all exhibit oscillations out to 8 picoseconds.  Fourier transformation of this 
time-domain data yields spectra with a strong peak at 48 cm-1 and a weaker peak at 76 
cm-1.  Figure C.6 shows the time-domain and Fourier transformed data.  These two 
frequencies match peaks in the non-resonant electronic Raman spectrum for ACN and 
thus the conclusion is that these peaks are the phonon modes that mediate self-
trapping i.e. vibrational solitons.   
In the second series of experiments, narrow band, femtosecond pump pulses 
were used to selectively excite individual peaks followed by a broadband, femtosecond 






Figure C.5  (a) Absorption spectrum of the NH band of crystalline ACN. The inset 
schematically depicts the one dimensional chain of hydrogen bonded ACN molecules.  







Figure C.6  Fourier transform spectra of the coherent response ACN after impulsive 
excitation.  The inset shows the corresponding signals in the time domain.  The four 
signals correspond to the absorption peaks in the linear spectrum: 3295 cm-1 (blue line), 





 probed bands.  The results show that when the exciton band is excited there is energy 
transfer to the soliton bands, and excitation at any of the soliton peaks displays no back 
transfer into the exciton band.  Thus, this is a direct observation of vibrational solitons 
because excitation at the exciton state leads to irreversible population transfer to the 
soliton states.  These results show that the satellite peaks are indeed soliton states and 
are self-stabilizing because, although it is energetically possible within the available 
thermal energy for there to be back transfer to the exciton band, no back transfer is 
observed.                   
The most recent investigation of vibrational solitons in α-helices was conducted 
by Hamm and coworkers in 20041.  In this study, time-dependent absorption in the NH 
stretching (amide-A and amide-B) region was probed for poly-γ-benzyl-L-glutamate 
(PBLG). In chloroform, PBLG forms long, stable α-helices both in solution and in films 
grown from these solutions.  PBLG can easily be denatured to form random coils by 
addition of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and a reduction in temperature.  Figure C.7 shows 
the steady-state spectra, pump-probe spectra, and time-domain traces for helical and 
random coil PBLG in chloroform.  The important feature of this data is that the helical 
pump-probe data exhibit two positive peaks and the random coil pump-probe data 
show only one positive peak.  For an isolated oscillator, a pump-probe spectrum displays 
two peaks:  (1) a negative peak at the fundamental frequency that corresponds with 
ground state bleach and stimulated emission between 0,1υ = , and (2) a redshifted 
positive peak to corresponds with excited state absorption, 2 1υ = ← .  The PBLG 






Figure C.7  (a) Absorption spectra of PBLG in chloroform with 3% TFA at 293 K (red line, 
helical conformation), and at 260 K (blue line, random coil). (b) Pump-probe spectra 600 
fs after excitation under the same conditions.  Inset:  Decay of negative and both 






 spectrum presents a very different situation.   
A variety of experiments were conducted on the PBLG helical system which 
resulted in the conclusion that the double peak structure originates solely from the NH 
stretch band and it is coupled to the periodic structure of the -helix.  Thus, Hamm and 
coworkers used TVBS theory to describe the helical PBLG transient IR spectrum.  The 
pump-probe signal is described in terms of transitions between the four excited 
states/ground state as depicted in Figure C.1.  The pump pulse bleaches the ground 
state transferring population to the single-vibron state.  The probe pulse can either 
stimulate emission from the single-vibron state back to the ground state or be absorbed 
by single-vibron population to an another excited state (TVFS, TVBS-I, TVBS-II) resulting 
in a negative signal or positive, respectively.  With these possibilities in mind the 
transient spectrum of helical PBLG can be assigned easily.  The positive peaks at 3006 
cm-1 and 3160 cm-1 correspond to excited state absorption from the single-vibron state 
to TVBS-I and TVBS-II, respectively.  The negative peak at 3290 cm-1 corresponds to the 
sum of stimulated emission from the single-vibron state to the ground state (negative 
signal) and excited state absorption from the single-vibron state to TVFS (positive 
signal).  Hamm and coworkers successfully reproduced the helical PBLG transient 
absorption spectrum based on the TVBS theory in Ref. 6,7.   
 
C.3  Proposed Research 
 Reports in the literature show that Davydov’s vibrational solitons do indeed exist 





temperatures.1,10-14  This work provides a wealth of information about the nature of the 
vibrational soliton, but it provides only evidence of soliton existence and no measure of 
its ability to transfer energy, i.e. to propagate.  Thus I propose a method that will probe 
the formation and propagation of the vibrational soliton in a α-helix system.       
  Previous studies of vibrational solitons have excited IR transitions directly which 
limits the study of soliton formation and propagation dynamics in a fundamental way.  
Direct IR excitation/probing generate signal contributions from random positions along 
the α-helix making it impossible to distinguish location.  Therefore, it inherently 
provides no way of tracking soliton propagation and formation on the helix.  To observe 
vibrational soliton propagation and formation, energy needs to be introduced into the 
system via an indirect, directional mechanism.  To accomplish this, I propose a model α-
helix system with three features: (i) a tethered chromophore at one end of the helix, (ii) 
isotopic (13C18O) labeling at the other end (terminal peptide) of the helix, and (iii) a 
variable number of peptide units in the helical chain.  Figure C.8 shows a schematic 
representation of the model α-helix system indicating the chromophore, variable chain 
length, and isotopic labeling.  The chromophore will allow energy to be directionally 
injected into the helix and subsequently the formation and propagation of the soliton at 
the NH stretching frequency.  Two spectroscopic methods will measure the soliton 
dynamics.  Pump-probe experiments at the chromophore excitation energy and 
vibrational soliton mode energy, respectively, will track the dynamics of the soliton 






Figure C.8  Proposed model α-helix system.  The chromophore is tethered to a variable 





and yield an isolated, local vibrational mode.  When the soliton mode resides on the 
terminal peptide unit, coupling between the soliton mode and the local mode will be 
probed via dual-frequency two-dimensional infrared (DF-2DIR) spectroscopy.  The 
specifics of these proposed methods will be discussed in detail in the following sections. 
 
C.4 Research Methods 
 In the following sections I will outline the specific methods that will measure 
vibrational soliton formation and propagation dynamics in α-helices.  Section C.3.a 
describes the pump-probe experiments used to characterize soliton formation.  Section 
C.3.b discusses soliton propagation characterization utilizing DF-2DIR spectroscopy. 
C.3.a Characterization of soliton formation 
The IR pump-probe study on PBLG by Hamm and coworkers shows very clearly that 
population in vibrational soliton states at the NH stretching frequency can easily be 
probed. Circumventing the problem of defining location on the helix with my model α-
helix, I propose pump-probe experiments identical to Hamm and coworkers’ albeit with 
pumping at the chromophore excitation frequency rather than the NH stretch directly.  
This gives the ability to selectively introduce energy into one end of the helix without 
random IR excitation along the helix.  Excess energy upon electronic excitation of a 
chromophore is partitioned rapidly (0.1 – 10 picoseconds) through intramolecular 
vibrational redistribution (IVR) 15.  With the selection of a proper chromophore and 
excitation conditions, electronic excitation will lead to vibrational excitation on the first 





the soliton follows.  Following electronic excitation of the chromophore, a variably 
delayed IR probe pulse will measure transient population growth into the soliton mode. 
Pump-probe experiments of this type measure population changes by comparing 
the time-dependent intensity of the probe pulse (signal) with the steady-state probe 
pulse intensity (reference) through the following relation, 
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∆ = −   
 
 (C.5) 
where A∆ is the time-dependent (transient) absorption signal which is proportional to 
transient population changes via Beer’s law.  For each time delay selected between the 
pump and probe pulse, a transient spectrum is recorded.  Figure C.9 shows simulated 
pump-probe data in the NH stretching region (2900 - 3400 cm-1). 
 This simulation is based on approximate peak widths and peak positions found in 
helical PBLG pump-probe data.  It assumes single Gaussian peaks where the negative 
peak (blue) is the free NH stretch and the positive peaks (red) are the soliton peaks.  
This data illustrates the following expected dynamics:  (i) the initial negative rise in the 
free NH stretch peak corresponds to population growth into the free NH stretch via IVR 
( IVRτ  = 0.5 ps) which is followed by (ii) partial population transfer into the soliton states 
( solτ = 1.0 ps), and finally (iii) the overall signal decays with the vibrational lifetime of the 
free NH stretch ( vibτ = 5 ps).  These dynamic represent the simplest case scenario where 
the dynamics are single exponentials and equal population is transferred to both the 
soliton states.  Single exponential dynamics are a reasonable assumption but the 






Figure C.9  Simulated pump-probe data based on helical PBLG IR pump-probe data.  The 
two positive (red) peaks correspond to soliton states (TVBS-I, 3160 cm-1; TVBS-II, 3010 





 population transfer into both the soliton peaks, but it is more likely population will 
transfer first to the TVBS-I soliton state (localization on one peptide unit, 3160 cm-
1)before transferring to the into the TVBS-II state (localization on two peptide units, 
3010 cm-1).  Second, this simulation displays equal lifetime decay of the free state 
population and the soliton states population but the self-stabilizing nature of solitons 
suggest that the soliton lifetime should be longer than the free state lifetime resulting in 
a slower decay for the soliton states.  This added complexity is precisely what the 
research outlined in this proposal aims to unravel.  Analysis of experimental pump-
probe data will yield new insight to the nature of vibrational soliton formation in α-
helical systems.    
C.4.b Characterization of soliton propagation 
 The second goal of the research in this proposal is to address the ability of 
vibrational solitons to transport energy along α-helices.  As with the previously outline 
experiments, it is imperative that there is no direct excitation at the NH stretch aside 
from probing purposes.  This can be achieved by measuring vibrational mode coupling 
with dual-frequency two-dimensional infrared (DF-2DIR) spectroscopy.  DF-2DIR probes 
ultrafast dynamics via vibrational mode coupling between modes at different 
frequencies and has been used to probe both intramolecular and intermolecular 
vibrational dynamics.16-19  There are two prerequisites for this approach to yield 
information about vibrational soliton propagation dynamics:  the coupling must probe a 
vibrational mode that is spectrally and spatially distinguishable.  Isotopic labeling with 





dynamics in peptides.20  13C18O labeling shifts the CO stretching frequency 60 cm-1 to 
lower energy isolating it from the normal amide-I mode.  Figure C.10 illustrates this 
spectral shift.  DF-2DIR spectra will only exhibit coupling between the NH soliton modes 
and the 13C18O mode when the soliton resides on the terminal peptide unit.  Thus 
excitation of the chromophore followed by DF-2DIR probing will give a vibrational 
soliton propagation time. 
 DF-2DIR is a sophisticated example of photon echo spectroscopy which is 
analogous to spin echo spectroscopy in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
experiments.  In photon echo spectroscopy, three coherent light pulses interact 
resonantly with a sample to generate a fourth (echo) pulse (i.e. transient four-wave 
mixing).  Photon echoes are sensitive measures of both structure and dynamics through 
environmentally induced fluctuations in transition frequencies.21,22  Relative delay 
between the three excitation pulses yields a time-dependent echo signal.  DF-2DIR 
spectroscopy modifies the basic photon echo experiment in two ways:  First, 2DIR echo 
signals are heterodyne detected with an additional, local oscillator (LO) pulse which 
provides more detailed information about the echo pulse and consequently sample 
dynamics.  Second, the third excitation pulse and the LO pulse which are spectrally 
degenerate with the first two excitation pulses are spectrally shifted to probe a different 
transition.  Figure C.11 shows a schematic representation of the 2DIR pulse sequence 
with the relevant time intervals.  2DIR spectra are generated from raw 2DIR data by 
Fourier transformation over τ and t, 






Figure C.10.  13C18O amide-I isotopic shift.  The arrow indicates the 60 cm-1 redshifted 






Figure C.11  2DIR pulse sequence.  1, 2, and 3 are the excitation pulses. sig (blue) is the 
echo signal, and LO (red) is the local oscillator pulse.  τ, T, and t are the relative time 





A 2DIR spectrum reflects the dynamics that have occurred over the time interval T 
which is known as the population period.   
In 2DIR spectra, the peaks along the diagonal correlate approximately with the 
 static absorption spectrum of the sample and off-diagonal or cross peaks indicate 
coupling between these absorption features.  This coupling is strongly distant-
dependent as it is a dipole-dipole interaction which falls off with 1/r6 where r is the 
distance between the dipoles.  Therefore, 2DIR spectra will exhibit coupling peaks 
between modes only when two modes are sufficiently close to one another spatially.  
This provides a convenient method to probe vibrational soliton propagation dynamics 
along the α-helix; cross peaks will only occur between the soliton modes and the 13C18O 
labeled mode when they reside on the same or adjacent peptide units.   Figure C.12 
shows a simulated DF-2DIR spectrum.   
 This qualitative simulation is based on soliton and free NH stretch peak widths 
and positions from PBLG pump-probe data and the 13C18O amide-I peak position in Ref. 
20.  This spectrum illustrates coupling between the soliton modes (3160 cm-1, 3010 cm-
1) and the 13C18O amide-I mode (1595 cm-1) through the off-diagonal peaks.  Thus this 
represents a situation where the delay between the second and third pulses in the 
experiment (population period, T) is sufficiently long for the soliton to propagate along 
the α-helix to the terminal, labeled peptide unit.  Propagation dynamics can be 
extracted from the 2DIR spectrum by measuring the integrated signal intensity of a 
particular off-diagonal peak which gives the relative coupling between the two coupled 






Figure C.12  Simulated DF-2DIR spectrum.  The 13C18O labeled mode at 1595 cm-1 
exhibits coupling with both the free NH stretch at 3290 cm-1 and the soliton modes at 





a function of the population period will yield a propagation time for a given α-helix 
chain length.  Finally, systematic variation of the chain length will give a more complete 
picture of how soliton propagation dynamics depend on the helical length.  In the 
simplest case, off-diagonal coupling will show only one characteristic propagation time 
for a given chain length and the propagation time will depend linearly on the -helix 
chain length.  Again, in actuality the propagation dynamics may be more complicated 
and this is precisely what the DF-2DIR studies aim to uncover.  Analysis of this DF-2DIR 
data will provide a wealth of information about vibrational soliton propagation 
dynamics in α-helices.    
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